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1 . INTRODUCTION 

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

Anguilla anchors one end of an elongated, 
fringing archipelago in the Eastern Caribbean 
known collectively as the Lesser Antilles (see 
Figure 1.1). The most northerly of the 
"Leewards" (the northern end of the Lesser An
tillean chain), the island of Anguilla is about 
25.5 km (16 mi) long and 5.5 km (3.5 mi) wide 
(see Figure 1.2), with its long axis running in an 
east-northeast to west-southwest direction. The 
island is located 8 km (5 mi) north of French St. 
Martin (a 20 minute ferry ride) and 113 km (70 
mi) northwest of St. Kitts, to which it was once 
linked administratively. A number of uninhab
ited islets -- including Dog Island, Scrub Island, 
Sombrero Island, and the Prickly Pear Cays -
also form part of its territory. 

Within the Antillean Archipelago, Anguilla 
is one of three Leeward Islands lying slightly 
eastward of the main "inner" insular arc that 
sweeps gracefully from the Virgin Islands in the 
north to Grenada in the south. The three 
-- Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda -- form an 
"outer" arc that is well-positioned as the first 
vanguard of insularity against the impact of 
Atlantic wind and waves. 

Together, the three have been referred t~ as 
the "limestone Caribbees," and indeed there IS a 
pronounced visual contrast between the thr~ 
"outer Leewards" and the main "inner" VOlcanIC 
arc. The three limestone islands are lower, more 
arid, less rugged, and their more exposed posi
tion is evident in a common display of wind
sheared vegetation and in the spray-pitted, wave
washed limestone of their exposed windward 
(easterly) shores. l 

Anguilla has a low karstic (weathered coral) 
structure, with 91 km2 (35 sq mi) of land and.a 
maximum elevation of 65 m (213 ft). It IS 
formed of limestone and marls developed on 
deep, older volcanic rocks. The soil is t~ and 
a significant portion of the land surface IS bare 
(or almost bare) rock; it primarily supports dry 
evergreen woodland and low-lying scrub, w.ith 
some cacti. The island is sheltered by extensIve 

1 

reefs off the north coast and fringing reefs along 
most of the south coast (Figure 5.3), which pro
vide superb diving and snorkeling as well as 
important protection for the inshore environ
ment. 

The south coastline is low with sandy bays, 
while there are cliffs in the north. White or light 
pink sandy beaches occupy approximately 19 km 
(12 mi) of shoreline. There are no surface 
streams or standing bodies of fresh water, and 
the island's "wetlands" consist primarily of a 
number of salt ponds (see Figure 5.3 and Table 
5.1). Most of Anguilla's ponds probably re
sulted from the closure of former embayments. 

An early report on the geology of Anguilla 
described the island as follows: 2 

The suiface of the island is undulating, 
rising to a maximum height of [just over] 
200 feet above Crocus Bay. Speaking 
generally, the island shows a ridge of 
high ground to the north-west, terminat
ing in an escarpment on the northern 
shore, and sloping gently towards a long 
central valley but little above sea level, 
and succeeded to the south by a minor es
carpment sloping gently down to sea level 
everywhere on the southern shore. There 
is thus a striking contrast between the two 
coast lines, the northern one consisting 
for the most part of steep sea cliffs up to 
100 feet high, the southern one of a 
shelving rocky shore with sandy coves 
protected by coral reefs. 

Anguilla's climate is dry, sunny an~ sub
tropical. A cool breeze sweeps across the Island 
for most of the year as it lies in the path of the 
northeasterly trade winds. Winds blow normally 
from the east-northeast, shifting seasonally as 
east-southeasterlies, at velocities faster than in 
most Caribbean islands3. The average monthly 
high temperature is 270 C (81 0 F), with litt~e 
variation throughout the year. Temperatures dIp 
to as low as 180 C (640 F) during the December 
to February period. The normal range of annual 
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rainfall is about 90-103 cm (35-40 in), with a 
dry season generally from about January to April 
and a "wet" season from approximately 
September to December. Perhaps as much as 
half of the island's rain falls during the "wet" 
months, with extended drought periods during 
the rest of the year. 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Anguilla is first mentioned in historical 
records in 1564 when a French expedition passed 
by en route from Dominica to Florida. It is 
speculated that Spaniards may also have visited 
in the sixteenth century and that the island's 
name is derived either from the Spanish word 
anguilla or the French word l'anguille (for 
"eel") -- a reference, in both cases, to the is
land's long and narrow shape. The Carib 
Indians, who inhabited the island from about 
1200 AD, called it Malliohana. 

The Dutch showed a passing interest in 
Anguilla as a source of salt in the 1620's and 
built a fort, probably at Sandy Hill on the south 
coast. 4 But it was the English who first colo
nized the island in 1650, and despite several at
tempted invasions -- by Caribs from Dominica in 
1656 and by the French in 1745 and again in 
1796 -- it remained a British colony. 

The island has had its share of a colorful 
and roguish past. It was raided in the later part 
of the seventeenth century by many adventurers 
-- Frenchmen, Irishmen, Spaniards -- while, at 
the same time, it served as a haven of sorts for 
pirates and buccaneers, including Captain 
~artholomew Sharp (one of Henry Morgan's 
heutenants) and the notorious Captain Kidd. 

The early European settlers of Anguilla at
tempted to establish a plantation economy similar 
to the export-based agricultural system put in 
place throughout the West Indies. But 
Anguilla's poor soil and erratic rainfall made 
development of a "cash crop" economy very dif
ficult (see also Chapter 4). Plantation owners 
soon began a practice of out-migration labor 
which even to this day is an important element of 
the Anguillian economy. Initially, slaves were 
allowed to search for work in the nearby British 
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Virgin Islands and Antigua, or even as far south 
as Trinidad. They were then permitted to pur
chase their freedom with remittances earned 
abroad. Most returned to Anguilla to settle on 
lands that eventually were abandoned by the dis
couraged plantation owners. 

By the time of emancipation in 1834, the 
island's population consisted of free people and 
independent landowners, most of whom prac
ticed subsistence agriculture. The economy was 
dependent on salt production, fishing, boat
building, inter-island trading, and remittances 
sent home by Anguillians working overseas -
and so it essentially remained until the late 
1970's. 

A predominant influence of Anguilla's 
historical past has been its link with the sea and 
with an era, dating to around 1895, that has been 
termed by one local writer as "Anguilla on the 

"5 It . sea . was a time when the cruel hardships of 
droug~t. and famine as experienced by 
Angullhans on the land, combined with the suc
cessful economic model provided by Nova Scotia 
schooners calling at Anguilla to collect salt for 
the Cana~ian fishing industry, convinced many 
that the Island's survival lay with the sea and 
trade. 

Schooner after schooner and sloop after 
sloop slide off the beaches in Sandy 
Ground, Blowing Point, the Forest and 
Island Harbour. Anguilla rapidly became 
famous for its shipwrights and vessels .... 
These vessels of all shapes and sizes be
gan to trade up and down the Lesser 
Antilles, down the Greater Antilles to 
Santo Domingo and Haiti and later 
across the Caribbean Sea to Curacao and 
Aruba. This era bred men of remarkable 
character and skill and brought the 
Anguillian passion for boat racing to a 
fever pitch. Schooners and sloops raced 
not for hours [as is done today] but for 
days,from San Pedro de Macoris and La 
Romana in the Dominican Republic, to 
Anguilla .... The Santo Domingo trail 
brought out the best in boat-building 
skills and seamanship which [Anguillians] 
continue to foster. 6 
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ANGUILLA's VITAL STATISTICS 

LOCATION Latitude: 18 degrees 10 minutes North 
Longitude: 63 degrees 5 minutes West 

AREA 91 km2 (35 sq mil, excluding several small offshore 
islets which are essentially uninhabited 
25.5 km (16 mil long; 5.5 km (3 mil wide 

POPULATION 8,960 (1992 Census) 

CAPITAL The Valley (population: 268) 

CLIMATE Mean monthly temperature of 27 degrees C 
(81 degrees F), moderated by northeast trade winds; 
the average relative humidity is a pleasant 75 percent 

RAINFALL Median annual rainfall is 103 cm (40 in); the dry season is 
generally from January to April and the wet season from 
September to December (Department of Agriculture) 

PHYSICAL FEATURES A flat, low-lying, coral-limestone island sheltered by a 
number of healthy coral reefs; many salt ponds that have 
at times been used for commercial endeavors such as salt 
production and shrimp cultivation; about 19 km (1 2 mil 
of white or light pink sandy beaches, several of which 
are regarded as among the finest in the world; also a 
number of inland caves 

VEGETATION Vegetation is generally either sparse or stunted, due to 
low and erratic levels of rainfall, and consists mainly of 
low-lying xerophytic plants 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES Tourism, fishing, construction and offshore finance 

TOURISM Primarily "upscale" luxury hotels, in addition to small inns 
and villas 

AIRPORT Wallblake Airport, with a runway length of 1,098 m 
(3,600 ft) 

SEAPORTS Blowing Point (ferries from St. Martin); Sandy Ground (all 
bulk materials, private boats); Corito (Shell facilities for 
oil and petrol) 

5 
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Politically, Anguilla has been a British 
Colony since the mid-seventeenth century. 
However, because administration of islands as 
small as Anguilla was difficult for colonial rulers 
in London, a system of "federations" was often 
established to make governance more efficient. 
In Anguilla's case, this meant that in 1871 the 
island was linked in a federation with St. Kitts, 
with Nevis later added in 1882. Like most 
"satellite" islands, Anguilla historically felt itself 
to be distant from and neglected by the adminis
trative center in St. Kitts. Twice it petitioned for 
direct British rule (in 1875 and 1958) and finally 
took more direct action by rebelling and then 
ceding from the tri-island grouping in 1967, 
rather than become a part of the new state then 
being proposed for the St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla 
federation. 

Following this "revolutionary" tum of 
events on the part of determined Anguillians, 
Britain sought to reimpose its authority in a 
rather bizarre invasion by English paratroopers 
and London policemen in 1969. A British 
Commissioner was installed, but formal separa
tion from St. Kitts-Nevis did not occur until 
1980 when Anguilla again became a Crown 
Colony in the form of a Dependent Territory. 
Most Anguillians would consider the events 
launched in 1967 as the most momentous in 
Anguilla's 300 year old history, for they 
wrought fundamental change in the entire island 
community. 7 

The Anguillian Government today consists 
of a Governor, representing the British Crown, 
and a Chief Minister and other ministers ap
pointed from the elected members of the legisla
tive assembly (see also the introductory section 
to Chapter 2). The administrative structure of 
government and the legal system are based on 
those of Great Britain. 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

The population of Anguilla grew rapidly 
between the census years of 1984 and 1992, at a 
rate just under four percent a year. This growth 
for an eight year period was probably one of the 
highest in the world. Natural increase (births 
over deaths) accounted for approximately one 
and a half percent of the increase, while just 
under two and a half percent was due to immi
gration.8 A major factor in altering the previous 
demographic pattern (i.e., one of small increases 
with emigration common) has been the signifi
cant growth in tourism which attracted the 
immigration of non-nationals and a significant 
return home of nationals. 

Anguilla's population now stands at 8,960 
according to the 1992 census figures reported by 
the Government's Statistical Department (Table 
1.1). The vast majority of the population (over 
75 percent) includes persons who are Anguillian 

Table 1.1. Anguilla census figures, 1960 - 1992. 

CENSUS YEAR TOTAL POPULATION GROWTH RATE 

1960 5,810 
+ 0.83 % 

1974 6,519 
+ 0.49 % 

1984 6,848 

1992 8,960 

Sources: Mokoro, 1993. Anguilla Strategic Review Interim Report (February 1993) for 1960, 

1974, and 1984 data; Government's Statistical Department for 1992 figure. 

6 
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by birth. Just under 15 percent of the population 
comprises persons from other Caribbean islands, 
primarily the Commonwealth Caribbean; while 
the remainder (under 10 percent) are expatriates 
from the United States, the United Kingdom and 
elsewhere. While the exact number is unknown, 
there may well be more Anguillians living over
seas than residing in Anguilla. 

Population growth scenarios generally 
focus on the rate of natural increase (i.e., births 
over deaths) and immigration/emigration pat
terns. In Anguilla, growth projections are more 
likely to depend on the amount and type of 
immigration and the level of return migration of 
Anguillians who have been living overseas since 
the rate of natural increase appears to be declin
ing. During the last five years (1988-1992), 
both fertility and mortality rates have fallen. By 
1992, the population growth rate from natural 
increase had dropped to 1.22 percent (as opposed 
to a total of 1.45 percent for the entire five-year 
period). These declining figures seem to indi
cate that any continued expansion in the popula
tion growth rate will to a large extent depend on 
the Territory's immigration policies and return 
migration patterns. 9 

THE ECONOMY 

Anguilla, one of the smallest of the inhab
ited Caribbean islands, had produced some of the 
region's highest economic growth rates by the 
end of the 1980's. This occurred despite signifi
cant constraints to growth -- e.g., the island's 
small size, limited population, and narrow natu
ral resource base -- and despite the fact that his
torically-important industries, like fishing, salt 
production, and boat-building, had never devel
oped a strong revenue base that inhibited a 
steady outward migration of Anguillians seeking 
more dependable incomes elsewhere. 

A significant development in the 1980's, 
which accounted for remarkable growth in the 
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island's economy, was the establishment of sev
eral up-market hotels that, in tum, 

led to the rapid development of the 
Territory as an upscale tourism desti
nation (see Chapter 7), 
fueled a local construction boom, 
reduced unemployment from about 26 
percent in the middle of the decade to 
a point where labor was being im
ported by the end of the decade, 
substantially improVed the standard of 
living of most Anguillians, and 
encouraged overseas nationals to re
tum home. 

In the fmal half of the 1980's, real GDP 
rose at over ten percent a year (albeit, it began 
from a low base), producing significant increases 
in Government revenues and making possible re
duced dependency on UK financial assistance 
(the final recurrent budgetary grant-in-aid from 
the United Kingdom was received in 1985).10 

The rapid economic growth of the late 
1980's slowed appreciably in the first years of 
the 1990's, due in part to global factors (the Gulf 
War, the recession, and a decline in the number 
of American tourists) and in part to local factors 
(for example, most of the prime sites for hotel 
investment had been developed to some extent by 
the end of the 1980's). However, partial data 
for the last half of 1992 suggest that the down
turn may have been arrested, with estimates of 
real growth in GDP for the second half of the 
year now placed at about seven percent. This is 
lower than the rate of growth experienced in the 
late 1980's but still high by regional standards. 11 

To compensate for fluctuations in the tourism 
industry (such as those experienced from 1990-
1991), development of Anguilla's professional 
service~ sector -- in particular, offshore fmancing 
-- was highlighted in a recent Strategic Review 
exercise as one area offering considerable poten
tial for the Territory. 
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A RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 

FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF ANGUILLA 

The recently initiated Anguilla Strategic 
Review (Interim Report, February 1993) dis
cusses both primary constraints and key oppor
tunities for future growth in Anguilla. The de
velopmentallimits posed by the Territory's natu
ral resource base are highlighted in the Strategic 
Review, where, among other constraints, it is 
pointed out that: 

In tourism the prime development sites 
have already been developed, and the re
maining sites that could potentially be de
veloped will require larger investment to 
overcome natural deficiencies 
Anguilla is very small, and the lack of 
undeveloped land constrains the develop
ment of any land-intensive activity. 
Rainfall is less than 37 inches annually. 
That, combined with the land constraint 
and the poor quality of the soil (the island 
is based on very porous limestone coral), 
means that agricultural activities are lim
ited. The porosity of the soil means that 
there are no rivers or streams '" and the 
country's aquifers produce brackish 
water. The production from these 
aquifers is limited and the establishment 
of any water-intensive activity requires 
expensive desalination units. 

The environment of Anguilla is very frag
ile, requiring that any economic develop
ment should be carefully controlled to en
sure its sustainability. The marine re
sources on the shelf around Anguilla have 
already been overexploited in some cases, 
for example lobster, and the further de
velopment of the country's fishing indus
try will require careful planning. The 
island depends greatly upon its beaches 
and the natural surroundings. 

The Strategic Review report goes on to 
point out specific pressures on natural resources: 
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increased numbers of tourists using 
beaches and the coastal environ
ment; 
conflicting uses of marine re
sources, for example at Sandy 
Ground; 
the need for upgrading solid waste 
disposal practices; 
lack of control over livestock 
grazing; 
overfishing of inshore waters; and 
the need for better management of 
the marine environment. 

It is therefore both timely and opportune 
that in late 1992, the Government of Anguilla 
entered into a three-year project agreement with 
the United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) for execution of a program dealing with 
the "Management of Natural Resources and the 
Environment" in Anguilla. The first phase of 
the project calls for the preparation of an Envi
ronmental Profile for Anguilla, similar to docu
ments prepared for six OECS countries and pub
lished by the Caribbean Conservation Associa
tion and the Island Resources Foundation in 
1991. 

In Anguilla, the Environmental Profile has 
been prepared in two phases, the first being this 
document and the second -- an "Environmental 
Manifesto" -- which will draw on the informa
tion in this report but will present it in a format 
directed at a wider audience of Anguillians. 

This document provides a resource man
agement framework for the subsequent Environ
mental Manifesto. Its focus is on those critical 
resource issues facing Anguilla as it makes the 
difficult choices necessary for environmentally
sound growth and development as the Territory 
moves toward the twenty-first century. Seven 
key sectors -- where environment/development 
issues inter-face -- are highlighted: 
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(1) the institutional dimensions of 
environmental management 
(including education); 

(2) land use planning and growth man
agement; 

(3) the relationship between plants, 
animals, the land and Anguillians; 

(4) Anguilla and its marine/coastal 
environment; 

(5) water quality, waste management, 
and pollution control; 

(6) tourism; and 
(7) Anguilla I s historical and cultural 

heritage. 

Within each of the seven environment/de
velopment sectors, important resource issues or 
problems are discussed to inform the reader of 
the dimensions of the issue, followed by specific 
recommendations -- some short-term and some 
needing long-term attention to guide 
Anguillians in managing their environment dur
ing times of change and accelerating growth. 

An important theme influencing the thrust 
of this document and which Anguillians -- like 
all islanders -- must address is: 

how can a very small place with very 
limited resources, a small government 
and a small private sector adequately 
deal with the management of commonly
shared resources. 

What has been the traditional, and classical, 
view of any island I s environment -- consisting of 
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water and wildlife, scenery and soil, forests and 
fish, rocks and reefs, fruits and flowers -- is 
simply not good enough anymore, now that there 
are more of us competing to use finite resources 
in these small places. 

The old inventory approach of managing 
singular resources is being replaced by anew, 
more holistic perception of hundreds of inter
connected goods and services made available to 
the community as a whole by what we tradition
ally referred to as "mother nature" and now call 
functional ecosystems. These "interconnections" 
are the reason why there are so many cross-ref
erences and some repetition in the document 
which follows -- put quite simply, clean and 
stable beaches are not unrelated to robust and 
flourishing reefs or the abundance of fishery 
stocks. Such things that we have long taken for 
granted as useful, as desirable, and as "free", we 
are beginning to see in anew, more informed 
light -- an ecological light. 

Anguillians, like people everywhere, are 
beginning to understand that there are limits to 
what we can take out as "free goods and ser
vices" from the natural environment and what we 
can put back in the way of pollution and other 
insults. This balancing act, this reasoned public 
search for fairness and an enhanced awareness of 
ecosystem needs as well as human needs is what 
environmental policy, environmental planning, 
and environmental management are all about. 
They are also about Anguilla I s future -- which 
begins tomorrow. 
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2. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

IN OTHER WORDS -- WHO'S IN CHARGE? 

Anguilla became a British Dependent Ter
ritory in 1650 and, for administrative pur
poses, was associated with St. Kitts and Nevis 
from 1871 to 1980. Following the dissolution 
of the Federation of the West Indies in 1962 
and subsequent negotiations on the status of the 
Commonwealth Caribbean Territories, St. 
Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla (along with five other 
Territories) became States in Association with 
the United Kingdom (UK) under the terms of 
the West Indies Act of 1967. Each Territory 
gained internal independence and the right to 
amend its own Constitution, including the 
power to terminate the association with the UK 
and eventually to declare itself independent. 1 

Anguilla, however, opposed the Associ
ated State arrangement with St. Kitts and Nevis 
and almost imme4iately repudiated government 
from St. Kitts. A breakaway movement re
sulted which made world headlines when 
British forces invaded the island in 1969 fol
lowing a breakdown in negotiations with 
Anguilla. From 1971 to 1980, the island oper
ated under a de facto separation from St. Kitts, 
with legal separation finally occurring in 
December of 1980 under the (UK) Anguilla 
Act of 1980 (see also Chapter 1). A constitu
tion was adopted two years later which set in 
place the structure of the new Anguilla Gov
ernment; this was followed by establishment of 
a Constitution Review Committee in 1986 and 
adoption of an amended Constitution in 1990. 

Today, Anguilla is a British Dependent 
Territory with a Westminster Parliamentary 
style of government. It is headed by a Gover
nor who represents and is appointed by the 
British Crown. The Governor consults with 
the Anguilla Executive Council on all matters 
except defense, external affairs, international 
financial affairs, internal security (including 
the police), and appointments to or dismissals 
from public office. The six members of Coun
cil comprise the Chief Minister, three other 
ministers, and two ex-officio members who are 
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the Deputy Governor (appointed by the Gover
nor) and the Attorney General. The Chief 
Minister is appointed by the Governor; other 
ministers are appointed from among the popu
larly elected members of the House of Assem
bly, with the advice of the Chief Minister. 
The Governor and the Chief Minister may also 
appoint a Parliamentary Secretary (or junior 
minister) from among the elected or nominated 
Assembly members. Ministerial responsibili
ties are assigned in the same way. The House 
of Assembly consists of 12 persons: the 
Speaker, two ex-officio members (the Deputy 
Governor and the Attorney General), seven 
elected members (one of whom becomes the 
Chief Minister), and two nominated members 
appointed by the Governor. 

At the present time, the Government of 
Anguilla is organized as follows: 

(1) Chief Minister's Office: 
- tourism 
- labor 
- information and broadcasting 
- immigration 
- agriculture 

fisheries and marine resources. 

(2) Ministry of Finance and Economic 
Development: 
- treasury 
- customs 
- post office. 

(3) Ministry of Social Services and Lands: 
social services: 
- health, community development 

and welfare 
education and environment 

- lands and surveys: 
- physical planning. 
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(4) Ministry of Communications, Works, 
and Public Utilities: 

airport and seaports 
public works 
water and electricity. 

During the 1980's, environmental matters 
were considered the responsibility of the De
partment of Agriculture and Fisheries, which 
was then housed within the Ministry of 
Tourism and Natural Resources. In 1990, the 
portfolio was moved to the office of the Chief 
Minister, and the Department of Agriculture 
and Fisheries was split into two separate units, 
the Department of Agriculture and the Depart
ment of Fisheries and Marine Resources. In 
1990, as provided for under the new Constitu
tion, the first nominated member of the House 
of Assembly was named Parliamentary Secre
tary and given responsibility for Education and 
the Environment. 

Environmental responsibilities, broadly 
defined, also reside in several other units of 
Government, including: 

The Department of Lands and Surveys 
(incorporating the Physical Planning Unit 
and the Land Development Control 
Committee), with responsibility for land 
use planning and development control 
(see Chapter 3). 

The Department of Public Workf, respon
sible for building regulation and the 
potable water supply (see Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 6). 

The Department of Environmental Health, 
charged with implementation and en
forcement of public health legislation, 
with specific responsibilities for solid 
waste management and disposal, vector 
control, and human waste disposal (see 
Chapter 6). 

The Department of Tourism, with an in
terest in the development of tourism at
tractions and amenities (currently there is 
a proposal before Government to replace 
this department with establishment of a 
Tourist Board; see Chapter 7). 

Table 2.1. Government agencies that share responsibility for the 
management of Anguilla's environment. 

CHIEF MINISTER'S OFFICE 

1) TOURISM 

2) AGRICULTURE 

3) FISHERIES AND MARINE RESOURCES 

MINISTRY OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND LANDS 

1) EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENT 

2) LANDS AND SURVEYS 

i) PHYSICAL PLANNING UNIT 

iii LAND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITIEE 

3) ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS, WORKS, AND PUBLIC UTILITIES 

1) PUBLIC WORKS 

i) WATER SECTION 

12 
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It is clear that authority and responsibility 
for environmental management in Anguilla is 
not centralized but is dispersed among a num
ber of GOA departments. "Environmental" 
functions can be identified in the Chief Minis
ter's Office, the Ministry of Social Services 
and Lands, and the Ministry of Com
munications, Works, and Public Utilities (see 
Table 2.1). Additionally, there is a consider
able body of "environmental" legislation al
ready enacted in Anguilla (see Table 2.2), but 
some legislation is undergoing revision (e. g. , 
planning laws), some is outdated and needs re
vision (e.g., public health legislation), and 
some has not been implemented (e.g., antiqui
ties law). 

Several characteristics related to the Ter
ritory's small size mark the manner in which 
the Anguillian Government functions. All 
should be kept in mind when reviewing the en
vironmental responsibilities and capabilities of 
Anguilla's public sector: 

(1) As in most small countries, a single min
ister in Anguilla has responsibility for 
several portfolios, which are not always 
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distributed in a way that maximizes ad
ministrative efficiency (see Issue One be
low). 

(2) The capacity of the public sector to deal 
with a large number of priority issues at 
anyone time is seriously limited. Thus, 
reversals of political leadership can mean 
abrupt changes in those priority issues 
targeted by Government at any given 
point in time. 

(3) The distinction between the political lead
ership of Government and the Civil Ser
vice is one that is blurred in Anguilla 
more than it is in larger countries. There 
is a good deal of movement of individuals 
between the two as well as a relatively 
high proportion of appointed rather than 
elected membership in the legislative 
body. In short, the pool of available tal
ent is relatively fixed and limited not only 
by the island's small population but also 
by the significant number of citizens who 
emigrate seasonally or for extended resi
dency elsewhere. 
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Table 2.2. Primary resource management legislation in Anguilla. 

PLANNING and 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL 

COASTAL RESOURCES 

AGRICULTURE 

WATER 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

and POLLUTION 

PROTECTED AREAS 

WILDLIFE 

Land Development (Control) Ordinance (No. 15, 1966) 

Land Development Control (Amendment) Ordinance (No.9, 1991) 

Land Acquisition (Amendment) Ordinance (No. 223, 1967) 

Aliens Land Holding Regulation Ordinance (No. 12, 1976) 

Aliens Restrictions Ordinance (Amendment) (No.9, 1991) 

Condominium Ordinance (No. 11, 1982) 

Town and Country Planning Ordinance (No. 223, 1967) 

Town and Country (Amendment) Ordinance (No.9, 1991) 

The Fisheries Protection Regulations (No. 12, 1988) 

The Fisheries Protection Ordinance (No.4, 1988) 

Fisheries Protection (Amendment) Regulations (No.4, 1990) 

Turtle Ordinance (No.6, 1984) 

Beach Control (Amendment) Ordinance (No.9, 1991) 

Beach Protection Ordinance (No.1 0, 1988) 

Cruising Permit Ordinance (No.3, 1980) 

Cruising Permit Regulations (No.5, 1990) 

The Marine Parks Ordinance (No.1 0, 1982) 

Agricultural Small Holdings Act (No.3, 1963) 

Fumigation of Plants Ordinance (No. 11, 1972) 

Animals (Disease and Importation) Ordinance (No. 11, 1972) 

Fruit Trees Destruction Prohibition Ordinance (No.8, 1977) 

Markets and Meats Ordinance (No. 11, 1972) 

Plant Protection Ordinance (No. 11, 1972) 

Watercourses and Waterworks Ordinance (No.8, 1962) 

Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act (No. 11, 1972) 

The Litter (Abatement) Ordinance (No.9, 1987) 

Public Health Act (No. 22, 1969) 

Sound Amplification (Restriction) Ordinance (No 5, , 991 I 

Antiquities Ordinance (No. 13, 1983) 

National Trust Ordinance (No.7, 1988) 

Public Parks Regulations Ordinance (No. 11, 1972) 

Wild Birds Protection Ordinance (No. 11, 1972) 

Protection of Animals Act (No.8, 1977) 

Source: Office of the Attorney General, Government of Anguilla. 
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ISSUE ONE: 
The present organization of Government operations needs to be re-structured to 
make the administration and execution of environmental policy more efficient and to 
create a system for environmental management that helps ensure more sustainable 
economic development. 

The fundamental problem with respect to how the public sector of Anguilla 
currently handles environmental management responsibilities can be best 

described biblically: 

The left hand knoweth not what the right hand doeth. 

This basic problem occurs at both the 
political/policy-making level and at the 
administrative level, and has much to do with 
the unquestioning acceptance of an inherited 
bureaucratic way of doing things. Influenced 
by the Westminster style of Government, the 
administrative system is one in which portfo
lios are often distributed based more on the 
forte of a Minister's individual abilities and 
less on what is more rational in the pooling of 
portfolios that are closely intertwined. 

Therefore, apart from the urgency of 
defining a vision and a plan of action for sound 
environmental management in the years ahead 
(a task which the Environmental Profile should 
make easier), a "re-invention" of Government 
operations within the framework of existing 
constitutional provisions is needed. What is 
required is a structure that will not only serve 
the cause of making the administration and ex
ecution of environmental policy more efficient, 
but will also lay the groundwork for a more 
"entrepreneurial" attitude vis a vis the envi
ronment -- that is, an operational structure for 
managing the environment in ways that ensure 
sustainable economic development. 

POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A look at the current distribution of port
folios underscores the problem at the political 
and policy-making level. As the Government 
now stands in 1993, the crucially important 
portfolio of "Lands", which includes physical 
planning, is coupled with the portfolio of 
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"Social Services" to form the Ministry of So
cial Services and Lands. Social Services is it
self so large, relatively speaking, that it is di
vided between "Health, Community Develop
ment and Welfare", on the one hand, and 
"Education and Environment" on the other. 

The very recent addition of the portfolio 
of "Environment" to "Education" had more to 
do with the need to form comprehensive envi
ronmental policies and plans for the future and 
to identify a focal point in Government for en
vironmental action, and less to do with the exe
cution of environmental policies and responsi
bilities by Departments charged with environ
mental management. A primary example of 
this deficiency is the fact that the Ministry of 
Education and Environment has no 'direct line 
authority over the Department of Fisheries and 
Marine Resources or the Department of Lands 
and Surveys (see Table 2.1). 

The other Ministry which is crucial to en
vironmental management holds portfolios for 
Tourism, Agriculture, Fisheries, Immigration 
and Labor. Without doubt, the first three are 
vitally important to environmental manage
ment, especially within the Anguillian context. 
But the anomaly here from an environmental 
standpoint is clearly the inclusion of 
"Immigration" and "Labor", which, within the 
present development mode of the economy, are 
crucial portfolios by themselves. Indeed, they 
consume considerable ministerial effort, 
somewhat to the detriment of "Agriculture" 
and "Fisheries" in particular. 
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Clearly there is a need to harmonize and 
rationalize the distribution of portfolios to pro
vide greater ministerial focus on the telling is
sues of environmental management and to help 
ensure a more coordinated administrative ma
chinery. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

2.1 The major portfolios related to envi
ronmental management should be in
cluded within the ambit of a single 
"Ministry of Tourism, Natural Re
sources and the Environment". Figure 
2.1 outlines the basic structure of the 
Ministry. 

The crucial Departments excluded from 
this new clustering of responsibilities 
are Environmental Health, Water and 
Education. Because of the specialized 
and very focused public health mission 
of the Department of Environmental 

Health, this Department should remain 
linked with the Ministry holding the 
"Health" portfolio, although its Director 
should sit on the proposed Environ
mental Advisory Committee (see Rec
ommendation 2.2). 

With respect to Education, it is envis
aged that once the environmental edu
cation curriculum is properly estab
lished as part of the education reform 
process now in motion (see Issue Two 
below), Education will need to only 
touch base with the Ministry of the En
vironment from time to time via the En
vironmental Advisory Committee. 
Water should, for economic and techni
cal reasons, remain with the Ministry of 
Communications and Works, but it too, 
like Environmental Health and Educa
tion, should be represented on the Envi
ronmental Advisory Committee. 

Figure 2.1. Organizational structure of proposed Ministry of Tourism, Natural 
Resources and the Environment. 

TOURIST BOARD DEPARTMENT OF 

AGRICULTURE 

MINISTER 

I 
PERMANENT SECRETARY 

I 
DEPARTMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF 

FISHERIES AND 

MARINE 

RESOURCES 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS 

The lack of adequate coordination be
tween critical Departments in Government 
charged with environmental management also 
needs attention. The isolation of the "right 
hand from the left hand" is even more acute at 
an administrative level than it is at the political 
or policy-making level, where at least the fo
rum of Executive Council provides an oppor
tunity for inter-agency discussion. 

At the administrative level, there is no 
formal mechanism for either joint planning, 
consultation or observation on matters that 
should be addressed holistically. For example, 
the Department of Tourism's concern over too 
much traffic from yachting at a particular cay 
is voiced in isolation from the concern of the 
Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources 
over the same subject. No coordination proce
dures are formally available or required for 
both Departments to share ideas, to plan coop
erative strategies, or, most importantly, to 
agree on implementation of joint policies. The 
same is true for physical planning with respect 
to tourism or agriculture (see also Chapter 3, 
Issue Two). 

This situation was less critical from 1977 
to 1980 when the then small Ministry of 
Tourism and Natural Resources had regular 
bimonthly meetings of the Directors of Agri
culture and Fisheries, Lands and Surveys, and 
Tourism, along with the Minister and what was 
then the post of Administrative Secretary . 
These sessions, which were informal and at 
times resembled just an "old talk", gave the 
Administrative Secretary a valuable overview 
of what was occurring in the various Depart
ments and provided insight on the need for 
joint planning on those matters which were 
common to all. It also provided an opportunity 
to thoroughly brief the Minister on issues that 
were environmental in nature and consequence. 

It was during this Administration, and 
largely as a result of this low-keyed inter
change, that critical initiatives of far-reaching 
environmental consequences were "hatched", 
including: 
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the low density, up-market Tourism Pol
icy; 
the first Cruise Permit Control Ordi
nance; 
the first survey of dive sites and potential 
protected areas; 
the first archaeological survey that was 
responsible for the discovery of the 
Fountain Petroglyphs (see Chapter 8); 
and 
the first attempt to introduce aesthetic 
control in architecture (which was never 
formalized; see also Chapter 8). 

Much of what took place during those 
years that could be termed "progressive" was 
simply a result of the regular interchange and 
close working relationship between Depart
ments charged with environmental manage
ment. It occurred during a time when the sub
ject of the environment was not demanding 
"agenda attention" the way it now is - which 
makes the need for better coordination proce
dures even more important today. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

2.2 Within the proposed Ministry of 
Tourism, Natural Resources and the 
Environment, an Environmental Advi
sory Committee should be established, 
officially charged with the coordination 
and implementation of a National Envi
ronmental Policy (see also Chapter 3, 
Issue One). Tht.! Commlllex should he 
established along tht.! Imes of FIgure 
2.2. 

The Environmental AJ\ I .... n C .. mnut· 
tee should be rt.!pre><nleJ al tht' hlghe .. t 
level (i.e., Director). anJ II should be 
mandatory that it conVent.! at least once a 
month. The attendance of the Minister 
and the Permanent Secretary should also 
be required, as the Committee will re
view monthly the progress of programs 
and activities undertaken by all relevant 
Departments and will trouble shoot 
problems and issues that may arise. 
This forum would also provide an op
portunity for review of environmental 
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impact assessments (EIAs); implemen
tation of EIA legislation will be far 
more effective if all "environmental" 
Departments are in a position to share 
information and participate in the re
view of EIA reports (see also Recom
mendations 3.7,3.8,3.9 and 5.18). 

The Minister or Permanent Secretary 
should act as Chairperson of the Com
mittee, and monthly position papers 
should be prepared for presentation and 
discussion. The objective is simply to 
teach both left and right hands to clap to 
the same music. 

To facilitate the process of drafting, re
viewing, revising and updating policy 
ideas or initiatives made within the 
Committee structure, all Departments 
represented on the Environmental Advi
sory Committee should be linked by 
computer, in an effort to do away with 

the cumbersome and antiquated "file 
dance" now more common between De
partments. The objective will be to 
work towards linking Directors and the 
Permanent Secretaries, desk top to desk 
top. 

2.3 It is important that the Anguilla Na
tional Trust be represented on the Envi
ronmental Advisory Committee in order 
to complete a necessary loop from the 
public sector to the private sector. A 
partnership between a few key branches 
of Government and the private sector 
can produce results far more easily and 
effectively in a state the size of 
Anguilla than might be done in a more 
populous country. The effectiveness of 
such a coalition of public/private sector 
interests in ensuring the formation of 
more enlightened public policies should 
never be underestimated (see also 
Chapter 8, Issue Three). 

Figure 2.2. Organizational structure of proposed Environmental Advisory Committee. 
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Some have expressed the viewpoint that 
during the 1970's, the Government of Anguilla 
had provided more effective leadership for the 
environment than did the private sector; more 
recently, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) have assumed much of this leadership 
position.2 Anguilla's environmental NGOs are 
discussed in Chapter 8 (Issue Four), including 
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the National Trust which, although established 
by statute, is likely to function very much like 
an NGO. The important point is that 
Anguilla's Government and environmental 
NGOs need to aggressively seek opportunities 
for promoting joint initiatives and partnerships 
in the pursuit of resource management objec
tives. 
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ISSUE TWO: 
Broader-based, long-term community support for resource management and the en
vironment will require a change in attitudes which can best be achieved through the 
implementation of both formal and non-formal environmental education programs. 

Since the majority of the citizens of 
Anguilla earn their livelihood, either directly 
or indirectly, from tourism or fishing, it is be
coming increasingly important that educational 
and training activities -- in the schools and in 
the community -- focus on expanding aware
ness about the environmental implications of 
these key economic sectors and about the ma
rine environment which supports both. It is 
encouraging, therefore, that UNDP funding, as 
part of a two-year natural resource management 
project in Anguilla, will be specifically allo
cated for the development of a formal envi
ronmental education program as part of the 
school curriculum. 

At the present time, there is no overall 
strategy or curriculum for environmental edu
cation in Anguillian schools. However, cer
tain aspects of environmental education are al
ready infused into some primary and secondary 
subjects, such as sciences, geography, and so
cial studies. Additionally, the Hotel Trades 
syllabus includes a component on the environ
mental impact of tourism, and the Adult and 
Continuing Education Program recently identi
fied environmental education as a subject area 
to be integrated into its curriculum. The 
Albena Lake-Hodge Comprehensive School has 
established a student Environmental Club 
which is networking with the Caribbean Con
servation Association and the Caribbean Youth 
Network. 

The Education Department is currently 
identifying and reviewing environmental edu
cation initiatives by other GOA departments 
and by NGOs. Some of these include: 

The Health and Family Life Education 
Center, a unit of the Medical and Health 
Department, is developing a program on 
environmental health issues for primary 
schools; the Environmental Health De-
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partment also lectures at the secondary 
school. 

- An environmental resource library is be
ing developed and a biologist retained 
with UNDP funding to adapt scientific 
literature on Anguilla' s flora and fauna 
for classroom teaching. 

- The Department of Fisheries and Ma
rine Resources recently coordinated 
publication of a brochure targeted at 
resident and visiting boat owners and 
yachtsmen, with information about local 
conservation laws and marine resource 
management areas; another booklet, en
titled Anguilla's Marine Resources: 
Threatened Treasures, is targeted at 
tourists and residents; and a poster plus 
a slide presentation on coral reefs was 
prepared for the general public. 

- The Anguilla Archaeological and 
Historical Society sponsors a variety of 
events, talks, competitions, exhibitions, 
and field trips which are open to the 
community. 

Formal and informal approaches to envi
ronmental education are essential to increasing 
both public awareness about environmental is
sues and support for environmental programs. 
Community-focused events, such as clean-up 
campaigns, poster competitions, radio talk 
shows, news articles, speaker forums, exhibi-. 
tions, and the like, can contribute significantly 
to the average citizen' s environmental aware
ness. But there is also a need to include envi
ronmental information in the curriculum of the 
formal education system on a structured basis. 
Fortunately, Anguilla is doing both. The key 
factor is to mobilize and sustain community 
participation in a variety of environmental edu
cation programs and activities, whether they 
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are implemented in formal or informal edu
cational settings. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

2.4. Anguilla has recently made a commit
ment to developing a formal environ
mental education program as part of the 
school curriculum. This program will 
augment other government and non
government activities, some of which 
are identified on page 20. All of these 
efforts are aimed at increasing environ
mental awareness in Anguilla -- in the 
schools and in the larger community. 
To maximize the benefits to be derived 
from these programs, Anguilla should: 

continue its contact and expand dia
logue with regional networks of en
vironmental educators and environ
mental education organizations; 

- earmark an annual allocation of 
funding for environmental education 
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in the schools (following completion 
of the UNDP-funded project), in
cluding monies for the continued de
velopment and acquisition of teach
ing materials and for ongoing 
teacher training; 

- expand the role of the private sector 
in supporting environmental educa
tion by enlisting the sponsorship of 
NGOs, the National Trust, and 
hotels and other businesses for spe
cific activities and projects; 

- consider establishing a national En
vironmental Education Coordination 
Committee comprised of key organi
zations and GOA agencies engaged 
in environmental education (see dis
cussion under Issue Two, page 20), 
for the purpose of focusing re
sources and talent in a coordinated 
and cooperative effort to reach all 
segments of the Anguillian commu
nity. 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 2 

o Authority and responsibility for environmental management in Anguilla is not centralized at the present 

time but is dispersed among a number of GOA departments. "Environmental" functions can be identi

fied in the Chief Minister's Office, the Ministry of Social Services and Lands, and the Ministry of Com

munications, Works, and Public Utilities. 

o The fundamental problem with respect to how the public sector currently handles environmental re

sponsibilities can be best described biblically: "The left hand knoweth not what the right hand doeth .• 

This basic problem affects public sector activities at both a policy-making level and an administrative 

level. 

o To address this problem, and to make the administration and execution of environmental policy more ef

ficient, a ore-invention" of Government operations is needed. At the policy-making level, the major 

portfolios related to environmental management should be included within a single Ministry of Tourism, 

Natural Resources and the Environment. This new Ministry would include Government departments and 

boards responsible for tourism, agriculture, fisheries and marine resources, and lands and physical plan

ning. Departments excluded from this new clustering of responsibilities would be Environmental Health, 

Water, and Education, which would, however, be represented on a new inter-agency advisory commit

tee for the environment. 

o At the administrative level, a new Environmental Advisory Committee should be created to provide a 

formal mechanism for joint planning, consultation, and information sharing by those key Government 

agencies charged with environmental management responsibilities. The Committee would include (at 

the Director level) representation from Fisheries and Marine Resources, Agriculture, Lands and Surveys, 

Tourism, Environmental Health, Water Resources, Environmental Education, and the National Trust. The 

objective of this committee structure is simply to teach both left and right hands to clap to the same 

music. 

o Anguilla's Government and its environmental NGOs -- including the National Trust which is likely to 

function very much like an NGO -- need to aggressively seek opportunities for promoting joint initiatives 

and partnerships in the pursuit of shared resource management objectives. 

o Both formal end informal approaches to environmental education are essential to increasing public 

awareness about environmental issues and generating community support for environmental programs. 

Fortunately, Anguilla is doing both, with funds recently allocated for the development of a formal envi

ronmental education program as part of the school curriculum. Other Government Departments and 

NGOs in the private sector are also engaged in environmental education activities, including the devel

opment of conservation education materials and sponsorship of a variety of events, meetings, competi

tions, exhibitions and field trips. The key factor is to mobilize a.nd sustain community participation in a 

variety of environmental education programs and activities, whether they are implemented in formal or 

informal educational settings. 
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3. LAND USE PLANNING AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT 

Land is Anguilla's greatest material asset and it must be the duty of 
every Government to protect it '" and to ensure that the interest of 

future generations of AngUl1lians is not jeopardized. 
{Government of Anguilla, 'Policyon Land Acquisition by Aliens"] 

Anguilla is comprised of only 91 km2 (35 
sq mi) of land which is held in approximately 
9,000 parcels. The majority of these (70 per
cent) are small parcels, less than two acres in 
size. Ownership is quite diverse, and there are 
few large individually-owned parcels. 

The pattern of domestic settlement has gen
erally been defmed by access to the sea and to 
lands suitable for cultivation and grazing. A pe
culiar feature of Anguilla is the absence of a 
clearly identifiable urban area. Instead settle
ments occur in clusters or districts where pockets 
of the population have settled in mostly small 
villages. These include two major population 
areas l (see Figure 1.2, Chapter 1): 

(1) The Valley (the main shopping, commercial 
and administrative center), plus Crocus 
Hill, North Side, The Quarter and Rey Hill 
Villages; and 

(2) the area to the west of The Valley, embrac
ing Sandy Ground, North Hill, South Hill, 
and Blowing Point Villages. 

Other primary population areas include: 

in the far west, Long Bay Village and West 
End Village; 
George Hill and Long Ground Villages in 
the area of the airport; 
to the east, following the major road sys
tem, Stoney Ground to Welches; 
in the northeast, Shoal, White Hill, and 
Island Harbour Villages; and 
Sandy Hill to Mount Fortune in the south
east. 

Anguilla is, in short, an island of numerous 
small settlements -- in effect, a true village soci-
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ety. It has no large capital town. The adminis
trative center -- The Valley -- is located inland 
and lacks a harbor which facilitated the growth 
of other Eastern Caribbean capitals, like 
Basseterre in St. Kitts, Castries in st. Lucia, St. 
George's in Grenada, St. John's in Antigua. 
Where settlements have developed, the popula
tion is dispersed in mixed residential patterns 
with little distinction between low and high in
come areas.2 

Over 95 percent of the land in Anguilla is 
privately owned. Public ownership is restricted 
to a few hundred acres scattered primarily across 
the western half of the island; most ponds are 
GOA-owned. In recent years, there has been 
considerable speculation in land, especially resi
dential land developed by foreigners. This has 
created a dual market for land, one for foreigners 
and one for local Anguillians. 

A widely and strongly held view among 
Anguillians is that each land owner is entitled to 
use privately-held land as he or she chooses. 
This determined independence of attitude is typi
cal of Anguillians and pre-dates the Rebellion of 
the late 1960's. One writer3 traces the evolution 
of the Anguillian spirit to the days of slavery 
when slave-owners made a decision with far
reaching consequences. They gave their workers 
four days off each week, one for the Sabbath and 
three to cultivate their own patches. The 
colonists had little to exploit in Anguilla and 
therefore had little work for their slaves -- hence, 
the four days of released labor. Eventually, after 
the Britons . departed, the slaves who remained 
were already accustomed to identifying with and 
working on their own land -- indeed, they were 
somewhat familiar with the idea of freedom, 
even if it had only been of the four-day-a-week 
variety. 
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Thanks to this oddly-gifted freedom, 
Anguillians early on assumed a proprietary 
interest in the land, which earliest 
generations only tilled but later 
generations owned. Anguillians, perhaps 
uniquely among Leeward Islanders, 
evolved a rugged kind of independence. 
They proved awkward to rule, eager to 
mind their own business and would brook 
no nonsense from colonial masters. (In 
1809, the British Government told the 
Anguillians to build a prison at The 
Valley; they replied they would build one 
-- if and when they had anyone to put in it, 
and not before then!)4 

So it has evolved that today, in 
Anguilla, the imposition of development 
control measures is often resisted -- some
times fiercely -- by the island's residents. 
Steps by Government to introduce regula
tions or guidelines to control growth or 
manage resources are perceived as a loss of 
individual rights and personal sovereignty 
over private property. Nevertheless, the 
Government is taking steps to improve the 
planning and development control process 
in the Territory and seems to have 
accepted the position that the right to 
develop private property is not uncondi
tional and should not be at an unreasonable 
cost to an individual's neighbors, the 
community as a whole, or the environ
ment. 

These and related issues of private 
gain versus public cost seem to lie at the 
heart of many of the challenges currently 
faced by the Government of Anguilla. For 
example, protecting accessible, publicly
owned but privately-used resources is a 
difficult management task for any govern
ment, which can find itself providing a 
kind of subsidy for the use of such re
sources. The unregulated exploitation of 
beach and dune sand is a classic case in 
point throughout the Caribbean. Those 
who remove sand, often illegally, gener
ally assume that such activities will be tac
itly accepted by government with little or 
no controls, that no user fee will be 

ANGUILLA LAND USE FACTS 

Did You Know ... 7 

... Anguilla's 91 km2 (35 sq mil of land are allocated 

as approximately 9,000 parcels, the majority of which are 

less than 2 acres in size. 

... Over 95 percent of the land in Anguilla is privately 

owned. 

... The highest point is only 65 m (213 tt) above sea 

level, at Crocus Hill in the central northern portion of the 

island. Most of Anguilla is low lying with a gently undu

lating terrain -- topographic features which set it apart 

from most of its Eastern Caribbean neighbors with their 

generally mountainous and forested interior landscapes. 

... Of the island's approximately 9,070 ha (22,400 

ac), only a little over 1,200 ha (about 3,000 ac) are con

sidered cultivable. The remaining portion is generally un

suitable for agriculture, comprising about 243 ha (600 ac) 

of saline ponds and the remainder mostly rock and thorn

scrub forest.6 

... Anguilla currently has 426 hotel rooms (with an

other 112 under construction), 323 villas and apartment 

units, and 61 rooms in guest houses.6 

... Economic activities tend to follow a natural pattern 

that seems to conform to the landscape, with agriculture 

concentrated in the more fertile valley areas and hotels 

and tourism focused but not restricted to the coastline. 

... Approximately 34 white sandy beaches, among the 

finest in the Caribbean, occupy about 19 km (12 mil of 

the 113 km (70 mil shoreline and are a key feature of the 

island's highly water-dependent tourism industry.7 

... There are no surface streams in Anguilla, but at 

least 20 ponds exist on the main island and its offshore 

cays. These ponds constitute Anguilla's wetlands. 

... Anguilla possesses few large natural areas unal

tered by agriculture or built development. 
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charged, and that responsibility for repairing any 
damaged landscape left behind falls on the public 
sector. 

In Anguilla, these issues have emerged 
more recently, at the end of a decade marked not 
only by rapid expansion in the tourism industry 
but also by insufficient attention to protecting 
and enhancing the natural, human and cultural 
resources on which the Territory's quality 
tourism depends. Anguilla's style of tourism has 

been pursued more by rejecting mass tourism, 
than by a concerted effort to conserve and im
prove the environment on which its particular 
tourist market depends. 8 However, the need for 
a more aggressive, yet harmonious policy for 
land use planning, physical development, and 
environmental management is a priority which 
Anguillians can no longer ignore -- without plac
ing the foundation of their economic prosperity 
at risk. 

LANDSCAPE AS A PROTECTED RESOURCE 

It is not often recognized as such, but an unspoiled or pleasing landscape is a resource of 
economic importance -- for an individual property owner or for a country. Unfortunately, 
in periods of rapid development and growth, these same landscape features tend to be 
taken for granted and rarely are they thought of as a resource in their own right. Yet, 
even a cursory inspection of tourist brochures from every island in the Caribbean makes 
it very clear that landscape is important to the travel industry. 

Most repeat business or return tourism is based on "images". While beautiful tropical 
scenery alone, whether in a park setting or more generally dispersed, is not always 
enough to attract tourists, who tend to have a variety of options, the absence of it is 
likely to send them to another destination the second time around. 

A question might be asked, therefore, about where the "landscape" fits IOto the scheme 
of things. In theory, landscape is a renewable resource, but in actuality thiS IS only true 
if the scenery and its component parts are used wisely and well, according to sound land 
use planning and conservation management principles. 
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ISSUE ONE: 
The development and approval of a national land use plan and environmental policy 
would give Anguilla a formal mechanism for evaluating and monitoring future devel
opment activities in both the public and private sector. 

Land development in Anguilla has occurred 
largely in an ad hoc and unregulated manner, in 
the absence of an official land use policy and an 
established tradition of development control. 
This is a pattern prevalent throughout the OECS 
countries, where governments generally function 
without a formally accepted framework for plan
ning. Therefore, decisions about changes in land 
use and approval of major development activities 
tend to be based on short-term considerations; 
they are generally executed on a case-by-case 
basis, usually at the highest levels of gov
ernment, and may overlook the serious environ
mental, social, and infrastructure implications of 
development projects. 

In 1968, an Outline Physical Development 
Plan for Anguilla was produced under the aus
pices of the United Nations. Although presented 
to Government, this plan was never approved 
and therefore was never implemented (this same 
pattern would occur throughout the region in the 
early 1970's as draft plans prepared with the as
sistance of UNDP were never legally mandated 
by island governments). A planning and devel
opment ordinance was drafted in 1966, provid
ing for development planning functions and re
quiring preparation of development plans, but 
this legislation was also never enacted. 

In 1972, the United 
Nations again provided as

Inadequate or ineffective 
development planning can 
have serious consequences 
for, among others, the fol
lowing resource issues: 

LAND USE PLANNING PROVIDES 

sistance to Anguilla, this 
time for preparation of an 
Outline Plan for Tourism 
which included an overall 
physical development strat
egy and detailed proposals 
for nine tourism develop-

A STRUCTURE FOR ASSESSING 

THE PHYSICAL AND NATURAL 

FEATURES OF AN AREA AND 

conserving and manag
ing the island's limited 
ground water resources; 

FOR SUGGESTING ITS LONG-

TERM SUSTAINABLE USES. 

minimizing the mCI-

dence and environmentally-damaging ef
fects of indiscriminate sand mining; 
regulating shoreline developments to de
crease coastal erosion; 
reducing the loss of scarce agricultural land 
to built development. 

Anguilla's land use planning history dates 
back to 1943 when a Building Ordinance was 
introduced to ensure that all construction com
plied with stated regulations and was approved 
by a Building Board. Six years later, in 1949, a 
Town and Country Planning Act established a 
Planning Authority with power to prepare plan
ning "schemes" for all or any part of the island. 
This occurred at the same time most islands in 
the British West Indies were experimenting with 
physical planning functions for the first time. 
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ment areas. In 1982/83, 
the British Overseas Devel
opment Administration pro-

vided technical assistance for the preparation of a 
land use plan for The Valley. 

At present, the land use planning function 
resides in the Department of Lands and Surveys 
and in the portfolio of the Minister of Social 
Services and Lands. The Department's main re
sponsibilities are land surveys, land valuations, 
and land registry. The planning function, until 
only recently, focused on development control 
with no attention to forward planning, largely 
due the shortage of trained professional staff. 

A 1977 GOA "Green Paper" identified four 
reasons why development plans were necessary 
for Anguilla: 

(1) to enable an effective system of 
development control; 
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(2) to identify areas of special develop
ment potential; 

(3) to conserve the natural heritage, im
prove amenities and create recreational 
areas; and 

(4) to prevent congestion. 

Nevertheless, current planning legislation 
makes no provision for the preparation of land 
use plans, an omission that will be re-assessed 
within an overall review of planning legislation 
scheduled for 1993. The Anguillian review is 
part of a wider UNDP-funded project to 
strengthen planning legislation in the OEes ter
ritories, and an up-dated Physical Planning Ordi
nance and accompanying regulations are ex
pected as outputs of this effort in Anguilla. 

There is no detailed map of current land use 
information available for the Territory, but the 
Government of Anguilla -- through its Physical 
Planning Unit in the Department of Lands and 
Surveys -- has obtained technical assistance from 
UNDP to prepare a National Land Use Plan for 
Anguilla and local plans for four important 
growth areas: The Valley, Blowing Point, 
Sandy Ground and Island Harbour. Objectives 
of this planning effort, which is scheduled for 
completion in early to mid-1994, are: 

to determine how land is to be developed 
and allocated among competing uses ac
cording to suitability and capability criteria; 
to formulate a coherent and comprehensive 
land use policy; and 
to provide a framework for evaluating, 
guiding, managing and coordinating public 
and private sector development. 

As part of this larger land use planning ef
fort, the Government of Anguilla might also 
want to consider a related policy planning initi
ataive that could strengthen overall planning ob
jectives, namely, development of a National 
Environmental Policy. The two are comple
mentary in that a National Environmental Policy 
could define the Territory's broader goals and 
guidelines for the environment, while the Na
tional Land Use Plan will provide the substance 
and detail for environmentally-sound land use 
decisions. Environmental and land use planning 
decisions, like economic ones, cannot be prop-
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erly evaluated if they occur primarily as incre
mental responses to current circumstances. To 
be effective a broader context or framework -
i.e., a national policy -- is required. 

This is particularly important for an island 
like Anguilla which is heavily dependent on the 
beauty and sustainability of the natural and 
physical environments, and their combined prod
ucts and services, to support the economic well
being and quality of life of its inhabitants. The 
challenge of how to effectively use the envi
ronment to meet current needs while ensuring 
that it will be able to accommodate future de
mands requires careful planning by today's lead
ers. A National Environmental Policy would 
enhance this process in several ways. For exam
ple: 

It would help focus attention on the impor
tance of protecting the environment in sup
port of national economic development 
goals. 

It would serve as a public statement of the 
island's commitment to maintaining the in
tegrity of the natural systems upon which 
Anguilla depends. 

It would provide broad guidelines for plan
ning and growth management decision
making. 

Additionally, the process of shaping, de
signing, and developing a National Environ
mental Policy for Anguilla is as valuable as the 
document itself. The process helps to build con
sensus on environmental goals among diverse re
source user groups, builds support for com
mitting the fInancial resources necessary to safe
guard the environment, and instills accountabil
ity within Government and society for environ
mental responsibility. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

3.1 The Government should build on its ex
isting economic investment in Anguilla's 
environment and move toward the prompt 
completion and formal approval of the 
National Land Use Plan. 
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ISSUE TWO: 
Development control is not, at present, a well-established function within the Gov
ernment of Anguilla. 

The Land Development Control Ordinance 
(No. 15) of 1966 introduced a development con
trol system modelled on the Town and Country 
Planning Act of 1949, but it was never put into 
effect. It required persons wishing to develop 
land to apply for permission from the Governor. 
The 1980 Land Development Control (Amend
ment) Ordinance provided for the declaration of 
"special development areas". Both pieces of 
legislation were superseded by a new Land 
Development Control Ordinance in 1991. 
(Other legislation with implications for devel
opment planning is presented in Table 3.1.) 

Applications for ap
proval to develop land are 

DEVELOPMENT 

within Government and to upgrade this section 
to the status of a department, thereby placing it 
in a more appropriate position to implement the 
proposed new Physical Planning Ordinance (see 
Issue One). The proposed department would 
comprise three sections: Planning and Devel
opment Control, Building Inspectorate (to be 
transferred from Public Works), and Develop
ment Planning. The current Principal Planning 
Officer would be promoted to the position of Di
rector of Physical Planning. 9 

The proposed reorganization of land use 
planning, coupled with a proposed new Physical 

Planning Ordinance and the 
preparation of a National 
Land Use Plan, will create 

SHOULD BE 

made to and evaluated by the 
Land Development Control 
Committee (LDCC). The 
Committee comprises five 
persons, four of whom are 
public officers: 

BASED ON CONSERVATION. IT 

SHOULD PROTECT THE STRUC-

a considerable challenge for 
the Government of Anguilla 
in the immediate future. 
However, without an im
proved framework and na
tional policy for develop
ment control and growth 

TURE, THE FUNCTIONS, AND 

THE DIVERSITY OF THE NATU-

Director of Lands and 
Surveys; 

RAL SYSTEMS ON WHICH IT DE-

PENDS. 

Principal Planning Offi-
cer; 
Chief Engineer (Public Works Depart
ment); and 
Permanent Secretary with responsibility for 
Lands, who serves as Chairperson. 

The Physical Planning Unit of the Depart
ment of Lands and Surveys provides technical 
support to the LDCC. Meetings of the LDCC 
take place every three weeks to consider applica
tions. The Committee may refuse to grant per
mission or may grant such permission uncondi
tionally or subject to specific conditions. Deci
sions are largely ad hoc and are made in the ab
sence of established environmental guidelines. 

Reorganization of the Physical Planning 
Unit has been proposed to integrate planning and 
development control functions more effectively 
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management, there is a con
tinuing risk that land use 
decisions will be viewed as 

short-sighted, inconsistent, and even arbitrary -
particularly in the case of larger development 
projects. 

Enforcement procedures for development 
control are not well-defined in Anguilla and are 
viewed as constraints to an effective development 
control system. Planning officials point to the 
fact that existing legislation does not provide a 
simple mechanism for issuing "stop work" no
tices for land use violations. Additionally, 
penalties as specified in current laws are not ade
quate to discourage violations and illegal devel
opment. 

Institutional fragmentation of responsibility 
for land use decision-making has also been 

,- 'I 
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Table 3.1. Development control and growth management legislation in Anguilla. 

(1) Land Development Control (Amendment) 

Ordinance (No.9, 1991) 

(2) Antiquities Ordinance (No. 13, 1983) 

(3) The Marine Parks Ordinance (No.1 0, 1982) 

(4) The Land Acquisition (Amendment) Ordinance 

(No. 223, 1967) 

(5) Aliens Land Holding Regulation Ordinance 

(No. 12, 1976) 

(6) The Condominium Ordinance (No. 11, 1982) 

(7) Beach Control (Amendment) Ordinance 

(No.9,1991) 

(8) Beach Protection Ordinance (No.1 0, 1988) 

targeted as a constraint to more effective growth 
management. Land use decisions -- particularly 
for major projects -- may now bypass the Plan
ning Unit, which can only serve to weaken or 
undermine the development planning and control 
process, with potential long-term consequences 
for the natural and physical environments (i.e., it 
is all too clear that unsound land use decisions -
particularly in small places -- will inevitably 
have adverse environmental consequences). 
Several agencies of Government are now in
volved in activities which either directly or indi
rectly affect the environment, and the absence of 
a formal mechanism for inter-agency cooperation 
and coordination is viewed by GOA planners as 
an institutional constraint not only to the plan
ning and development control process but to the 
implementation of effective environmental man
agement programs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

3.2 Government should consider measures to 
improve coordination of development 
control responsibilities across depart
mental and ministerial lines. The land 
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Provides for present development 

control system 

Provides for development control for listed 

buildings and the preservation of historical 

and archaeological sites and artifacts 

Provides for a system of marine parks and 

marine protected areas 

Enables Government to acquire land for 

public purposes 

Regulates land ownership by non-Anguillians 

Provides for formation of horizontally-divided 

freehold tenure 

Safeguards the use and development of the 

foreshore and adjoining areas and the seabed 

Prevents removal of sand from protected beaches 

use planning project currently underway 
in Anguilla is an appropriate opportunity 
for such an assessment. In particular, 
consideration should be given to coordi
nation procedures which: 

require inter-agency review of the 
potential environmental impacts of 
proposed development activities early 
in the planning process, and 

provide for a process of "negotiating" 
appropriate changes to mitigate fore
seeable impacts to the human and nat
ural environment. 

3.3 As the Government of Anguilla proceeds 
to refine its planning and development 
control capabilities, attention should be 
given not only to long-term planning con
siderations, but also to a gradual and 
continual upgrading of the technical skills 
and personnel requirements critical for ef
fective environmental planning and deci
sion-making. 
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3.4 As a part of the legislative review sched
uled for 1993, consideration should be 
given to strengthening enforcement pro
cedures and regulations as now incorpo
rated in the Territory's planning and de
velopment control legislation For 
example, sufficient authority to issue 
"stop work" notices should be estab
lished. 

3.5 In addition to the introduction of a new 
planning ordinance and possible reorgani
zation of planning and development con
trol responsibilities, the following have 
been identified as key issues to be ad
dressed in the near-term by GOA: 10 
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(1) control of development by ensuring that 
all future construction (public or private 
sector) will be subject to planning permis
sion; 

(2) enforcement of existing legislation; 

(3) control of building development in The 
Valley to protect the island's shallow 
aquifer and what remains of fertile 
agricultural land; 

(4) adoption of a land subdivision policy; and 

(5) elimination of retroactive planning by re
quiring that plans for all developments be 
submitted to the planning authority in ad
vance of the issuance of alien land-hold
ing licences or commencement of con
struction. 

~ , , 
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ISSUE THREE: 
At the present time the process of land use planning and development control does 
not enjoy a wide base of public understanding, involvement or support. 

Throughout the Eastern Caribbean, there 
are increasing examples of a bias in favor of ex
panded public participation in national planning 
efforts related to the utilization and management 
of natural and cultural resources. 

While efforts to accommodate public par
ticipation can make the task of the government 
planner or resource manager more complex and 
time-consuming, such efforts also provide im
portant advantages by: 

facilitating government access to a larger 
information base; 

providing an opportunity for governments 
to build coalitions or support on behalf of 
its projects or decision; 

allowing for discussion and possible reso
lution of conflicts prior to an extensive 
commitment of resources to a potentially 
controversial activity or project. 

At the present time in Anguilla, meetings 
of the Land Development Control Committee are 
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not advertised or open to the public, nor are 
major development schemes vetted in the com
munity as part of GOA review of development 
proposals. Yet, at a February 1993 workshop 
convened by Government to review an interim 
Strategic Review Report, it was stated that unless 
Anguillians were given an opportunity to par
ticipate in the Land Use Planning Project, public 
support would be limited. 11 

RECOMMENDATION: 

3.6 The Government of Anguilla should con
sider providing expanded opportunities 
for public consultation and participation 
in the planning process and in delibera
tions about resource development and en
vironmental management. For example, 
community workshops on the limits and 
constraints of development and on gov
ernment concerns and goals regarding 
economic growth and development might 
be useful. 
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ISSUE FOUR: 
An important omission in Anguilla's development control system is the lack of proce
dures for assessing the environmental impacts of development projects. 

No formal environmental impact assess
ments (EIAs) have been undertaken to date in 
Anguilla, although at least two prior studies have 
taken tentative steps in that direction. 12 At the 
present time, there are no mandated EIA re
quirements or guidelines for development activi
ties. 

An environmental impact assessment is de
signed as a proactive attempt to analyze the pro
jected impacts of a specific development pro
jects. The effectiveness of the EIA is reduced if 
it is applied after the project design or even the 
project conceptualization stage is completed. In 
general, the simplest and most cost-effective way 
of minimizing environmental damages as a result 
of development activities is through the upfront 
preparation of a design that is sensitive to the 
environmental implications of proposed activities 
from the very beginning. Remedial measures, if 
applied after the event, often are prohibitively 
expensive. Typically, the cost of the EIA is 
borne by the developer, but defining the scope 
and content of the EIA and reviewing the EIA 
report is the responsibility of government. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
[Note: This recommendation is repeated in 

Chapter 5, Issue Four, where the importance of 

EIAs for coastal developments is emphasized.] 

3.7 The scheduled planning review should 
address the present omission of an EIA 
requirement for development activities. 
Enactment of such a requirement will give 
the planning authority a legally-mandated 
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mechanism for assessing and evaluating 
the environmental, physical, social, and 
economic consequences of development 
proposals at an early stage in the devel
opment process. Legislation should re
quire the formal preparation of environ
mental impact assessments for all major 
("major" needs to be defined) de
velopment projects (public or private 
sector), especially for those: 

within the coastal zone, 
within the boundaries of designated 
protected areas and other environ
mentally sensitive areas, or 
affecting other critical areas or re
sources. 

Minor projects should be preceded by re
duced scope environmental commentary 
addressing a simpler list of questions. 

3.8 The institutional capacity for interpreting 
and evaluating the technical aspects of 
environmental impact reports and for set
ting standards for review procedures 
needs to be created within the Govern
ment of Anguilla, most logically within 
the proposed new Department of Physical 
Planning. 

3.9 An EIA inter-ministerial review commit
tee might also be established to assist with 
the EIA process. Assistance from re
gional or international agencies is avail
able to implement EIA procedures and to 
provide training for GOA technical staff. 

I 
IL.....J 
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ISSUE FIVE: 
Anguilla has not yet developed a policy or established priorities for terrestrial conser
vation concerns, as it has for marine areas. 

In a developing island like Anguilla, the 
trade-offs between the long-term benefits of con
servation and resource protection and the more 
immediate, short-term benefits of resource ex
ploitation are not always easy to balance. Yet 
protection of critical natural areas and other im
portant terrestrial sites is as much a part of gov
ernment's responsibility for land management as 
the administration of a development control sys
tem. 

Anguilla possesses few large natural areas 
that are unaltered by agricultural or built devel
opment. Some of these remaining natural areas 
could still be considered for protected area status 
even though most are privately-owned. Pro
tected area status merely denotes that an area has 
been given special management attention within 
a wide range of "managed uses" which can vary 
from a "mUltiple-use zone" to a "strict reserve". 

Since the vast majority of land in Anguilla 
is held as small parcels in private ownership, 
future pressure to develop these lands could re
sult in the loss of the Territory's few remaining 
natural areas. At present, there is no land trust 
fund or acquisition procedures to direct this 
important land management responsibility of 
Government. Nevertheless, where possible, re-
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maining undisturbed natural areas should be 
protected and their use restricted as wildlife 
habitat and for ecotourism. The potential return 
to the tourism sector of maintaining these rela
tively pristine environments in their natural state 
will usually far exceed the return from other 
types of development. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

3.10 GOA should develop a policy and estab
lish priorities for the designation of ter
restrial sites requiring natural area pro
tection, as it has for sites in the marine 
environment (see Chapter 5, Issue Two). 
In some cases, this will require that the 
Government acquire land for protection, 
and establish management guidelines and 
enforcement procedures for the kinds of 
land use activities that will be permitted 
within designated protected areas. 

If land acquisition is not a viable (and 
timely) alternative, then GOA could ex
plore other alternatives for controlling the 
type, scale, intensity, and location of fu
ture development within important con
servation areas. 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 3 

o Efforts by the Government to control development or manage resources are often perceived by 

Anguillians as a loss of individual rights or personal sovereignty over private property. This is a par

ticularly important issue in Anguilla where the vast majority of land is privately-owned in relatively small 

parcels. 

o After a decade marked by rapid economic growth and expansion of the tourism industry, the need for a 

more aggressive, yet harmonious policy for land use planning, physical development, and environmental 

management is a priority which Anguillians can no longer ignore -- without placing the foundation of 

their current economic prosperity (Le., tourism) at risk. 

o In the absence of an official land use policy and an established tradition of development control, land 

. development in Anguilla has occurred largely in an ad hoc and unregulated manner. However, more re

cently, Government has begun to take steps to strengthen the development planning process, specifi

cally, the preparation of a National Land Use Plan (scheduled for completion in 1994) and a review and 

assessment of extant planning legislation (scheduled for 1993). There has also been some discussion 

of upgrading the physical planning unit of Government to the status of a department and consolidating 

planning and development control functions within the new department. 

o Enforcemen.t procedures for development control are presently not well-defined, and existing legislation 

does not adequately specify (1) punitive measures to discourage violations or (2) enforcement proce

dures to control non-conforming and illegal development. 

o Land use decisions -- particularly for major development activities -- may now bypass the Planning Unit, 

a practice which serves to weaken and undermine the development planning process. This is unfortu

nate, for it is all too clear that unsound land use decisions -- particularly in small places -- will inevitably 

have adverse environmental consequences. 

o Expanded public participation in national planning efforts, particularly those related to the utilization and 

management of natural and cultural resources, will help to increase public understanding of and support 

for land use planning and development control. 

o The formal preparation of Environmental Impact Assessments should be required for all major devel

opment projects, particularly those located in the coastal zone, within the boundaries of designated pro

tected areas, or affecting other critical areas or resources. 

o Anguilla has not yet developed a policy or established priorities for the protection and management of 

terrestrial natural areas, as it has for sites in the marine environment. Since the vast majority of land in 

Anguilla is held as small parcels by private owners, who face increased pressures to develop their land 

as bUilt-up areas become more consolidated, Anguilla now risks losing the few remaining natural areas 

that are still unaltered by agricultural or built development. 
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4. PLANTS, ANIMALS, and THE LAND: AN ISLAND HABITAT 

One generation passeth away, and another generation cometh: 
but the earth abideth forever. 

Anguilla is a low and flat island composed 
principally of coralline limestone overlain with a 
thin, irregular layer of reddishlbrown, clay-type 
soil with alkaline properties (in the central valley 
areas, the soil is better and offers some agri
cultural potential).! One researcher has de
scribed the main island of Anguilla (see also 
Figure 4.1) as follows: 

'!he chief topographic contrast within the 
island is between the cliffed northern coast 
and the low and irregular southern coast 

A discontinuous ridge, forming the 
backbone of the island, runs north-east 
from Isaac Cliff towards Island Harbour 

'!he ridge rises to over 200 feet be
tween Road Bay and Crocus Bay and ends, 
along parts of the coast, in vertical cliffs 
over ]00 feet high and gashed at the base 
by large sea caves. '!he suiface of the up
land, particularly between Crocus Bay and 
Island Harbour, consists of roughly weath
ered limestone which is often devoid of soil 
cover .... 

South-west of the [north] central ridge the 
land slopes gently down to the coast along 
which sandy bays, often enclosing small 
[ponds], alternate with low headlands. 
South-east of the ridge, there is a broad 
lowland occupied by several enclosed de
press ions, the largest of which contains 
Caul's Pond,' a minor [lower] ridge, [south 
of the pond] and less than ]00 feet in 
height, separates this low [wet]land from 
the south-east coast .... 

At its north-eastern extremity the island 
narrows to a rocky peninsula jutting out 
towards Scrub Island. Here there is maxi
mum exposure to spray-laden trade winds 
and near the coast the suiface of the lime
stone has been carved into a wilderness of 
deep fissures and razor-sharp ridges .... A 
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- OLD TEST AMENT: Ecclesiastes, i, 4 

similar rocky headland forms the south
western end of the island, but it is not di
rectly exposed to prevailing winds and 
waves .... 2 

While clearance of forest cover from the 
rocky Anguillian landscape was relatively slow, 
the island's original forests have been devastated 
by excessive exploitation over time. This oc
curred even though the first European settlers -
who elsewhere in the Caribbean were intent on 
rapidly shaping the tropical environment into ef
ficient production systems for cash crops -
were, in Anguilla, faced with a harder struggle 
to survive. To a large extent, the early Anguil
Hans sustained themselves from the sea and from 
their livestock -- but from the soil only with dif
ficulty. 

Thus, the cultivation of both cash crops and 
a plantation-style economy never took hold on 
the island as it did elsewhere, with tobacco grad
ually abandoned during the eighteenth century 
and later sugar following emancipation. The is
land's dry climate and poor soil are the primary 
reasons why traditional cash crops were not 
grown more successfully. Over time, the export 
of provisions to neighboring sugar islands be
came a more important agricultural activity, 
while the people of the island became individual 
cultivators and landowners in their own right, 
thereby developing distinctive Anguillian char
acteristics of individualism and self-reliance. 

Subsistence farming, with supplementary 
export of provisions and salt and remittances sent 
home by seafaring Anguillians, continued to be 
the mainstay of the population until well into the 
twentieth century. From about 1920, however, 
governmental attempts to develop permanent 
agriculture in place of shifting cultivation met 
with some success, and cotton was successfully 
raised as an export crop, both on small plots and 
on the remaining large estates. In the 1940's, 
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cotton production began to decline, and much 
land formerly under cultivation reverted to sec
ondary growth of herbaceous and woody weeds. 

In classifying vegetation on this un
cultivated land, Harris in 1965 described it as 
degraded evergreen woodland, with species such 
as White Cedar (Tabeuia pallida), Loblolly 
(Pisonia fragrans and P. subcordata), and Tur
pentine (Bursera simaruba). (Evergreen wood
land alternatively classified as evergreen bush-, 3 
land, is more popularly known as thorn scrub. ) 
Small areas of grassland are scattered throughout 
the degraded woodland, while littoral and strand 
vegetation predominate along coastlines. 

For reasons not entirely clear, Anguilla ap
parently did not experience a large-scale invasion 
of alien (non-native) plants. The relative inef
fectiveness of introduced plant species may be 
due largely to the absence of large, abandoned 
plantations on which the aliens might spread, un
restricted by competition with native trees and 
shrubs, and to the presence of fewer livestock to 
act as agents of alien dispersal. 4 Even today, the 
woodland of Anguilla consists primarily of na
tive species. These have been severely degra~ed 
by generations of shifting agriculture,. the cuttm~ 
and burning of wood, and the grazmg of am
mals, all of which have prevented or retarded the 
recovery of more mature woodlands. 

Perhaps the most common tree found 
throughout the island is the loblolly tree, which 
provides good shade. Also fairly co~on is the 
turpentine tree with its reddish bark, thick trunk 
and bare appearance when its leaves drop. The 
neem (Azadirachta indica), introduced relatively 
recently, is perhaps the most common shade 
tree. 5 In the more rocky areas throughout 
Anguilla, there is an abundance of Melocactus 
intortus (or Pope's Head, as it is known locally), 
a member of the melon cactus family with a 
body that is green and round covered by a mul
titude of spines and capped by a red or brown 
mass of bristles. 
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But perhaps no indigenous tree or plant will 
ever have the symbolic value for Anguillians as 
does the mahogany tree (Swietenia mahagoni); 
the most famous specimen once stood at the 
crossroads in The Valley. It survived to a 
remarkable age before it fmally fell in 1971, a 
passing that was commemorated as follows6: 

She was a beautiful tree -- so tall, so 
stately, so revered by all. She stood on 
this corner for over 300 years -- as a 
landmark and meeting place. It was a 
sad day when, in the early hours of 
November 12th, 1971, her aged roots 
could no longer withstand the rigors of 
nature's elements. She collapsed across 
the corner. Goodbye to the Mahogany 
Tree. Anguillians will always remember 
her. 

Today, most of Anguilla's surface can be 
described as limestone rock or thorn-scrub 
vegetation. About 17 percent of the land is 
considered cultivable, although much of this area 
is covered by buildings and roads. Yet, 
Anguilla is an island where the overall effect of 
generations of change on the landscap~ has ~ot 
been as dramatic as it was on nelghbormg 
Caribbean islands. The rocky, bush-covered 
countryside remains much as it was in the early 
nineteenth century, 

... thickly covered with maiden berry, 
myrtle, balsam and sage undergrowth, 
interspersed with white cedar,frangipani, 
acacia and boxwood, and occasionally 
the wild cherry bush. Here and there 
amongst this vegetation can be seen the 
tall, impressive Spanish bayonet with its 
clusters of white flowers, the yellow flow
ering aloe, the sisal plant with its long 
tall flowering pole ... , the prickly pear 
and the tall candela.bra and organ pipe 
cactuses. And all around Anguilla's 
coastline can befound the sea grape tree, 
which is more a bush than a tree but 
which, with its large heavy green leaves, 
can provide welcome shade and also re
freshment .... 7 
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ISSUE ONE: 
Strengthening the information base about Anguilla's biodiversity will enhance 
Angul'lla's capacity to develop more systematic biodiversity conservation programs. 

According to island theorists, the larger an 
island, the more diverse its natural habitats and 
the greater the number of plant and animal 
species that occupy those habitats (a "habitat" 
being the environment in which a plant or animal 
lives, generally defined in terms of vegetation 
and physical features). Additionally, it is hy
pothesized that the closer an island is to a conti
nental land mass, the greater the number of 
species found on the island. 

Anguilla is both small and distant from the 
South American mainland. Thus, we expect to 
find a relatively low level of biodiversity -- that 
is, a relatively low level of variety in Anguilla's 
plants and animals and the habitats in which they 
live. 

Additional factors affecting Anguilla's bio
diversity are the island's low and flat topography 
and its limited rainfall. Islands with more varia
tion in elevation and greater changes in climate 
from one part of the island to another will have 
more diverse habitats which, in tum, support a 
greater variety of plant and animal species. This 
is not the case in Anguilla. 

Finally, island biogeographers (those who 
study plant and animal distribution) contend that 
oceanic islands, isolated as they are from larger 
land masses, can be expected to have a highly 
endemic flora and fauna (that is, flora and fauna 
exclusive or native only to the island or bank of 
islands). Anguilla, as an archipelagic island, ex
hibits these phenomena but not to a very marked 
degree. 

A closer look at Anguilla's plant and ani
mal life will help explain these theories about 
island biodiversity and endemism. 

Plants. There are approximately 500 
species of plants recorded for Anguilla, of which 
321 are indigenous and 122 were introduced. As 
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mentioned above, Anguilla's plant life consists 
mainly of indigenous or native species. There 
is, however, one species which is endemic to 
Anguilla, the Rondeletia anguillensis, which is 
in the family of plants that includes the Five-fin
ger Tree, the Mutton Polly, Stinging Whip, and 
Wild Guava. This Anguillian endemic is found 
at the east end of the island and in the vicinity of 
Little Bay, near Flat Cap Point. 8 

Mammals. The only native, or naturally
occurring (i.e., not introduced) mammals in 
Anguilla today are bats. Five species have been 
recorded (Monophyllus plerhodoll luciae, 
Artibeus j. jamaicensis. Brachyphylla c. 
cavernarum, Natalus stramilleu.f. and Molossus 
molossus ),9 all of which reside in the many 
caves and sinkholes that abound on the island. 

Birds. This is the most diverse group of 
animals in Anguilla. Seabirds, shorebirds. 
wading birds, waterfowl and song birds are 
abundant on the main island and surrounding 
cays, primarily because birds are easy dispersers, 
flying readily from one Caribbean island to an
other or from points more distant. There are no 
endemic species of birds in Anguilla. prohably 
because they disperse so easily and tlC."\:ause of 
the proximity of adjacent land area' '" \thm the 
archipelago. Most birds that (K(Ur on An~ullla 
are common species found throul!hout the 
Caribbean. 

Standard West Indian hlrd rl·krt'n~e .. dn not 
provide specific listings of AngUilla· ~ hlrd pop
ulation. Furthermore. a defimtlve Caribbean 
seabird referenceiO lists Anguilla as one of the 
few islands for which "knowledge of the present 
seabird situation is particularly sparse or even 
lacking". There is a list of bird species identi
fied in Anguilla during a one month period in 
1990 in Pritchard's report on the Ramsar Con
vention in the Caribbean. I I Pritchard also points 
out that because most of the existing knowledge 
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BIODIVERSITY IS IMPORTANT -- BUT WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 12 

Biodiversity, short for biological diversity, refers to the variety and variability among 
living organisms and the communities in which they live. The most frequent measure 
of diversity is a list of the species occurring within an area, but the concept of diversity 
can also refer to the gene pool of a given species or to the habitats where that species 
occurs. Thus, biodiversity can be applied to three levels of organization: 

Species diversity: A species consisting of all individuals that are similar enough to 
be able to breed with one another and too different from other individuals (i.e., 
members of a different species) to be able to reproduce offspring together. 

Genetic diversity: Even though individuals of the same species are similar enough to 
be able to interbreed, they can differ significantly from one another in terms of 
their genes. Consider, for example, the genetic diversity that exists in the 
common mouse species (Mus musculus) where two individuals may differ in 
hundreds or thousands of the estimated 100,000 genes each contains. Without 
genetic variability, life loses its ability to survive change -- a quality known as 
adaptation. 

Ecosystem diversity: Biodiversity also refers to variations in the ways species asso
ciate with one another and their environment to form different ecosystems. The 
Caribbean landscape of 500 years ago, with its forests, savannahs and wet
lands, was more diverse than it is today as many natural systems have been 
physically altered, diminished, or destroyed. 

But why is the conservation of biodiversity so important? Biodiversity can be viewed 
as the key to the maintenance of the natural world as we know it. Every habitat har
bors a unique combination of living organisms -- from the soil bacteria that allow a par
ticular plant species to thrive to the birds that pollinate that plant's flowers. Eliminate 
one species and we may not notice the change, in the same way that a car may still 
drive with one screw missing. But eliminate too many -- or the wrong one -- and that 
system falls apart just as surely as that car would. 

Within our lifetime, at least a fifth of all plants and animals on earth are likely to become 
extinct (extinct species are those where no members are living at the present time). 
Experts agree that if worldwide destruction of ecosystems and natural areas continues 
at its present rate, at least 20 percent of all of today's species could be gone by the 
turn of the century. Most of these losses will occur in the tropics, home to more than 
half the species on earth. Biodiversity loss is occurring today at rates unmatched in the 
last 65 million years, and we all share some mutual responsibility for this loss. 

The term biodiversity is less than a decade old, but efforts to conserve biodiversity date 
back to the earliest attempts to establish nature parks and to protect selected species. 
Contrary to the criticism that it just represents the latest in a long line of short-lived 
fads, biodiversity conservation has evolved as a rationale and needed focus for efforts 
aimed at "saving the environment". We should expect its conceptual basis -- if not its 
label -- to be with us for some time, guiding our development practices for the foresee
able future. 
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about Anguilla's bird life has not been recorded 
in written form, the best source of information is 
one individual, the island's present Chief Min
ister, whose personal interest and enthusiasm 
provide a focus for current knowledge on the 
subject. 

A special interest in Anguilla's seabirds has 
been expressed by at least two international or
ganizations (ICBP and the British Association of 
Nature Conservationists).13 Chapter 5 (Issue 
Five) discusses this aspect of Anguilla's biodi
versity, noting that salt ponds are especially 
critical habitat for aquatic birds. The most re
cent assessment of Anguillian wetlands and their 
associated bird populations by Pritchard provides 
some information regarding residence and nest
ing activity for several species of seabirds on 
Anguilla and its offshore cays (see especially 
Section 19 of Pritchard)}4 

Reptiles and Amphibians. There are ten 
species of lizards and one species of snake, land 
turtle and frog on Anguilla and its cays. Some 
of these also occur on the offshore cays. In ad
dition, there are two species of black ground 
lizards which occur only on Sombrero and Little 
Scrub Island. Several reptile species are en
demicl5 ; these are: 

(1) The black ground lizard on Little Scrub Is
land (Ameiva corax) which occurs only on 
Little Scrub; 

(2) the black ground lizard on Sombrero 
(Ameiva corvilla) which occurs only on 
Sombrero; 

(3) the snake (Alsophis rijersmai); 
(4) the ground lizard (Ameiva plei) , 
(5) the tree lizard (Allolis gillgivillus) and 
(6) one of the very small geckos 

(Sphaerodactylus macrolepis parvus). 

The last four species occur only on the Anguilla 
Bank. 

The Iguana (Iguana delicatissima) is en
demic to the northern Lesser Antilles, as is a 
second small species of gecko (Sphaerodactylus 
sputator). The other three species of lizards 
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(two woodslaves, Hemidactylus mabouia and 
Thecadactylus rapicauda, and the slipperyback, 
Mabuya mabouia) are found throughout the 
Caribbean, although one of the geckos (H. 
mabouia) has its roots in Africa. 

The snake, ground lizard, tree lizard and 
both woodslaves are common throughout the is
land of Anguilla, although the snake is very se
cretive. The smallest gecko (S.m. parvus) is 
found only in moist areas, such as caves and 
canyons. It is most abundant in Katouche 
Canyon and Cavannagh Cave. The slipperyback 
is locally abundant in areas of limestone out
crops. A land tortoise (Geochelone carbollaria) 
is found sporadically in areas like Locrum Bay 
and Rendezvous Bay. 16 

All reptiles in Anguilla, except the iguana 
(and possibly the tortoise), are relatively abun
dant. They have either adapted to human modi
fied habits, or they occur in areas which have not 
been disturbed or altered. Only the iguana is 
threatened with extirpation on Anguilla. They 
are shy and have not done well in areas of habi
tat alteration. Most that have been seen are old 
animals, although in recent years a few young, 
green individuals have been encountered. 

There are probably two primary reasons for 
the decline in the population size of iguanas. 
One is loss of habitat, due to cutting of trees. 
This reduces not only food resources but also 
basking sites. In the past few years, prime 
iguana habitat near the Fountain has succumbed 
to the rock crusher}7 Additionally, wild goats 
compete for food with the iguana which feeds 
mainly on vegetation. This becomes particularly 
critical in years of drought when vegetation is 
scarce. Iguanas captured in 1992, an unusually 
dry year, were extremely thin. 

The only amphibian recorded on the island 
is a species of frog (Eleutherodactylus 
johnstonei). A chorus was discovered in 1987 at 
the Agricultural Station in The Valley, and heard 
again in 1989 and 1993. The species was un
doubtedly introduced to the island on plants 
brought to the Station. IS , -. 
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IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE . .. The Starfish Parable19 

A woman was walking the beach one morning and came upon the lone figure of a 
young man silhouetted against the sea. He skipped and frolicked as if performing a rit
ual dance to celebrate the dawn. Fascinated, she moved closer. As she approached, 
she realized the young man was not dancing -- he was, with graceful and joyous 
movements, picking up objects and tossing them into the sea. Soon she realized the 
objects were starfish. 

"Whyare you throwing starfish into the sea?" the woman asked. 

"The tide is going out and if they are still here when the sun rises, they will die, " he re
sponded. And, without breaking his rhythm, he continued tossing them out to sea. 

"That's ridiculous! There are miles of beach and countless starfish. You can't really 
believe that what you are doing could possibly make a difference!" 

He smiled, bent over and picked up another starfish, paused thoughtfully, and remarked 
as he tossed it into the waves, "It makes a difference to this one. " 

Natural Areas. While one is always 
within walking distance of uninhabited places in 
Anguilla, there are only a few areas which can 
be considered expansive "natural areas" by virtue 
of the fact that they have not been significantly 
altered through cultivation or human habitation 
(see also Chapter 3, Issue Five). Such areas are 
generally of two types: (i) thorn-scrub or 
drought-deciduous forests and (ii) wind-blown 
open areas with salt-tolerant vegetation. Three 
of the most important are described as follows. 

(1) Most remaining natural areas in 
Anguilla are on the north coast, from Little Bay 
northeastward to Windward Point. While some 
of this area is settled (e.g., Shoal Bay Village 
and Island Harbour), the vast amount of land -
at the present time -- is still in a natural state. 
The most extensive tract of thorn-scrub forest is 
an area lying between Little Bay and the west 
end of Shoal Bay (near The Fountain), and ex
tending about one-half mile inland. Along this 
coast, there are many vertical cliffs which are 
over 100 feet high, studded with sea caves and 
sink holes. Just inland from the cliffs are areas 
of dense vegetation. In most places, the only ac-
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cess is along survey cuts. Most trees grow in a 
thin layer of soil found primarily in depressions 
in the exposed limestone and are, as a result, 
stunted in height. However, along the coastline, 
there are trees that attain heights of over 30 feet. 
The dominant vegetation is White Cedar 
(Tabebuia pallida) , Pigeonwood (Plumeria alba) 
and Manchineel (Hippomane mancil/ella), along 
with Frangipani (Plumeria ruhra). FiVe-Finger 
Trees (Ratldia aculeata). and Bromiliads 
(Tillandsia ssp.), plus a "and) of cacti 
(Opuntia, Melocactus). Plkh appk (Clusia 
rosea) trees dot the landscape 

This area is relatively n,h 10 ~dJhf~ illS 

home to snakes, slipperybacb. ground lizards. 
tree lizards, woodslaves. bats and a vanety of 
birds. Its most impressive and elUSive resident is 
the iguana, an animal which once occurred over 
most of the northern half of the island but is now 
almost entirely restricted to this area (there have 
been a few sightings at Limestone Bay and Road 
Bay in recent years). 

(2) The windward point of the island, 
from Savannah Bay on the south coast and Island 
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Harbour on the north coast heading northwest
ward, is another extensive tract of natural area. 
There is relatively little vegetation, and what 
does occur is salt-spray tolerant. It is also 
stunted and sculpted as a result of the almost 
constant battering of the wind. Most of this area 
is characterized by very sandy soil, with the 
dominant vegetation being Cockspur (Castela 
erecta). Nearer to the point, the sandy soil gives 
way to limestone fissures and ridges, with 
Pope's Head Cactus and Sea Purslane (Portulaca 
oleracea) as the dominant plants. Relatively few 
animals occur here as most cannot tolerate the 
constant wind and salt spray. 

(3) A natural area not as expansive as the 
previous two is the valley above Katouche Bay. 
This area extends from the bay eastwards up the 
canyon to Cavannagh Cave. At the mouth of the 
canyon, just behind the beach, is a small pond 
surrounded by Button Wood (Conocarpus 
erectus) and the tallest Manchineel and Loblolly 
Trees on the island, some reaching heights of 60 
feet and more. Other types of vegetation are 
Pepper Cinnamon Trees (Canella wi1ltera1la) , 
Tamarind (Tamarindus indica), Mawby 
(Colubrina arborescens) , and Sherry Trees 
(Malpighia emargi1lata). Bromiliads are very 
abundant. Turpentine Trees and orchids appear 
further up the canyon; there are even small 
patches of bamboo. 

Of the number of caves in the canyon 
walls, two are well-known: Cavannagh Cave, 
located near the top of the canyon's south wall, 
approximately 350 m (1,150 ft) northwest of the 
Governor's Residence, and Katouche Cave, an 
abandoned stream cave located up-valley20. 

Katouche Canyon is probably one of the least 
disturbed areas in Anguilla, as can be confirmed 
by the height of the Manchineel Trees at the 
canyon mouth. There are no goats roaming the 
area, nor are there cats and dogs. 

The canyon is host to a variety of wildlife, 
including Land Crabs, Fiddler Crabs, Ground 
Lizards and Tree Lizards. Iguanas lived here 
until recently when the last were hunted and 
captured for food. While the pond does not 
shelter a great number of birds, there are occa
sional White-cheeked Pintails (Alias bahame1lsis) 
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and breeding pairs of Yellow-crowned Night 
Herons (Nyctallassa violacea). More abundant 
are song birds such as Bananaquits ( Coereba 
flaveola) , Yellow Warblers (Dendroica 
petechia), and Mangrove Cuckoos (Coccyzus 
mi1lor). About half way up the canyon is an area 
that is relatively moist with the most dense pop
ulation of the smallest gecko on the island. 

Critical Habitats. Habitats are the envi
ronments in which animals and plants live. They 
are considered critical if they are both unique or 
valuable and also under threat or at some risk. 
Three such areas stand out in Anguilla. 

(1) The specific area (Brimegin) on the 
north coast between Limestone Bay and The 
Fountain at Shoal Bay should be considered 
critical habitat because this is the prime area 
where iguanas occur. In addition, there are 
many unique pockets of habitat with tall trees, 
Bromiliads and orchids. At the present time, it 
is the largest track of relatively undisturbed land 
in Anguilla, but because it is in multiple owner
ship, development as a park or protected area 
will be difficult to implement. 

(2) Another critical habitat area is that 
from Katouche Bay up the valley to Cavannagh 
Cave. It is one of the last tracts (if not the last) 
of tall forest in Anguilla, with a great diversity 
of vegetation and animal life within a relatively 
small area that has been relatively undisturbed 
since early colonial times. The Katouche Valley 
could be considered as an alternative habitat for 
the threatened iguana which did occur at one 
time in the Valley before hunting destroyed the 
population at this site. Iguanas could, in theory, 
be reintroduced into Katouche. 

(3) Anguilla's offshore cays -- particu
larly Dog Island and Middle Cay -- are critical 
habitat because they have large rookeries of sev
eral bird species, such as the Sooty Tern (Sterna 
juscata), Brown Booby (Sula leucogaster), Blue
faced/Masked Booby (Sula dactylatra) , and 
Noddy Tern (A1Ious stolidus). 

/ ' 

/ ' 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

4.1 To conserve biodiversity requires at least 
a semi-quantitative knowledge about what 
already exists, what is at risk, and what is 
needed to maintain species or habitat. 
Anguilla should expand its information 
base about the natural environment in or
der to be in a better position to establish 
priorities and examine options for natural 
area protection and conservation (this 
subject is also discussed in Chapter 5 rel
ative to the marine environment). Some 
steps have already been suggested: 

implementation of professional sur
veys, specifically: 

(i) breeding bird census of the main 
island and offshore cays; 

(ii) systematic inventory of 
Anguilla I s cave fauna -- perhaps 
the most unique aspect of the is
land I s fauna; 

(iii) update and expansion of 
Pritchard's 1990 inventory of 
Anguilla I s wetlands; 

(iv) entomological survey as there is 
a paucity of data on insects; 

(v) survey of the iguana population 
and the tortoise popUlation; 

- dissemination of such information as 
part of the environmental education 
curriculum now being developed (see 
Chapter 2, Issue 2); 

- pUblication of guides to Anguilla IS 

birds and other local wildlife which 
could be "packaged" and marketed for 
local distribution and also for visitors; 

establishing (probably under the aus
pices of the National Trust) a "conser
vation data center" and then working 
with visiting and resident scientists 
and natural historians to encourage 
deposit of all research data, field work 
records, reports and species lists, in
cluding photographic records where 
possible, with the center. 

Some research, data collection and popu
lation monitoring of selected species can 
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be carried out by local NGOs, older 
school children, and other community or
ganizations under the direction of profes
sional personnel, such as a GOA conser
vation officer, a post that has not yet been 
established by Government (see also Rec
ommendation 5.21 in Chapter 5). NGO
initiated and implemented biodiversity re
search programs are now in place in sev
eral Eastern Caribbean islands, funded by 
European and North American organiza
tions concerned about international biodi
versity protection. 

4.2 Over time, other elements of an incre
mentally-developed plan for protecting 
natural areas can be put in place. 

One high priority area already identified 
is the Katouche Valley which has been 
suggested for an iguana reintroduc
tion/relocation program, i.e., moving this 
threatened species from its current pri
mary habitat on the north coast, where it 
is increasingly at risk, to the relatively 
undisturbed Katouche Valley where it 
once lived. Iguanas may be very site-spe
cific and do not move great distances, 
thus making the job of monitoring the re
established population somewhat easier. 
The author of this recommendation21 also 
suggests that additional ecological studies 
are required prior to implementing the 
program. Certainly, consideration needs 
to be given to what steps are needed to 
protect the animals once they are relo
cated. 

With the estimated number of surviving 
animals unknown, the survival of 
Anguilla I s iguana could also be targeted 
as the centerpiece of wildlife education 
and ecotourism programs, an approach 
that has already been used successfully in 
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Dominica, Nevis, 
and Montserrat. 

The point is that gradually and incremen
tally Anguilla should begin to focus some 
attention on biodiversity protection and 
develop an Anguilla-specific plan and 
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program which emphasizes Anguilla's 
needs and Anguilla's priorities within the 
context of an important conservation issue 
that is now receiving regional and global 
attention. 

4.3 Some natural areas have potential for de
velopment as environmental education 
and ecotourism sites, for example, the 
creation of an interpretive trail from the 
beach to Cavannagh Cave in Katouche 
Bay, with a small information center near 
the beach. Providing experiential oppor
tunities for hikers, naturalists, school 
children, and the just plain curious to 
view firsthand some of Anguilla's unique 
natural features is one important way of 
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enhancing the environmental awareness 
and understanding of residents and visi
tors alike. 

4.4 Although the Anguilla National Trust is 
still in a formative stage (see Chapter 8), 
it should eventually consider establish
ment of a lands conservation program for 
natural heritage sites, for example, the 
offshore cays, some number of which (or 
all of which) could be vested in the Trust 
for preservation as nature reserves or bird 
sanctuaries. The Trust, in coordination 
with Government, might also establish a 
protected species program for all sea tur
tles, the iguana, the tortoise, and marine 
mammals. 

,_ -1' 
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ISSUE TWO: 
Anguilla has inherited some land use and environmental problems from its agricultural 
past. As a sector, however, agriculture is on a decline, and more needs to be done to 
provide stronger linkages between agricultural production and Anguilla's leading eco
nomic sector, tourism. 

Throughout Anguilla's history, subsistence 
farming has provided a needed source of food for 
its households. Until the late 1950's, most 
households depended on home-grown produce, 
in addition to catches from the sea, for survival. 
Fresh milk was supplied by local livestock, 
while yard fowl, guinea birds and turkeys were 
important sources of protein. The traditional 
method of cultivation was through "jollifi
cations," a local form of communal or shared 
labor for farming tasks. A decline in food self
sufficiency dates to Hurricane Donna in 1960, 
marking the period when Anguillians began to 
import boxed and canned foods. 

With the rise of employment opportunities 
in tourism in more recent years, along with the 
enticement of often substantially higher wages in 
that sector, the role of agriculture has declined. 
Nevertheless, backyard or kitchen gardening is 
carried on today in many Anguillian households. 
Crops that are grown for subsistence are mostly 
vegetables, including com, peas, carrots, sweet 
potatoes, tomatoes, sweet peppers, lettuce, 
herbs, eggplants, okra, yams, pumpkins, paw
paw, cabbages, cucumbers, and celery. Most are 
grown during the wetter months from September 
to March. Some crops are sold locally, e.g., 
peas, tomatoes, sweet peppers, sweet potatoes, 
com, eggplants, cabbage, pumpkins (see Table 
4.1); additionally, pigs are raised locally and 
sold to the public and hotels, as are eggs22• 

There is some export of crops (to nearby St. 
Martin, for example), but export figures are not 
available. 

It has been estimated that about 243 ha (600 
ac) of vegetables and root crops are cultivated 
annually out of a total of some 1,200 ha (3,000 
ac) considered cultivable23 (see Figure 4.2). 
There is also a hydroponic farm on the island 
that produces mostly lettuce, but also some 
herbs, primarily as export crops. The use of 
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drip irrigation is on the increase, with about 
30,000 feet of irrigation tubing currently on the 
island, approximately half of which is op
erational. 24 However, no systematic irrigation is 
employed on an island-wide basis. (Chapter 6 
discusses the issue of water and expanded use of 
the resource for activities such as irrigation.) 

There is also some livestock production, 
although it is not well-integrated into the agri
cultural system.25 For example, few farmers 
practice "cut and carry' to help their livestock 
through prolonged periods of drought. Animal 
manure is wasted as it is not properly cured and 
incorporated into soils for crop production. 
Livestock pens are few and those that exist are 
inadequate; free-grazing is the common practice. 
Department of Agriculture officials estimate that 
there are approximately 250 head of cattle, 4,500 
sheep and goats, 800 pigs, and 8,000 poultry 
layers at the present time. 

Four major soil types have been identified 
for Anguilla. 26 

(1) Brown Sandy Loam. These soils are 
found on higher hill slopes, where they have 
been severely eroded, to the extent that gravel 
appears on the surface. The soil type occupies 
an area of about 2,000 acres, predominantly on 
the western and eastern ends of Anguilla. Water 
retention capacity is poor, and fertility is fair to 
poor. Such soils vary in depth from 8 inches to 
2 feet and overlay very porous limestone forma
tions. Its water retention capacity can be im
proved by the addition of humus and other com
post material, and with good management prac
tices can support the cultivation of a variety of 
vegetable crops. 

(2) Grey Silty Clay Loam. Identified at 
only one location (Sandy Hill, about 100 acres), 
the soil's water retention capacity is good, but 
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Table 4.1. Production of field crops in Anguilla, by quantity and value, 
1989 - 1991. 

CROPS 

CORN (MAIZE) 

SORGHUM 

PIGEON PEAS 

SWEET POTATOES 

SWEET PEPPERS 

CABBAGES 

PUMPKINS 

CARROTS 

TOMATOES 

YAMS 

EGGPLANTS 

ONIONS 

BROAD BEANS 

1989 

QUANTITY 

(Tons) 

7.30 

0.80 

33.00 

26.0 

5.90 

2.00 

0.80 

0.50 

4.80 

8.00 

VALUE 

(EC$) 

14,500 

2,250 

132,000 

104,000 

40,950 

14,000 

2,250 

2,000 

33,250 

32,000 

QUANTITY 

(Tons) 

16.20 

4.80 

41.80 

59.50 

17.30 

8.30 

9.20 

1.40 

17.8 

13.4 

3.50 

4.00 

4.25 

1990 

VALUE 

(EC$) 

48,480 

19,120 

208,900 

238,000 

120,890 

57,750 

27,450 

6,900 

124,740 

53,520 

14,000 

16,000 

17,000 

QUANTITY 

(Tons) 

1.50 

0.75 

8.50 

12.00 

6.00 

2.25 

2.50 

0.25 

1.50 

9.65 

1.50 

1.25 

0.75 

1991 

VALUE 

(EC$) 

4,500 

3,000 

59,500 

60,000 

42,000 

15,750 

7,500 

1,000 

12,750 

38,600 

7,500 

6,250 

3,000 

Source: Department of Agriculture, as reprinted in Hodge (1992). 

this feature is offset by its shallowness (about 12 
inches deep overlaying weathered, extremely 
porous limestone, not less than ten feet deep). It 
can support vegetable farming with proper soil 
management practices. 

(3) Saline Silty Clay Loam. Found in 
low-lying areas (near to ponds and beaches), 
usually covered with mangrove trees, this soil is 
not suitable for agriculture because of its high 
salt content. 

(4) Red Silty Loam. This soil type, 
comprising about 600 acres, is concentrated in 
The Valley and in small pockets in relatively 
flat, low-lying areas. The soil is deep, fertile 
and has good water retention capacity. It is by 
far the most important soil type in Anguilla. 
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Environmentally-sound soil and water con
servation practices are generally not used in 
Anguilla, according to agricultural officials. 
Concepts of crop rotation or fallow land are not 
well-understood. For example, the same plot of 
land is cultivated again and again with a single 
crop, often acquiring a designation such as "com 
land". Uncultivated fields of grass are consid
ered wasteful. The removal of fruit trees is reg
ulated by legislation and can only be done with 
permission of the Department of Agriculture. In 
practice, this does not occur and fruit trees, with 
their deeper root systems to help prevent soil 
erosion, are removed without official approval. 
As with all privately-held land in Anguilla, the 
exercise of sovereignty on privately-owned land 
is a deeply felt right (see also Chapter 3). 

\ __ ,.J 
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~ Areas under cultivation 

~ Areas for potential cultivation 

o 
2 MILES 

Figure 4.2. Areas under cultivation in Anguilla (source: Department of Agriculture). 

Although many emerging environmental 
problems in Anguilla have been attributed to the 
surge in tourism development in the 1980's, An
guilla has also inherited environmental problems 
from its agricultural past;27 many of these issues 
continue to be relevant today, for example: 

The indiscriminate clearing of tree and veg
etative cover for agricultural production, 
combined with inadequate land management 
practices (e.g., not enough crop rotation) 
have contributed to soil destabilization and 
its exposure to the erosive forces of nature. 

Uncontrolled livestock grazing particularly 
during the dry season -- with. untethered, 
unfenced animals permitted to roam and 
browse without restriction -- has, over 
time, accelerated vegetation loss and land 
deterioration. 

Ad hoc residential development of the little 
land in Anguilla suitable for agriculture has 
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occurred in the relative absence of controls 
over where buildings and other facilities are 
to be sited (see also Chapter 3). 

Thus far, the tourism industry has devel
oped with relatively few linkages to Anguilla's 
agriculture sector. Stronger linkages between 
the two economic activities -- one in decline and 
the other expanding -- could, by providing farm
ers with a reliable and established local market 
for their products, help to strengthen food crop 
productivity and thereby increase local self-suffi
ciency in the long run. It would also help to re
duce the current drain of foreign exchange dol
lars .{most earned by. the tourism industry) to pay 
for the import of food stuffs to stock the hotels 
and restaurants that cater to that same industry. 

To do this, however, Anguilla must con
front three problems: 
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(1) the need for expanded, more efficient irri
gation systems to encourage production, 
especially outside of the wetter months; 

(2) the need to eliminate a continuing contem
porary bias, particularly among the young, 
against agriculture which is still associated 
by many with the days of slavery and is of
ten looked upon as an older person's job -
younger Anguillians tend to look to tourism 
for future economic livelihoods; and 

(3) the need for a clearly-articulated policy on 
agricultural development that defines its 
relationship to the growing tourism indus
try and Anguilla's overall economy. 

Department of Agriulture staff numbered 
only 7 established posts in 1993, and there is no 
formal Extension Service. Advice to farmers on 
cultivation practices is done more or less on an 
ad hoc basis rather than through a more formal 
extension program. Some regional organizations 
like CARDATS and CARDI are providing as
sistance with training and materials, but more 
training opportunities are needed in areas such as 
soil and water conservation and the proper han
dling, use, and storage of agrochemicals. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

4.5 Agriculture is the stepchild of the 
Anguillian economy in the 1990's, There 
is no clearly-articulated, island-wide pol
icy regarding this sector from outside of 
the Department of Agriculture, which 
would like to see GOA lend more support 
and encouragement to backyard gardening 
efforts and to promoting agriculture 
generally as something positive in the life 
of Anguillians. There are many problems 
associated with an expansion of agricul
ture in Anguilla, and a prevailing con
clusion28 seems to be that while there are 
significant gains to be made from further 
investment in household agricultural pro
duction, there is limited potential for the 
development of commercial agriculture, 
in part because of the high costs associ
ated with such development. However, it 
is also true that a significant portion of 
the foreign exchange dollars brought into 
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Anguilla via the tourism industry is lost 
because of high import costs for the food 
products that both residents and tourists 
now require from off-island sources. 

It is appropriate for Government to re
view, at a policy-making level, its overall 
agricultural policy, goals, and directions, 
keeping in mind known limits on avail
able supplies of groundwater (see Chapter 
6). 

4.6 The land tenure situation in Anguilla is 
unique in the Eastern Caribbean. In other 
OECS countries, environmentally-dam
aging cultivation practices are largely the 
result of insecure land tenure. Small 
farmers and livestock producers see little 
personal gain in investing in planting 
methods or soil erosion control devices 
when they do not own the land they culti
vate' do not have clear title to it, or hold 
only short-term rental leases. Con
versely, in Anguilla, there IS a high per
centage of individual landownership but 
this has, in tum, created a different kind 
of conservation problem -- the inde
pendent landowner does not want Govern
ment to dictate how private land holdings 
are to be cultivated. The outcome is the 
same, however, for the methods and 
practices used for crop production and 
livestock raising have het!n responsible 
for widespread ecological de:struction to 
the land throughout the: Canhhean 

Anguilla needs to en(oura!-'t:' mort:' I.ardul 
husbandry of the: land. thr"u~'h 

training work ,h, 'P' I, 'f lum.'r,. part· 
time backyard !!arJ.-nl·r,. and th()~ 

who use pesticidt:s and krtlhLc:cs; 

integration in the school curriculum of 
materials that teach respect for the 
land and for those who make their 
livelihood from the land; 

programs that encourage tree planting 
and other agroforestry efforts which 
have elsewhere demonstrated their ef
fectiveness in reducing evaporation 
from the soil and controlling erosion. 

f , , 

.. , 
I 
I 

'",,--,--,) 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 4 

o Anguilla's original forest has been devastated through a combination of felling for timber, cutting for firewood and 

charcoal, clearing for cultivation and grazing for livestock. The surviving woodlands are described as "degraded 

evergreen" (popularly called thorn scrub), with a high percentage of "native" species. 

o Anguilla's small size, lack of diverse topography, and distance from larger land masses have produced a relatively 

low level of biodiversity (the variety and variability in plants and animals and the habitats in which they live). 

Anguilla exhibits some endemism, but not to a very marked degree, meaning that it has very few animal and plant 

species which are exclusive or native only to Anguilla. 

o The most diverse faunal species on the island are its birds, which are abundant on the main island and surround-

~- ing cays. No field guide or similar natural history publication exists for the birds of Anguilla. 

,~-

o All of Anguilla's reptiles except one are relatively abundant. Only the Iguana is threatened with extinction. Its 

decline has been attributed to habitat loss and competition for food. 

o Anguilla has few expansive "natural areas" that have not been significantly altered through cultivation or human 

habitation. Three areas stand out: the island's north coast from Little Bay northeastward to Windward Point; the 

windward point of the island from Savannah Bay on the southern coast and Island Harbour on the northern coast; 

and the valley above Katouche Bay. 

o Three areas are considered critical habitat in that they are both unique or valuable and also are under threat or at 

some risk. They are (1) the specific area (Brimegin) on the north coast between Limestone Bay and The Fountain 

at Shoal Bay (the prime area where iguanas occur); (2) Katouche Bay up the valley to Cavannagh Cave, one of 

the last tracts of tall canopied trees in Anguilla, with a great diversity of flora and fauna; and (3) the offshore 

cays (especially Dog Island and Middle Cay) because of bird rookeries. 

o Anguilla needs to take the first steps toward developing a plan for protecting natural areas and critical habitat. 

Key to this effort will be the establishment of a "conservation data center" under the auspices of the National 

Trust so that quantitative information about what already exists, what is at risk and what is needed to maintain 

species or habitat can be centralized and made accessible to planners, naturalists, researchers, and students. An 

Anguillian biodiversity program must involve both NGOs and the educational system. 

o The agriculture sector in Anguilla is on the decline, primarily because of the employment opportunities now avail

able in tourism. Other contributing factors include the need for a low-cost, reliable water source to increase agri-

o 

cultural productivity; a prevalent bias against agriculture as an occupation (particularly among the young); and the 

lack of clear policy linkages between agriculture and tourism, the leading economic sector. Only about 3,000 

acres of land are considered cultivable, of which approximately 600 are now cultivated annually with vegetables 

and root crops. 

Anguillians enjoy a high percentage of landownership. As with all privately-held land in Anguilla, the exercise of 

sovereignty is a deeply felt right, and it is therefore difficult to regulate environmentally-harmful practices such as 

tree cutting or, conversely, to successfully encourage environmentally-sound practices such as agroforestry. 

o The prevailing conclusion about agriculture in Anguilla seems to be that while there are significant gains to be 

made from further investment in household agricultural production, there is limited potential for the development 

of commercial enterprises. 
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5. ANGUILLA AND THE SEA 

HYMN TO THE SEA 

Like all who live on small islands 

I must always be remembering the sea, 

Being always cognizant of her presence; viewing 

Her through apertures in the foliage; hearing, 

When the wind is from the south, her music, and smelling 

The warm rankness of her; tasting 

And feeling her kisses on bright sunbathed days; 

I must always be remembering the sea. 

Symbol of fruitfulness, symbol of barrenness, 

Mother and destroyer, the calm and the storm! 

Life and desire and dreams and death 

Are born of the sea; this swarming land 

Her creation, her signature set upon the salt ooze 

To blossom into life; and the red hibiscus 

And the red roofs burn more brightly against her blue. 

I must always be remembering the sea. 

Frank Coflymore 

{The first and last verses of a poem printed in CARIBBEAN VERSE, an anthology 

edited and introduced by O.R. Dathorne. It was published by Heinemann Educational 

BookS Ltd., London, 1967.1 

Throughout time, Anguillians have sus
tained a vital, almost spiritual, connection with 
the sea surrounding their island home. Fish
ing, boat building, and boat racing have all 
contributed to a proud maritime heritage that is 
linked in many ways to the heart and soul of 
Anguillian culture. 

Marine-based industries have played an 
important role in the development of the is
land. Many villages are located in coastal 
areas. Mangroves (including those associated 
with ponds) and coralline structures contribute 
to the protection of the shoreline and adjacent 
natural and manmade features. Fisheries 
provide the major source of animal protein for 
Anguillians. 

These traditions, development patterns, 
and economic contributions -- all derived from 
Anguilla's relationship with the sea -- have 
stimulated a national commitment for imprOVed 
understanding and management of coastal re-
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sources. Historically, in Anguilla, the impor
tance of marine and coastal resources has been 
widely appreciated. 

More recently, with the emergence of 
tourism as a key economic factor in Anguilla, 
and with the industry's heavy reliance on the 
coastal environment (especially beaches), con
flicts and competition among resource user 
groups have emerged. The tourism sector is 
dependent upon the natural features and built 
infrastructure located within the coastal zone, 
but its priorities and concerns are not necessar
ily those of more traditional resource users. 
(Figure 5.1 displays many of the ways in 
which Anguilla uses its marine environment.) 

Thus, there is a new incentive for devel
oping a broader, more holistic management ap
proach for this critical resource sector. Several 
issues stand out as both constraints and 
opportunities for the future utilization and 
management of coastal and marine resources. 
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ISSUE ONE: 
Selected fishery resources are being depleted in Anguilla, and a targeted fisheries data 
collection program is needed to help reverse this trend. The long-term goal is to de
velop fisheries management programs that provide for sustainable development and 
ensure the availability of fishery resources for future generations of AngUl7lians. 

Lobster, sea turtle and inshore demersal 
(bottom dwelling) fin fish, including reef fish, 
are all reported to be "depleted" to varying de
grees in Anguilla. Large adult specimens of 
many reef fish are increasingly difficult to find 
whether one's objective is filet or photography. 
Diminished populations of algae-eating reef 
fish is especially noticeable when algal growth 
on reef surfaces increases in the absence of 
"consumers" who keep it in check. While this 
may be true, in Anguilla the algae on coral is 
also due to a 1982-84 decline of algae-eating 
sea urchins which are on the increase again. 

Why have the fish gone away? Some ob
servers say it's because of overfishing caused 
by too many fishermen who have gotten too ef
ficient with too many traps, some of which is 
carried out by foreign fishermen from nearby 
islands or visiting charter yachts. The solution 
in this case appears easy -- fish less or stop 
fishing for a while. But fishermen and others 
say, it's the pollution -- from too many charter 
boats, too many divers, too much cruise ship 
garbage from nearby islands, sewage disposal 
by hotels, and even too much oily sun tan 
lotion washed off thousands of ever-present 
tourists. 

Scientific verification of the reported 
declines in Anguilla's traditionally harvested, 
edible marine species will be possible once an 
orderly fisheries data collection system is put 
in place to retrieve and analyze catch and effort 
levels so "catch per unit of effort" calculations 
can be attained. Such data will be most useful 
if supplemented with biological data on target 
fish species, e.g., overall length, weight, sex, 
and presence/absence of eggs. Of critical 
importance, however, is the need for baseline 
data against which future trends can be 
adequately assessed. 
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The only assessment completed of 
Anguilla's fishery resources was derived from 
estimates in the early 1980's of available fish 
stock in given habitat types, based on (at that 
time) a poor understanding of the extent of 
various marine seabed communities. Although 
the authors of this assessment urged caution in 
the use of their "tentative" estimates, they 
argued that a significant increase in catch effort 
for fm fish was warranted at that time!. It 
appears now that this estimate may have been 
overly optimistic. 

Regrettably, the most appropriate types of 
gear technology that affect catch levels were 
not specified in this decade-old assessment. As 
a result, fin fish traps of only 1.5 inch mesh 
size have proliferated in use over the years, 
and an important resource management objec
tive -- i.e., that juvenile fish should not be 
harvested -- has not been achieved. 

Other factors have combined to place the 
Anguillian fishery resource base in jeopardy. 

The use of pots, lines, and gill nets -
and, to a degree, spear fishing -- further 
depletes stocks through the taking of 
juveniles before they have reached the age 
for reproduction. 

Existing technology renders some species 
more vulnerable. Moreover, the overall 
level of fishing effort is poorly known, 
particularly since fishermen from nearby 
countries are observed to fish regularly in 
Anguilla's waters, entering but leaving 
without providing a written record for 
local officials. 

Although a recent study2 suggests that 
seabed communities have remained rela
tively healthy, anecdotal reports from 
longtime fishermen about the physical de-
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struction of critical habitat (especially 
seagrass beds and corals) suggest that 
such degradation may further limit stock 
recruitment rates and overall sustainable 
yields. The latter effects appear to result 
primarily from anchor and trap damage, 
and possibly from a growing number of 
coral specimen collectors arriving by 
yacht. 

Whether or not these impacts are as yet 
severe, they will in all likelihood become more 
significant over time. 

In addition, the naturally limited bi
ological productivity of Anguilla's isolated, 
essentially open-ocean marine shelf system 
(Figure 5.2) can be viewed as a constraining 
factor. Its portion of the commonly shared 
(with St. Barthelemy and St. Martin/St. 
Maarten) submarine shelf covers approximately 
199,700 ha3• 

Although this may seem like an ad
equately large area to support an expanded 
commercial fishery, coral reef areas on 
Anguilla's shelf are limited. For example, it is 
estimated that coral covered outcrops and scat
tered reefs comprise only 22 percent of total 
shelf area but account for 80 percent of pro
ductivity potentia1.4 (See Figure 5.3 for a 
display of important marine habitats in 
Anguilla, including coral reefs.) 

It would be a mistake to underestimate the 
importance of this singular one-fifth of the in
shore shelf area of Anguilla. These and other 
special habitats for fin fish and shell fish are 
critical for several commercially-important 
species. During their juvenile development 
stages, when they are most vulnerable, these 
species sometimes migrate among coral 
colonies, seagrass pastures and other more 
sheltered coastal bays and inlets, such as Forest 
Bay and Little Harbour with their associated 
seagrass beds and mangroves. 

It is these highly productive zones on 
Anguilla's inshore shelf that constitute the 
biggest management challenge, for these areas 
are accessible and attractive and will be heavily 
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impacted by rising levels of land-based sources 
of marine pollution. 

Compounding the task of marine resource 
managers has been the recent growth (and pro
jected growth potential) of Anguilla's tourism 
industry, with its own expanding demands on 
coastal and marine resources. A significant 
number of tourists visiting Anguilla derive 
their fascination and pleasure from the island's 
coastal/marine features and abundant marine 
life -- in the form of diving, snorkeling, 
yachting, and beach-related recreational uses. 

For example, one source of increased 
pressure on the marine environment has been 
the emergence of a day-charter yachting com
ponent to Anguilla's tourism market. Visiting 
yachtsmen, especially day cruisers from St. 
Martin/St. Maarten, enter the Territory's wa
ters daily to utilize several offshore cays. Al
though foreign yachts are required to clear 
customs at Road Bay before proceeding to the 
cays, in practice the requirement is not en
forced. Some of them may purchase long-term 
permits, but a majority of yachts only clear 
customs (and pay the nominal cruise permit 
fee) upon leaving the Territory. Under these 
circumstances, it is difficult to inform visitors 
about Anguilla's marine regulations and an
chorage zones which they are expected to use. 

Nevertheless, in contrast to the more 
widespread impacts customarily associated with 
overfishing an entire submerged shelf like the 
Anguilla Bank, marine resource use over the 
same area but for recreational purposes -
snorkeling, surfing, boating, swimming, div
ing, sailing, sports fishing -- carries less risk of 
major environmental damage. This is prin
cipally because the user tends to focus on 
mostly passive, non-extractive uses (and user 
experiences). In doing so, the user tends to 
develop a perceived interest in the quality and 
resilience of the resource and its environment. 
(There are, of course, noteworthy exceptions to 
this more general rule, and cumulative impacts 
to corals can be significant without proper edu
cation and management of the recreational user 
group.) 

\ .. .:. 
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Secondly, the user, in contrast to the fish
erman, is quite prepared to pay a fee for the 
use privilege, a fee which the government, as 
manager of the resource, can elect to collect, 
tax, share, or exchange for services with a pri
vate sector "partner" or "agent" who may also 
be required to obtain licenses that produce ad
ditional income linked to the resource. 

Therefore, revenue generation by a re
source normally guarantees its survival if such 
funds are then made available for appropriate 
short and longer term monitoring and 
management. The funds rise in proportion to 
use levels which is of course convenient. Sec
ondly, they can be apportioned by policy be
tween public and private costs appropriate to 
the sharing of responsibility for management of 
the resource. 

In the case of recreational "exploitation" 
of a marine resource, the principal risk is from 
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the over-use, very much like overfishing which 
involves an extractive excess. Popular dive 
sites, for example, frequently suffer significant 
resource damage from careless divers and the 
anchors of visiting boats, legitimately raising 
the issue of how to deploy a fee and regulation 
system to encourage visitors, protect the 
environment and raise revenue -- all at once! 

The growth of tourism guarantees that 
coastal resource development will expand in 
Anguilla. At the same time, exploitation of the 
marine environment by indigenous fishermen is 
seen as something akin to a "birthright" and a 
part of the island's strong maritime heritage. 
The importance of these resources, therefore, 
to economic development and to traditional 
island lifestyles should -- particularly in light 
of apparent declines -- stimulate greater 
concern for their maintenance and a commit
ment to act on long-term management objec
tives designed for sustainability. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

5. 1 Caution should be exercised in further 
development of the demersal fin fish 
fishery, especially the "shallow reef and 
seagrass" fishery. This is particularly 
important if the present minimum trap 
mesh size is not altered to preclude 
capture of juvenile fish (see Recomnien
dation 5.5). The following factors 
should be included in the decision
making process used by GOA resource 
managers: 

(i) 

(ii) 

5.2 

Past estimates of sustainable yield are 
tentative at best, and updated estimates 
would need to be made with great care. 

The management of a tropical sub
merged shelf fishery like Anguilla's -
with its associated coral reef systems, 
seagrass "pastures" and other coastal 
habitats -- is a complex task and cer
tainly not an exact science. Neverthe
less, the importance of (1) reducing 
pollution, (2) controlling excessive har
vesting, and (3) protecting those nursery 
areas fundamental to the survival of ma
rine resources is apparent. 

Because of this, there is a broad consen
sus among fisheries managers that it is 
always better to err on the conservative 
side when estimating population stocks 
and sustainable yields or projecting har
vests, especially when targeting new 
species with new technologies. This 
practice reduces the more subtle but 
costly risk of overly optimistic invest
ments by the public and private sectors 
in new gear and equipment and even 
training (i.e., over-capitalization) only 
to fmd that serious overfishing can 
induce a complete collapse of the fish
ery, one that can take decades for re
covery. 

Additional fisheries personnel are 
needed in order to fully implement 
many of the recommendations contained 
in this chapter of the Profile. 
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5.3 It is time to establish a targeted fisheries 
data collection system. It is recognized 
that a data collection program must at
tempt to answer key questions about the 
fishery but must do so within an insti
tutional framework of finite personnel 
and dollar resources. Ideally, more 
quantitative data on fishing (by fishery 
zone) should be supplemented with 
basic data on fish length, weight, and 
sex as a baseline for assessing the sus
tainability of the fishery. 

5.4 

5.5 

5.6 

Improving management control of the 
fishery will ultimately depend on a sys
tem that gives local officials timely ac
cess to catch records and/or reliable es
timates of total fishing effort. A more 
effective licensing system could assist in 
this regard, and could provide an av
enue for more routine dialogue between 
GOA officials and members of the 
commercial fishing community. 

To make a licensing and fee system 
more acceptable to local fishermen, a 
portion of the fees collected (if not all) 
could be earmarked for construction, 
deployment, and maintenance of Fish 
Aggregation Devices (FADs). FADs 
would benefit all fishermen and are one 
way to encourage alternative fishing 
technologies and thus relieve pressure 
on inshore demersal stocks. 

Fisheries officials should reassess the 
allowable minimum mesh size for fin
fish traps. Consideration should be 
given to raising the minimum from 1.5 
inches to 2.5 - 3.0 inches. 

Officials should also reassess the allow
able minimum carapace (or back shell) 
length for spiny lobster. Consideration 
should be given to raising the minimum 
from 3.5 inches to 4.0 - 4.5 inches, 
bearing in mind that evidence suggests 
Anguilla's spiny lobsters reach maturity 
(i.e., ready to reproduce) after roughly 
three years when the carapace is an av
erage 3.74 inches long.s 
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(A useful description of some of 
Anguilla's more important marine re
sources -- conch, lobster, and coral 
reefs -- can be found in a recent public 
information booklet prepared for the 
Government of Anguilla by Sandra 
and Melvin Goodwin (1992) entitled 
Anguilla's Marine Resources: Threat
ened Treasures.) 

5.7 In Anguilla, marine habitat protection 
is vital not only to the fishing com
munity but to the tourism industry as 
well. Both sets of resource users have 
an interest in achieving successful 
management of the marine environ
ment, and it is important that national 
policy reflect a balance of these 
interests. 

At the present time, the Government 
of Anguilla is in the process of prepar
ing a marine resource assessment and 
development plan. Primary focus 
should be on the growth potentials 
represented by the nation' s marine re
sources, with identification of activi
ties -- including traditional uses -- that 
will con~ribute to the sustainable de
velopment of these resources. 

5.8 All marine turtles are considered 
endangered by the World Conser-

. vation Union (IUCN) , and 
international efforts are underway to 
protect these species. Therefore, the 
Government of Anguilla should give 
consideration to the establishment of a 
moratorium on all species of sea turtles, 
for an initial period of perhaps five 
years or until data on nesting frequency 
on Anguillian beaches can be collected 
and a monitoring program put in place. 
The participation of community volun
teers may be an appropriate way to 
monitor turtle nesting at a low cost to 
Government. Additionally, education 
efforts to increase public awareness 
about wildlife conservation issues is 
important and should be pursued as 
funds and resources become available. 

MARINE TURTLES OF ANGUILLA 6 

The green turtle and hawksbill turtle are the most 

common marine turtle species in Anguillian waters. 

The hawksbill is the principal species nesting on 

Anguilla and its associated cays, with the beaches on 

Dog Island reportedly the most frequently used nest

ing sites (some nesting occurs on Prickly Pear Cays 

and on the main island, as well). Green turtles, par

ticularly juveniles, can be seen feeding on turtle grass 

in bays around the main island, where Mead's Bay 

and Little Bay are considered by local divers to be the 

best places to observe green turtles and hawksbills. 

There is good foraging habitat for hawksbills on the 

extensive reef that lies north of the island, and for 

both hawksbills and green turtles around the offshore 

cays. 
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A decade ago, marine turtles were reportedly more 

abundant around Anguilla than most Leeward Islands. 

However, populations continue to be depleted and 

exploitation pressures are rapidly escalating as 

tourism increases (the meat of green turtles and 

hawksbills is sold locally to hotels, and fishermen also 

carry meat to St. Martin where there is a steady de

mand from restaurants). The relative abundance of 

marine turtles in Anguilla can partly be attributed to 

the island's extensive nesting and foraging habitats, 

many of which are located on and around offshore 

cays. 

The use of artificial lighting (primarily 
by hotels) in the proximity of known 
turtle nesting beaches should be "turtle 
sensitive" (for example, use of low
pressure, long-wavelength, sodium
vapor lamps that are shielded to direct 
illumination away from turtle nesting 
areas). Government should work with 
hoteliers in implementing appropriate 
guidelines. 
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ISSUE TWO: 
Planning for a marine parks and protected areas program needs to be placed 
within an orderly and well-balanced resource management framework. 

A SYSTEM OF MARINE PARKS FOR ANGUILLA 7 

Anguilla is a 35 square mile island surrounded by 1,800 

square miles of coral reefs, seagrass meadows, and re

lated marine habitats. Historically, salt production and 

fishing have been important sources of income. But early 

in the 1980's, the Government began an intensive cam

paign to develop a tourist industry. Since then, the num

ber of visitors to the island has steadily increased, lured to 

Anguilla by its white sandy beaches, local seafood and 

underwater scenic appeal -- attractions related to the is

land's surrounding coral reefs and coastal habitats. 

Today, there is growing concern about the impact of ac

celerated development on marine resources. In response 

to these concerns, the Government of Anguilla is working 

on a strategy for long-term development and management 

of marine and coastal resources. A key element of this 

strategy is a system of marine parks and protected areas. 

The proposed marine parks system will directly benefit in

dividuals whose livelihood depends on the fishing and 

tourism industries by improving the use and protection of 

critical marine resources essential to these industries. 

Equally important, establishment of marine protected areas 

will benefit present and future generations of Anguillians 

by protecting a major component of the island's natural 

heritage. 

Selected high value marine resources, 
such as coral reefs and seagrass beds, are in
creasingly under pressure. Within Anguilla, as 
in the region, there is an emerging consensus 
regarding the adoption of a marine parks and 
protected areas system to aid in the control and 
management of the fishery and associated ma
rine habitats8• 

In fact, marine parks legislation was en
acted in 1982 but awaits full implementation of 
regulations that were approved in June 1993. 
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111e "marine resource management 
system" will comprise (see Figure 5.4): 

5 marine parks/reserve areas (Dog 
Island, Seal Island, Sandy Island, 
Shoal Bay, Little Bay); 
2 tourism management areas 
(Prickly Pear Cays and Scrub 
Island) within a 275 km2 multiple 
use zone; and 
2 fish nursery zones (Corito Bay 
and Little Harbour). 

If established, with an appropriate 
level of administrative and fmancial 
support, the marine resource management 
system will be an important step toward 
improved management of an increasingly 
stressed marine resource base. 
Additionally, the legislation would logi
cally support recently enacted anchorage 
management regulations to protect 
sensitive seabed habitats (Cruising Permit 
Ordinance, amended 1990). 111e 
Caribbean Conservation Association, 
through its CIDA-funded marine parks 
program, is currently working with GOA 
in implementing a related training 
program in species and habitat mon
itoring and mooring installation. 

Care must be taken in managing 
marine resources so as not to diminish 
the significance of a marine parks 

system, while recognizing the potential for user 
conflicts. In Anguilla, the long-term 
sustainability of the island's fishery resource 
base is a national goal equal in importance to 
the establishment of a marine park system -
and establishment of a marine park system may 
be the only way to have sustainability. 
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Figure 5.4 Proposed marine resource ma.nagement system, Anguilla. 

An important, recent finding of re
searchers looking into the dynamics of 
Anguilla's coastal system9 is that reef fish 
stocks and other reef organisms inhabiting the 
Anguilla shelf area, which is both isolated and 
exposed to open ocean currents, may well be 
"island-discrete", meaning that replacement of 
stocks must rely largely on the success of 
spawning and recruitment from within the shelf 
area. A tropical reef and shelf fishery like 
Anguilla's is very vulnerable and fragile -- and 
not overly resilient. The fishery depends on an 
ecosystem that must be conservatively managed 
and aggressively protected. The emerging ma
rine parks and reserves system can enhance this 
objective. 

For example, special "administrative 
zones" could be incorporated into the park 
system. This is a common management tool 
used to target prohibited and allowable park 
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activities. "Administrative zone" might in
clude: 

(1) recreational dive zones, or 

(2) restricted fishing gear zones, 

both of which offer potential for better 
management control of multiple resource ac
tivities. These designations would be similar 
to anchorage management zones established in 
Anguilla to minimize anchor damage. 

More importantly, the establishment 
(within the marine park framework) of a sys
tem of carefully selected "no fishing" zones, 
also known as marine fishery reserves, may in 
fact represent the best potential for long-term, 
sustainable management of fishery resources, 
especially given the limited staff and financial 
resources available to the GOA's fisheries 
management agency, the Department of Fish
eries and Marine Resources (DFMR). 
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A system of marine fishery reserves 
would benefit Anguilla's reef fishery by 
offering some protection to spawning stocks 
and the recruitment process, while permiting 
the reef fishery adjacent to designated zones to 
continue under traditional management 
practices. The strategy has the potential for 
simplifying management control and data 
collection and reducing at least some of the 
unknown elements presently inherent in 
managing a complex tropical marine shelf 
fishery. 

As an example, one group of researchers 
in the western CaribbeanlO recently recom
mended a mixed management strategy -- 20 
percent of a total habitat set aside as a reserve 
while the remaining 80 percent to be managed 
by traditional methods to optimize yields. 
Given that inshore coastal areas are especially 
critical for the juvenile development of most 
marine organisms, it might be prudent for ma
rine park planners in Anguilla to consider 
inclusion of the entire circumference shelf of 
the main island (to a specified radius, e.g., 
500 - 1,000 m from land), with restrictions on 
certain activities to ensure that spawning and 
rearing habitat for key commercial species is 
not damaged. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

5.9 The Government of Anguilla should 
move ahead without further delay in 
providing the regulations and identify
ing the administrative and financial re
sources needed to support the marine 
parks system. In drafting park regula
tions, consideration should be given to 
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establishing "administrative zones" (or 
equivalent management classes), with 
guidelines for each zone or class and a 
clarification of non-compatible uses 
which will not be permitted in desig
nated areas within the system. Regula
tions need to ensure that increased num
bers of visitors, attracted by the pres
ence of the park, will not increase envi
ronmental degradation. 

Eventually, consideration should also be 
given to expanding management to in
clude all shelf area within a defmed 
distance from the shoreline, applying 
the agricultural principle of good hus
bandry practices to marine resources. 

5. 1 0 By consultation, marine resource users 
-- like fishermen, divers and water sport 
instructors -- can be brought into the 
process of mobilizing local support for 
the marine park system and for the des
ignation of marine fishery reserves. 
Such efforts (often referred to as "user 
management") will be most successful 
when there is a shared consensus or 
mutual understanding of the limits of 
resource exploitation and the value of 
resource conservation. Non-formal ap
proaches should be emphasized, along 
with early involvement of user groups 
affected by any proposed changes. 

If fishery reserves are not established, 
an evaluation of the feasibility of a 
"closed season" for certain species 
and/or certain areas would be appropri
ate. 
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ISSUE THREE: 
The establishment of appropriate guidelines for coastal developments -- especially 
major tourism developments -- will minimize damage to coastal and nearshore envi
ronments as a result of storm surges. The regulation and monitoring of sand har
vesting also minimize the risk of increased shoreline erosion. 

[Note: Chapter 3 describes the Territory's development control process, but a few specific 

examples concerning coastal development are discussed here as they have the potential to af

fect the coastal and nearshore merine environment.] 

Siting facilities along the coast in
creases the cumulative impact of coastal 
storms in three ways: (1) increased risk to 
public health, safety, and welfare; (2) costs 
to the public treasury for disaster relief and 
protection; and (3) losses of irreplaceable 
natural resourcesll . Compounding the 
potential for catastrophic losses due to 
coastal storms is the possibility of 
significant sea level rise (SLR) in the 
decades ahead. 

While average SLR over the last 
century has been less than 10-15 cm (4-6 
in), an increase in that much or more (10-
20 cm) is projected by the year 2025, and 
of between 50-200 cm (1.5-6.5 ft) by the 
year 2100. Using an average of 1 m of 
shoreline erosion per cm of SLR for low
lying areas fronted by beaches, the 
resulting average by the year 2025 would 
be a probable loss of 10-20 meters (33-66 
ft).l2 This formula does not apply to 
Anguilla's rocky shorelines. 

There are generally three strategies 
that may be adopted to mitigate coastal storm 
hazards and SLR impacts: 

(i) 

(ii) 

the natural coastline can be "hardened" 
by using protective structures such as 
bulkheads, revetments, and gabions; 

facilities and structures built in high 
hazard areas can also be "hardened " 
through the use of stricter building 
standards to achieve increased wind 
and/or flooding resistance; and 

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE and SEA LEVEL RISE 

There is growing international concern that warming of the 

atmosphere will have consequent climatic changes in tem

perature and precipitation distribution that could accelerate 

a worldwide rise in sea level. The environmental, eco

nomic, and social disruptions produced by such changes 

would pose particularly severe challenges for lOW-lying is

lands like Anguilla. 

Critical ecosystems such as coral reefs could be seriously 

damaged if the sea level rises so fast that they cannot 

compensate. Global warming would increase sea-surface 

water temperatures and may cause changes in the 

strength, frequency and paths of hurricanes, andlor an ex

tension of the hurricane season. Beaches vital to the 

tourism industry in Anguilla would also be at risk. 

At this time, many if not most experts believe that some 

global warming will occur, but there is a great deal of un

certainty about the rate and magnitude of warming and its 

effects on sea level. Timely planning can reduce losses. 
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(iii) coastal development can be redirected 
away from high hazard areas through 
the use of shoreline setback standards 
and/or re-zoning of high hazard areas to 
achieve simultaneous risk reduction and 
other objectives such as open-space 
preservation or wildlife management. 

The last alternative, the so-called 
"development management" strategy, is gener
ally the most cost-effective option. As with 
the use of stricter building codes, increased 
costs associated with the alteration of land use 
patterns to reduce the exposure of people and 
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property to storm damage are generally offset 
by long-term savings from reduced property 
damage and reduced insurance rates. Failure 
to take action (e.g., enforcement of coastal set
back requirements) will continue to increase 
the risk of coastal flooding and destruction of 
structures in the coastal zone during period of 
high tide and heavy sea swells. 

Unregulated removal of sand and vegeta
tion in the coastal zone further increases rates 
of coastal erosion and elevates risks of storm 
damage. In Anguilla, the depletion of sand re
sources, especially along the northwest coast, 
has marred the natural landscape, subjected 
certain low-lying areas to increased erosion, 
and in some cases reduced the natural protec
tive function of coastal dunes. 

Sand mining from private property (i.e., 
above the mean high water line) is legal in 
Anguilla. Advance approval from the Lands 
and Survey Department is required, but in 
practice there appears to be insufficient regu
latory control. Although Government pro
hibits the taking of sand from Crown Lands 
(i.e., below the mean high water line), this un
regulated practice also occurs. As is the case 
elsewhere in the Caribbean, beach sand in 
Anguilla has traditionally been used for con
struction and its exploitation for this purpose is 
generally unregulated, despite evidence of 
beach loss as a result of sand mining and wave 
erosion. Coastal erosion caused by sand re
moval also increases sedimentation in 
nearshore environments, where the damaging 
effects of sediments on coral reef communities 
and associated organisms have been well-doc
umented elsewhere in the region. 13 • 

In any discussion of coastal erosion and 
sand mining, it is helpful to understand that (1) 
coastal erosion is normal but can be greatly ac
celerated by human activities and (2) beach 
sand is both a renewable/non-renewable re
source, depending on the beach and its location 
with reference to nearby reefs where most of 
the new sand is generated. Theoretically, 
management practices should be deteniUned at 
the micro-level, i.e., what is the sand produc
tivity rate and loss rate at any given location 
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and what is the sustainable yield, if any. Be
cause of rising sea levels and in the absence of 
convincing evidence of a major surplus at a 
given site, sand generally should be treated as a 
non-renewable resource, complete with 
"severance taxes" or an extraction fee paid to 
the State when mining occurs on Crown Lands. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

5.11 The development and application of 
standards for buildings and infra
structure in the coastal zone will help 
reduce potentially adverse impacts on 
coastal and nearshore environments. 
Especially useful would be standards 
for: 

- on-site wastewater treatment 
and disposal (see Chapter 6), 

- minimum lot size and/or sub
division size, 

- desalination plants (see Chapter 
6), 

- shoreline setback (see 
Recommendation 5.12), and 

- coastal development siting to 
ensure that critical habitat 
and/or groundwater resources 
(see Chapter 6) are not 
affected. 

5.12 A coastal storm hazard-mitigation pol
icy and regulations should be developed 
and incorporated into the functions of 
the Planning and Land Development 
Control Committee. Areas of high risk 
and low risk need to be identified as this 
classification may in tum influence set
back requirements and building stan
dards. Shoreline setback regulations 
can be determined by using a simple 
formula (e.g., erosion rate times the ex
pected life of the structure) or a stan
dard distance (e.g., 200 feet 
[approximately 60 meters]) as has been 
previously recommended14. 

The policy might also incorporate rede
velopment options for existing coastal 
development to mmllmze potential 
losses, and should establish a recon-
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struction plan for implementation im
mediately following catastrophic 
storms. 

In the interim (and in the absence of a 
coastal hazard-reduction and mitigation 
policy), the Planning and Land Devel
opment Control Committee should di
rect new development away from known 
high-hazard areas. 

5.13 Various studies15 have made the point 
that there is real risk in the regular har
vesting of sand from the coastline where 
it customarily functions as a storm bar
rier and dynamic buffer for land areas 
and infrastructure such as roads and 
buildings. Generally, it is a preferred 
strategy to harvest sand by hydraulic 
marine mining some distance from 
shore. All sand mining options require 
a serious evaluation of potentially ad
verse impacts. The Government of 
Anguilla should therefore consider a 
formal sand resource management pol
icy that, among other things, encour
ages and provides private sector incen
tives for the importation of sand for 
domestic use, and assesses the feasibil
ity and environmental impacts of off
shore sand dredging. 

5.14 In the case of dredging sand from salt 
ponds, under some circumstances 
dredging to increase the depth and vol
ume of water and its circulation in the 
pond may be sufficient justification for 
a sand mining effort that has the dual 
objective of obtaining sand and reducing 
sediment build-up in the pond (see also 
Issue Five below). 

Where a salt pond is found to be im
portant as a superior feeding area for 
both resident and migratory aquatic 
birds, dredging should be carefully 
controlled to maintain some shallow 
areas not deeper than 35 cm (14 in), the 
maximum depth that is useable as feed
ing habitat by aquatic birds. 
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Opening a pond up to the sea and 
dredging the pond, as in the case of a 
marina, is sufficiently risky to warrant a 
full-fledged environmental assessment 
of the consequences of altering the 
pond's natural regime and its sediment 
trap functions. 

5.15 As part of a long-term policy for man
aging sand resources, GOA resource 
managers should make periodic judg
ments as to where sand removal (from 
government-owned property landward 
of beach systems) can be carried out at 
predetermined levels, by license or 
permit, with the least detrimental im
pact. Fees for removal of sand from 
government-owned property need to be 
set in proportion to actual volumes ex
tracted. With such a policy in place, 
and in the absence of similar controls 
over privately-owned sand resources, it 
could be expected that market pricing 
mechanisms might eventually serve to 
reduce or slow the rate at which both 
private and public sand is brought into 
production. 

As a matter of general practice, sand 
removal directly from the sloping sand 
beach area itself should be discouraged 
or, ideally, prohibited. 

5.16 Special consideration needs to be given 
to harvesting sand from coastal dunes, 
which provide long-term protection of 
life and property and, in the case of the 
dunes at Windward Point, are of special 
biological interest. Most of the coastal 
dunes found in Anguilla are comprised 
of a single dune ridge paralleling the 
beach, and it is this dune type that is 
most vulnerable to washover and 
blowout. In those few cases where 
there are multiple dunes serving as 
storm wave barriers protecting shoreline 
structures, some limited sand harvesting 
of the inner-most dune sands may be de
fensible, as part of an overall sand re
source management program. Quanti
tative and spatial limits at any site 
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should always be established by Gov
ernment before mining is allowed, as 
should a plan for restoring landscape 
contours and sand-stabilizing vegetation 
at any sand "borrow" area or harvesting 
site. 

5.17 The recent establishment of a formal 
and long-term beach monitoring pro
gram in Anguilla is to be commended, 
and appropriate resources need to be 
identified to continue this program. 
GOA could request continued support 
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through UNESCO's Coastal Monitoring 
Program for the Lesser Antilles which 
first provided assistance to the Territory 
in 1992. At that time, 22 sites were 
established and five staff members from 
the Department of Fisheries and Marine 
Resources and the Lands and Surveys 
Department were trained in field and 
data analysis techniques. This effort 
needs to be formally programmed as an 
ongoing resource management function 
of the Anguillian Government. 
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ISSUE FOUR: 
The use of environmental impact assessments for major development projects 
encourages a more holistic examination of environmental and social issues at an early 
stage in the planning process. 

{Note: Chapter 3, Issue Four also discusses environmental impact assessments as a 

part of the development control process.] 

Like most other Eastern Caribbean coun
tries, Anguilla does not as yet require the for
mal preparation of environmental impact as
sessments (EIAs) as part of the development 
planning or permitting process (see Chapter 3, 
Issue Four). It is particularly important that 
approval of major development projects in the 
coastal zone, whether initiated by public or 
private sector agencies, should require prepara
tion of EIA reports to supplement the less de
tailed information presented on the standard 
development application form. 

From an institutional perspective, EIAs 
are useful because they encourage a more 
holistic and energetic integration of technical 
data and environmental expertise across depart
mental and ministerial lines while, at the same 
time, guaranteeing more systematic input of 
environmental and social considerations at an 
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early stage in the site-specific development 
planning process. This can be particularly im
portant in smaller countries like Anguilla 
where resource management functions are not 
yet clearly defined and are spread among sev
eral government units, each of which tends to 
view "the environment" from its own perspec
tive or area of interest. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

5.18 Procedures (probably leading to legisla
tion) should be discussed within Gov
ernment to require the formal prepa
ration of environmental impact assess
ments for all "major" development pro
jects (public or private sector) within 
the coastal zone. (For further recom
mendations on EIAs, see Chapter 3, 
Recommendations 3.7,3.8, and 3.9. 
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ISSUE FIVE: 
Unregulated development in the coastal environment will, if not addressed, adversely 
affect w/'ldlife habitats and reduce wl7dlife resources. 

INote: Chapter 4 deals specifically with the issue of landscape and biodiversity protection, 

but the same issues as they relate to coastal habitat protection are discussed here.] 

More than 100 migratory bird species 
have been recorded in the Lesser Antilles. A 
majority of these species undertake semi-annual 
migrations between North and South America, 
stopping along the way in the Lesser Antilles 
to rest and feed. Others, including many 
seabird species, remain year-round in the 
Caribbean, relying on the availability of suit
able habitat to feed, nest, and raise fledglings. 

Published data on seabird nesting sites in 
Anguilla is limited. Most sites are located on 
the Territory's offshore cays such as Dog Is
land, although at least four species are reported 
to nest on the main island16• 

Salt ponds are especially critical as habitat 
for several aquatic bird species. Fortunately, 
most of Anguilla's approximately 20 salt ponds 

(Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1) are relatively 
untouched and continue to provide healthy 
habitat for aquatic birds!? However, develop
ment pressure on salt ponds is rising and likely 
to increase. 

Salt ponds are sometimes viewed as a nui
sance; one consulting group in Anguilla sug
gested that they were "little more than ... pu
trid breeding grounds for insects "18. 

Throughout the Caribhe.an. salt ponds have 
been used as dump sil~s for wasl~ (lh~ former 
pond at Island Harbour In Anguilla IS a case in 
point). Everywhere. lh~y are und~r-appreci

ated for the valuabl~ en\,Jr(mm~ntal service 
they perform as natural sedlm~nl traps pro
tecting nearshore coral r~fs from exc~ssive 
turbidity. !9 

Table 5.1. Anguilla's wetlands (see Figure 5.3 for pond location corresponding to 
numbers displayed in this table). 

1/2/3 Scrub Island Ponds 13 Rendezvous Salt Pond 

4 Grey Pond (Savannah Pond) 14 Long Bay Pond 

5 East End Pond (Mount Fortune Pond) 15 Mead's Bay Salt Pond 

6 Badcocks Pond 16 Merrywing Pond 

7 Caul's Pond 17 Cove Bay Salt Pond 

8 Long Salt Pond 18 West End Salt POM 

9 Forest Pond 19 Spring Bay Pond, Dog Isla".1 

10 Little Harbour Pond 20 Stoney Bay Pond. Dog Island 

11 Road Salt Pond 21 Prickly Pear East Pond 

12 Blowing Point Pond 22 Island Harbour Pond (FILLED) 

Sources: See Pritchard, 1990 for a descriptive inventory of Anguilla's wetlands; see Goodwin, et al., 

1984 for physiographic and physico-chemical data, ownership information and Artemia 

distribution for selected ponds. 
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Dredging a salt pond, if carefully done, 
can prolong its useful life as a sediment trap or 
settling pond, but only if its mangrove margins 
are kept reasonably healthy and intact as an 
important wildlife habitat and as a buffer zone 
stabilizing the pond's edge which interfaces 
with the adjacent land. Caution is required in 
deepening any pond near residential areas 
(Sandy Ground, for example) as noxious odors 
from the dredge spoil and excessive mud 
and/or dust can be most unpleasant to neigh
boring downwind communities. 

A pond's essential function as a catch
ment basin trapping sediments will be com
pletely destroyed if it is filled. Opening a 
pond to the sea may also significantly alter its 
ecology and perhaps that of the adjacent bay, 
primarily through the release of fine-grained 
sediments and possibly accumulated toxins. 
Some ponds, however, are irregularly opened 
to the sea as a natural consequence of flooding 
following a period of heavy rain. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

5.19 The following general guidelines are 
applicable in Anguilla20: 

(1) The filling of ponds should be avoided 
except in the case of a compelling public 
interest. 

(2) Mangroves bordering ponds should not be 
removed (except for incidental access 
points), especially as they serve as valu
able avian habitats and provide storm 
wave buffering protection. 

(3) Most salt ponds should not be opened up 
for development as marinas. 

(4) In the event that a closed salt pond is se
lected as a marina site, and therefore is 
opened up to the sea, during the next five 
year period no additional -ponds in the 
immediate area should be opened to the 
sea to allow time to monitor the effects of 
any such opening on coastal water quality 
from increased sediments and turbidity. 

(5) Before any normally closed pond is 
opened, an engineering study and envi-
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roomental impact assessment should be 
undertaken regarding (a) siting and design 
of the entrance from the sea, (b) dredging 
and disposal techniques including desti
nation of dredge spoil, (c) marina flush
ing options, and (d) the biological impact 
of sediment discharge or deposition. 

5.20 A systematic review of the Territory's 
ponds is needed and could logically lead 
to the development of a national policy 
for the protection and management of 
this important resource. A resource 
management plan focusing on ponds 
might establish the following: 

(1) A legal definition of Anguilla's ponds. 

(2) A delineation of existing pond boundaries 
based on specified criteria (such informa
tion should be used to update records in 
the Land Registry, with the question of 
public and private ownership, access, and 
management also being addressed). 

(3) Baseline information for each pond, in
cluding functions, use, status, flora, and 
fauna. 

(4) Mitigation and restoration targets, in
cluding criteria for determining if and 
under what conditions alteration or even 
loss of pond habitat will occur. 

5.21 Management of Anguilla's wildlife re
sources, including ponds, should be 
specifically vested in a conservation of
ficer, probably attached to the Depart
ment of Fisheries and Marine Re
sources. This added responsibility 
might be reflected in a name change, 
e.g., the Department of Marine and 
Wildlife Resources. 

5.22 External funding and support should be 
identified for a survey of Anguilla's 
seabird populations, including a status 
report on coastal habitats where seabirds 
nest (see also Chapter 4, Recommenda
tion 4.1). This information would be 
useful to the Planning Unit and to re
source managers within Government as 
part of longer-term efforts to protect 

" , 
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remaining wildlife habitat. Anguilla is 
important regionally for a variety of 
migratory aquatic bird species and for 
seabird breeding colonies, of which four 
and possibly five species are thought to 
occur on the main island21 . Other 
seabird breeding colonies exist in one or 
more of the offshore islands and cays. 
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5.23 More recent efforts in Anguilla to focus 
attention on environmental education 
are very positive and timely. In such 
programs elsewhere in the Eastern 
Caribbean, emphasis on protecting criti
cal wildlife habitat has been used suc
cessfully as a focusing device for stim
ulating more general public interest and 
concern about broader environmental is
sues. Anguilla should consider such a 
program focusing on its ponds as Im
portant wildlife habitat. 
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ISSUE SIX: 
Identifying resources to deal with deteriorating coastal water quality is an issue in 
every Caribbean island. Anguilla is not exempt from the challenge. 

Anguilla's high quality coastal zone de
pends on clean, clear, swimable, fishable, en
joyable inshore water. If there is a risk that 
this is changing, then the issue of who's look
ing after this important common resource at
tribute -- water quality -- becomes important. 

But this is not an easy task. There is no 
single target or solution, no single victim or 
problem, no single tactic or technology. The 
real issue is: who will lead in the development 
of a strategy to sustain high standards for 
coastal water quality, knowing that the best, 
least-cost strategy must be anticipatory? 

Like coastal systems everywhere, 
Anguilla's coastal water quality is principally a 
function of the nature, volume and flow rates 
of land-based sources of pollution. In tum, the 
local (insular) dimensions of the marine water 
quality problem are most often directly propor
tional to population densities, use levels of 
agro-chemicals, urbanization, industrialization, 
steepness of watersheds, and intensity of rain
fall. On all counts, Anguilla is a low risk area. 

Additionally, by virtue of the island's 
relatively well-flushed coastline, its numerous 
ponds which function as sediment traps, and 
the absence of significant estuaries, coastal 
wetlands, or other perennial sources of fresh 
water input, Anguilla has relatively few coastal 
pollution problems. Its characteristically clear 
waters indicate modest nutrient levels and pro
vide good conditions of growth for complex 
communities of corals, seagrasses, and other 
marine organisms. The neighboring, more 
mountainous island of St. Kitts, well-known to 
most Anguillians, stands in distinct contrast -
with its steep watersheds, extended periodic 
flows of run-off following heavy rains, and a 
limited inventory of coastal salt ponds. In St. 
Kitts, these conditions have resulted in reduced 
stands of corals, seagrass, and mangroves as 
well as more turbid (murky) inshore water ev
erywhere on the island, except along the 
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shorelines of the lower, drier Southeast Penin
sula. 

The experience of more developed 
Caribbean islands should serve as a warning to 
Anguilla. In many neighboring islands, m.ajor 
concerns related to coastal resources derive pri
marily from the consequences of tourism de
velopment in the absence of effective coastal 
zone management. The result has too often 
been an increase in pollutant loading to coastal 
waters and localized degradation of water 
quality to the detriment of public health, natu
ral habitat productivity, and tourism. 

Expansion of tourism development in 
Anguilla clearly has implications for the ma
rine and coastal environment, with potential 
for negative environmental impacts unless ade
quate controls and standards are carefully de
veloped and fairly implemented. Expanding 
numbers of yachts will likely increase pollution 
in harbors and bays from the routine discharge 
of oil and sewage. Larger concentrations of 
coastal tourism facilities will increase sewage 
discharges into nearshore waters which may re
sult in degradation of coral reefs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

5.24 Establishment of a modest, but carefully 
targeted, long-term water quality and 
marine biological monitoring program 
should be explored by the Government 
of Anguilla, with the aim of acquiring 
continuous and reliable information on 
the coastal and marine environments. 
Some limited steps at focused, longer
term monitoring are essential to the 
documentation of trends and the formu
lation of a rational GOA response to 
changes in coastal water quality. Labo
ratory and personnel capabilities will 
need to be upgraded, probably with 
donor assistance. 

I 
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5.25 Over time, a more broadly-based assault 
on various elements of an incremen
tally-developed coastal zone manage
ment program for Anguilla should be 
given high priority by the Government. 
Perhaps the best suitably-scaled imple
mentation model is that offered by the 
British Virgin Islands. For under-
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standing technical problems and defin
ing best management practices, an in
structive procedural model can be found 
in the U.S. Virgin Islands, with its 
nearly two decades of adaptive coastal 
zone management program testing in a 
tourism-oriented economy. 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 5 

o Throughout time, Anguillians have sustained a vital, almost spiritual, connection with the sea surrounding their island 

home. Fishing, boat building and boat racing have all contributed to the island's proud maritime heritage. More 

recently, the emergence of tourism as a key economic sector has provided a new incentive for developing a broader, 

more holistic management approach for this critical resource sector. 

o Although not yet scientifically verified, lobster, sea turtle and inshore bottom-dwelling fin fish (including reef fish) are 

all reportedly "depleted" to varying degrees in Anguilla. The implementation of a targeted fisheries data collection 

system would provide information necessary to make better informed resource management decisions. 

o A rather narrow range of critical marine habitats on Anguilla's inshore marine shelf constitutes the biggest challenge 

for the island's marine resource managers. These special habitats are critical for the development of several com

mercially important fin and shell fish species. At the same time, this assemblage of coral colonies, seagrass pas

tures, and other marine habitats is easily accessible to Anguillians and non-Anguillians alike, is attractive to a variety 

of recreational users, and is potentially subject to rising levels of land-based sources of marine pollution. 

o Selected high value marine resources are increasingly under pressure in Anguilla. Fortunately, the Territory is moving 

toward formal implementation of a Marine Resource Management System which will initially comprise 5 marine 

parks, 2 tourism management areas, and 2 fish nursery areas. The incorporation of special "management" or 

"administrative" zones could target the kinds of activities permitted within specific marine park areas. For example, 

the establishment of recreational dive zones or restricted fishing gear zones would complement the anchorage man

agement zones already created to minimize anchor damage. Marine resource users -- like fishermen and divers -

should be brought into the process of mobilizing local support for the marine park system and the designation of fish

ery reserves. 

o The development and application of standards and guidelines for buildings and infrastructure in the coastal zone can 

help minimize damage to coastal and nearshore environments as a result of storms. The regulation and monitoring of 

sand harvesting and vegetation removal in the coastal zone are essential to reducing coastal erosion and the risks of 

storm-related damage. 

o Major development projects, whether initiated by the public or private sector, should require the preparation of envi

ronmental impact assessments, especially for those within the coastal zone. The cost of the EIA should be borne by 

the developer, but defining the scope and content of the EIA as well as reviewing and approving the soundness of the 

EIA report would be the responsibility of the Government of Anguilla. 

o Anguilla's only wetland feature is its approximately 20 ponds scattered throughout the main island and on adjacent 

cays. Most are relatively untouched, but development pressures are rising and likely to increase. Generally, these 

ponds are under-appreciated for the valuable environmental service they perform as natural sediment traps protecting 

nearshore coral reefs from increased sediments and turbidity. Guidelines need to be put in place to provide protec

tion for this important resource, while at the same time not foregoing selected uses. 

o Salt ponds are also important as habitat for aquatic birds. Anguilla's recent efforts on behalf of environmental educa

tion might borrow from the experience of similar programs in the Eastern Caribbean, namely using the protection of 

wildlife habitats (for example, the island's numerous salt ponds) as a focusing device for stimulating more general 

public interest and concern about broader environmental issues. 

o By virtue of its relatively well-flushed coastline, its numerous ponds which function as sediment traps, and the 

absence of perennial sources of fresh water input, Anguilla has relatively few coastal pollution problems. 

Nevertheless, establishment of a modest, but carefully targeted, long-term water quality and marine biological 

monitoring program, with the aim of acquiring continuous and reliable information on coastal and marine 

environments, could decrease the risk of coastal water pollution which has resulted elsewhere as a consequence of 

tourism development. 
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Published by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds. Bedordshire, UK. 

(b) Halewyn, R. van and R. Norton, 1984. The status and conservation of seabirds in the Caribbean. In: 

Croxall, I., et 8/. (eds.), Status and conservation of the world's seabirds. ICBP technical publication 

no. 2. Cambridge, UK. 

17 See note 16(a) above. 

18 See note 15 above. 

19 A general description of salt pond ecology and physical function can be found in: 

Island Resources Foundation, 1977. Marine environments of the Virgin Islands: Technical supplement 

no. 1. Prepared for the Virgin Islands Planning Office, Coastal Zone Management Program. St. Thomas, 

USVI. 

20 Towle, et 8/., 1986. Land use management plan for the Southeast Peninsula, St. Kitts, West Indies. Pre

pared for the Government of St. Kitts and Nevis by Island Resources Foundation. St. Thomas, USVI. 

21 See note 1 6(a) above. 
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6. WATER SUPPLY, WATER QUALITY, POLLUTION CONTROL 
and WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Clean water reliably delivered at an afford
able cost is essential to Anguilla's future. To 
accomplish this, rising demand, limited supply, 
pollution effects, distribution problems, and con
servation issues all must be dealt with. This 
critical task of managing Anguilla's water re
sources to support both the community and the 
natural ecosystem will test everyone -- govern
ment, industry, and citizens alike -- who must all 
participate and carry some of the burden. How 
big a task is it? We need to know so we can 
plan. 

For more than three hundred years, 
Anguillians have met the challenge of the is
land's dry environment with careful husbandry, 
water conservation, and the use of cisterns. On 
a larger scale, and in more recent decades, the 
expansion of new residential areas, tourism fa
cilities and economic development enterprises, 
funded principally by overseas assistance agen
cies and private sector investment, has elevated 
the demand for water and other public utility 
services with a concomitant increase both in 
waste products and pressure on the landscape, 
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coastal systems, and groundwater supplies. In 
sum, along with the benefits of economic devel
opment, there are often unintended disbenefits or 
environmental costs, and Anguilla has not en
tirely escaped the adverse aspects of growth. 

These often subtle, mostly unanticipated 
impacts arise largely from the way new 
technologies, new chemicals, new consumer 
wastes and other commercial waste inputs to a 
small island are handled, for, as the 
environmentalist says," everything is 
connected to everything else" . 

One of the principal "connectors" that links 
people, nature, land, and landscape is water. 
Although people use it in various life-sustaining, 
recreational and service modes, it also provides 
convenient pollution dilution and disposal ser
vices, functioning as it does as a solvent and ve
hicle for moving pollutants from one location to 
another (including underground). This is espe
cially true for household wastewater and its 
relationship to groundwater, a subject addressed 
later in this chapter. 
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ISSUE ONE: 
Clean drinking water, reliably delivered at an affordable cost, is essential to Anguilla's 
future. But groundwater supply problems loom on the horizon. What needs to be 
done? 

It is a truism that Anguilla's primary water 
management problems arise out of the fact that 
there is not very much to manage. With a par
simonious annual average rainfall of about 100 
cm (40 in), Anguilla also has a rainfall schedule 
that is most notable for its erratic, unpredictable 
nature and is best appreciated by a close exami
nation of the extreme seasonal variability mir
rored by the rainfall analog in Figure 6.1. Most 
rainfall, in the latter half of the year, falls as 
short pulses in sudden storms. Drought periods 
may occur for up to three or four months dura
tion, and evaporation rates are high (around 
1,800 mm [70 in] per year)1. 

Anguilla is further vexed by being a karstic 
(weathered) limestone island that is ill-suited to 
efficient groundwater storage of rainfall that is 
not intercepted by catchment systems or lost to 
evaporation. There is, nonetheless, a small, thin 
underground "lens" or pool of freshwater which 
"floats" precariously on the underlying layer of 
heavier seawater and which has been tapped 
since the 1930's by an expanding series of public 
wells and bore holes (principally in The Valley 
area). This aquifer has provided Anguilla's 
Water Department with 250,000 to 300,000 
gallons of water per day for distribution. 

The fundamental problem is that pumping 
rates at the ten wells now in use are more or less 
at their maximum. To extract more is to risk 
seawater intrusion which could effectively de
stroy the aquifer. This would be catastrophic. 

Anticipating this pumping rate ceiling and 
other related problems, the Government joined 
forces with the Canadian International Develop
ment Agency (CIDA) in 1983 and began a seri
ous long-term program of water resource plan
ning, system design, and groundwater research, 
including a 1986-1987 test drilling schedule for 
27 sites (see Figure 6.2). _ The fmal comprehen
sive report (in two volumes) was completed in 
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1989.2 Major recommendations, which await 
implementation, include: 

- activate the Water Board (including 
expanded consumer representation) to 
manage water affairs in Anguilla; 

- transfer operation of the waterworks 
from Public Works to an independent 
Water Department with its own ac
count, clerical, and bookkeeping ser
vices; 

- require full cost recovery of all water 
operations; 

- implement a staff training plan; 
- expand water production using reverse 

osmosis technology; 
- upgrade the water distribution system; 
- relocate the Public Works Yard in the 

Valley to Corito; 
- upgrade the Anguilla Building Code to 

reduce pollution risk and enhance 
water catchment; 

- reduce point-source pollution risk in 
the Valley (from septic and fuel 
tanks). 

This impressive, detailcJ watC-"f planning 
initiative reflected a larger GovemlTk'nl ~'(ml.·em 

dating back to the late 1970'!> anJ earl~ \Q80's 
when a number of new hold, "C-"r~' ... Ialc:-J to 
came on line as part of Anguli la , "" .\t' 1010 up
scale tourism. Realizing the rr~ IIfh 'U' Illlture of 
Anguilla's groundwater surrl~, GIl\emment 
policy favored encouraging the "anou!> hotel en
terprises to be self-sufficient in water by in
stalling reverse osmosis desalination plants 
which use seawater from shoreline boreholes as 
feed water. By agreeing to this decentralized, 
private-sector strategy, the hotels placed no ad
ditional demand on the public water distribution 
system and, of course, are not dependent upon 
it. GOA requires hotels to obtain permits for 
both saltwater supply boreholes and plant 

, 
'- , 
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Figure 6.1. Seasonal distribution of rainfall in Anguilla (source: Howarth and Robins, 1988). 

operations. Production is limited to a maximum 
of 25,000 gallons/day. 

(1) Water Conservation Compliance. 

Rainwater roof catchments are used in 
about three-quarters of the buildings and provide 
less than 30 percent of the island's needs.3 This 
traditional "conservation-begins-at-home" ap
proach, which requires some individual invest
ment in gutters, downspouts, a cistern and a 
pump, offers the long-term potential for reliev
ing some of the demand pressure on ground
water. Furthermore, as more and more roads 
and parking lots are graded and paved, greywater 
cisterns for irrigation purposes are increasingly 
warranted. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

6.1 Government policy should encourage or 
require roof catchment and cistern use 
(i.e., water conservation compliance) for 
various classes of residences, public 
buildings, hotels, and other commercial 
facilities. Standards for cisterns and for 
cistern water quality are needed, and 
building code requirements need modifi
cations to promote rainfall catchment and 
cistern use as a supplement to the public 
water supply system. 

Fill and overflow pipes and other open
ings need to be covered by screening to 
eliminate potential for mosquito breeding. 
This should be a legislated requirement, 
subject to inspection. 
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"Water, water everywhere, not any drop to drink. " 
S.T. Coleridge (RHYME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER) 

It is not fair to say that Anguillians take water for granted. On the contrary, most 
Anguillians have traditionally been conservative in their use -- and in avoiding misuse -
of water. They know water is a scarce resource. One generation after another has 
struggled periodically through rainless periods of drought with one eye on the parched 
provision ground garden (kept alive with hand-carried kitchen wastewater), and the 
other on the diminishing volume of dark, cool water in the cistern. These dry season 
experiences served as a regular reminder of nature's unpredictable stinginess with soft 
rainwater and of the need to use it sparingly. Fortunately there also was a second best 
alternative. 

Anguillians knew by experience they could almost always find water beneath their feet. 
But it was hard water, sometimes tasting a bit salty and often better suited for cattle 
and crops. And it was difficult digging in the tough limestone rock down to the water 
table just a few feet above sea level where a layer of freshwater (on top of the salt
water) could be had for the pumping. 

No one really knows how many wells were dug over the years or more lately drilled 
through Anguilla's hard scrabble karstic rock to that lens of freshwater at the bottom. 
But we know it's enough to worry professional hydrologists and water engineers about 
the prospect of over-pumping in the near future. But they are starting to worry more 
about something else -- the quality of the groundwater itself. Nitrate levels are rising. 
What does this mean? 

We all know that. for convenience sake in the 1930's the Government launched a 
"works" program, beginning first with The Valley, to introduce Anguillians to plumbed, 
pressurized freshwater via standpipes and direct household hookups, a generous bless
ing for those served and a source of complaint for those distant few beyond the end of 
the pipe. Over time, the supply wells and distribution system have gradually been ex
panded to serve over 85 percent of the population. But even with this new easy ac
cess to free "government" water, which is pumped from the same underground lens or 
aquifer as before (although in greater quantities), Anguillians traditionally have not been 
wasteful of water, by comparison to other islanders in the region. But there still is a 
problem. Demand is rising, and the aquifer has its limits -- perhaps 300,000 gallons per 
day. 

Furthermore, now that there are many more water users and more flush toilets, garden 
hoses, and washing machines, the community has to deal both with an incipient water 
supply shortfall and an emerging wastewater disposal problem (see Issue Two below) 
to reduce the risk of groundwater pollution. Increased volumes of insufficiently treated 
wastewater discharged or leaching from inadequate septic tanks, tile fields, pit privies 
and other sources appear to be reaching the underground aquifer, with early indications 
of bacterial contamination and elevated nitrate levels. Young Anguillians deserve better 
than this. Clean water should be a part of their future. An island-wide program of ag
gressive septic tank upgrading, compliance monitoring, and the introduction of other 
wastewater treatment systems should be high on the Territory's agenda. It may take 
five or six years, but it must be done. 
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Figure 6.2. Location of test wells, Anguilla (source: CBCL Limited, 1989b). 

(2) Water Demand. 

. With groundwater at near optimum pro
ductlOn levels and a limited potential for ex
panded catchment and cistern production 
~gui1la.'s w~ter supply is not likely to keep u; 
WIth reSIdentIal needs. Commercial, industrial 
and institutional needs face a shortfall in the 
near- to mid-term (especially if hotel-based re
verse osmosis plants are phased out as has been 
suggested). And this does not include increased 
~ater demands for drip irrigation agriculture; for 
Improved horticultural, hydroponic and land
~pe beautification practices; and for potential 
higher-volume (lower-cost) water supply services 
to private sector establishments (like hotels). To 
do all this may require Government to move to
ward some type of supplemental water source -
such as an appropriately-scaled desalination 
plant, probably a multiple-flash distillation sys-
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tem utilizing waste heat from the diesel units at 
the power plant at Corito . 

RECOMMENDATION: 

6.2 Even though such a plant would not be 
built for several years, a Government de
cision on the efficacy, type, technology, 
sizing, siting, and funding for a desalina
tion unit should ideally be taken in the 
very near future. Planning now will al
low time for necessary environmental im
pact and mitigation planning and will per
mit proper sizing and configuration ad
justments to the water supply distribution 
system, which should be in place before 
any desalination system comes on line. 

Caution is recommended as desalination 
by reverse osmosis presents a brine con-
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centrate discharge problem, and flash dis
tillation systems have both a brine dis
charge and thermal pollution problem due 
to elevated temperatures of cooling water 
discharged to the marine environment. 
These are manageable problems for which 
there are technical solutions. 

(3) Outmoded Water Distribution System. 

The piping network for Anguilla's present 
water production and distribution system is a 
classic mixture of old and new, good and bad 
plumbing, with an alleged 40 percent line loss, 
inadvertently-installed thin wall pvc piping, lim
ited capacity, small mains, small pumps, small 
reservoirs and low water pressure at most ex
tremities. The Anguilla Water Development 
Plan (see Reference Note No.2 to this Chapter) 
outlines a multi-step program for overhauling 
this outmoded water distribution system to ob
tain increased flow capacities at higher pressures, 
reaching new areas and new consumers. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

6.3 Gaining consensus and preparing an ac
celerated implementation schedule for the 
first phase of Anguilla's Water De
velopment Plan -- namely, upgrading the 
existing groundwater production and dis
tribution network -- appear to be of the 
highest priority to reduce line losses. 
Once there is a consensus on strategy and 
plans are complete, the distribution sys
tem upgrade needs to be implemented as 
rapidly as possible so that expansion 
needs can largely be serviced through de
salination rather than through additional 
high-risk withdrawals from The Valley 
well field which is close to overload. 
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(4) Water Planning. 

Although the existing Water Development 
Plan by CBCL Limited is quite adequate, it was 
begun in 1983, finished in early 1989, and is 
nearly five years old. An update would be pru
dent on some regular schedule. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

6.4 GOA should establish a five-year, ten
year, 20-year plan for producing an ade
quate water supply to meet the island's 
demands. 
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GROUNDWATER QUALITY and THE NITRATE ISSUE 

Over the years, Anguilla's groundwater has been subjected to periodic laboratory analysis by those concerned 

with public health and environmental quality. There exists, therefore, a modest historical profile of the com

position and degree of purity for water drawn from deep in Anguilla's primary aquifer (water-bearing rock 

strata), as well as useful baseline information from the Halcrow, Archer, and CBCL studies4 • 

The latter study, funded by CIDA and done in cooperation with Anguilla's Water Department, looked specifi

cally at groundwater quality at eight sites (five water system production wells and three boreholes) and nine 

(out of 27) test wells drilled in 1986 and 1987 (see table below). 

The chemistry of Anguillian groundwater is dominated by two factors: first, its proximity to the sea which in

fluences sodium and chloride content in the water (indicative of salt and freshwater mixing at some interface 

underground) and, second, the presence of the limestone aquifer through which the water flows and from 

which the water derives its calcium and bicarbonate components. 

But there is another factor, a new one. There are indications that nitrate concentrations are increasing in 

most of the production and test wells in excess of the maximum acceptable drinking water limit of 10 mil

ligramslliter (mg/l) -- not much in excess, but sufficient to be a warning signal. The reason for concern is that 

changes such as these may signal a problem that could take decades to reverse! 

What is being observed here is an early stage chemical pollution problem arising from some combination of 

agricultural fertilizer and/or animal wastes, plus wastewater effluent run-off from domestic and commercial 

septic tanks, seeping untreated into groundwater. Unfortunately, few septic tank systems in Anguilla have 

proper tile drain fields. The standard (and convenient) local practice, not normally allowed elsewhere, is di

rect discharge of the septic tank effluent to the small rock and sand backfill around the buried tank itself. 

Too many homes have only pit privies and no septic system at all. Commercial and public septic tanks often 

are too small, and they frequently overload, with short wastewater residency time and discharges of essen

tially raw sewage. 

We do know the problem is not naturally-occurring nitrate, which runs generally less than 0.4 mg/l. We also 

know that rising nitrate levels in any groundwater which seeps into coastal ponds and embayments, along 

with phosphates from detergents in domestic wastewater, provides exactly the right chemical nutrients to 

accelerate the growth and proliferation of unpleasant marine algae, which makes coastal waters murky, in

hibits coral growth and annoys swimmers, eventually driving them elsewhere. 

ANGUILLA GROUNDWATER NITRATE CONCENTRATIONS (1986) 

9 test wells 

8 production wells 

LOW 

5.7 mg/l 

2.6 mg/l 

30.8 mg/l 

17.5 mg/l 

NB. 10 mgn is considered the maximum acceptable nitrate level for drinking water. 
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MEAN 

17.5 mg/I 

8.5mg/l 

AVERAGE 

18.2 mg/I 

10.0 mg/I 
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ISSUE TWO: 
Anguilla's groundwater, upon which the entire public water system depends, needs 
expanded protection from polluting land-use practices. The task of developing a co
ordinated approach is a challenge. What needs to be done? 

Potable water production and distribution 
and their opposites, wastewater treatment and re
cycling -- in an island like Anguilla -- are not 
separate and unrelated, even though they are 
very different kinds of activities. This is best 
symbolized by the frequency with which one can 
find, almost anywhere in Anguilla, a potable 
water well in proximity to a septic tank: or soak
away. 

The point is equally well-illustrated by the 
long-standing but unfortunate proximity of the 
DPW Yard to the island's primary aquifer, im
mediately below ground in The Valley. An 
identical dilemma confronts the Department of 
Environmental Health in its storage arrange
ments for hazardous insecticides in The Valley, 
only a few meters above the aquifer. In the 
latter case, even a minor fire could result in a 
flooding, from fire hoses, of the concentrated 
toxic chemicals that would be catastrophic for 
Anguilla's groundwater supply. There is some 
concern that these two examples of inappropriate 
land use need to be removed from The Valley. 
The proposed alternative site is within the Corito 
"industrial" area. Yet, the decision to move ap
pears elusive. 

Part of the problem arises from the absence 
of a development framework for Corito as an in
dustrial park complex. But the future layout of 
Corito is likely to remain unclear for some time 
because of unresolved aspects of various pro
posed facilities and activities at the site, in
cluding a bulk shipping terminal, a power 
plant/waste heat recycling desalination unit, a 
water softening plant, and the upgrade of the 
solid waste disposal site into a sanitary landfill. 
However, the immediate solution of a small, 
high-risk community health problem should not 
be held up indefinitely awaiting a final solution 
of a large, low-risk facilities development prob
lem. 
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Interim groundwater pollution control mea
sures (such as those reviewed in the boxes on 
pages 90 and 91, and especially those aimed at 
community health risk reduction) may be neces
sary while larger problem-solving initiatives, 
like land use planning, the new building code 
and the legal framework of an island-wide pollu
tion control strategy, proceed at a more leisurely 
pace. 

Another pollution control issue in Anguilla 
is that institutional arrangements for delineating 
responsibilities between Public Works (for 
water) and Medical and Health (for environ
mental health) are not entirely functional. Since 
remedies for this concern (along with draft reg
ulations) are outlined in the Water Development 
Plan slated for Phase One implementation this 
year (with BDD support), alternatives are not 
presented here. 5 

While point-source pollution risks in The 
Valley are high, they are not as intractable as the 
decentralized and ubiquitous issue of domestic 
and small-scale commercial septic wastes. The 
CBCL consulting report summarizes this prob
lem as follows: 

On Anguilla, as on most oceanic [sic] is
lands, the disposal of domestic septic 
wastes is usually accomplished through 
the use of septic tanks, pit privies, tile 
fields or some type of homemade flow 
diffuser. Given the absence of apprecia
ble soil cover overlying the fractured 
limestone bedrock, there is limited op
portunity for . the . natural filtration of 
pathogens, bacteria and viruses as the 
septage recharges into the underlying 
aquifer. . . . elevated nitrate concentra
tions [discussed in the box on page 87 of 
this Profile] suggest ... some septic con
tamination [of groundwater] is occurring 
on Anguilla. The current sewage disposal 
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practices in Anguilla, and especially in 
the Valley, need to be upgraded. 

Groundwater pollution risks and events re
lated to public and private septic systems are 
made worse by poorly-maintained tile fields and 
by indiscriminate rock blasting which may create 
new fissures in the limestone. Unfortunately, 
Anguilla's land use planning and development 
controls have not been effective in reducing these 
and other waste disposal practices that place 
groundwater at risk. The absence of required 
environmental impact assessment procedures in
creases the risk (see Chapter 3, Issue Four). 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

6.5 The areas most prone to severe seawater 
intrusion need to be identified on publicly 
available maps; and groundwater devel
opment proposals, as an element of any 
domestic, commercial or government 
project, should be subject to the develop
ment control process. The public needs 
to be made more aware of the conse
quences of abusing the system. 

6.6 An adequate monitoring regime is needed 
to prevent over-pumping, with conse
quent incursion of saltwater to the 
aquifer. All withdrawals of water via 
public wells as well as from private wells 
should be metered and recorded. 

6.7 Future monitoring and water resource 
management strategies must address the 
issue of bacterial contamination of the 
aquifer. Therefore, design standards for 
septic tanks and other sewage treatment 
facilities in the new Building Code need 
prompt implementation. A phase-in strat
egy for retrofitting and upgrading previ
ously existing systems will be required, 
along with a complementary public edu
cation program of long duration. 

6.8 Septic effluent should be discharged to a 
septic tile field or an evapotranspiration 
bed, not into a seepage pit or pit privy as 
is now the practice. One option for im
proved treatment was suggested in the 
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CBCL consulting report, namely, that ad
vantage should be taken of the island's 
natural conditions to use evapotranspira
tion beds for disposal of septic tank efflu
ent, by which the effluent is distributed in 
shallow pipes into a small field with a 
sealed bottom. Growth (plants, grass, 
etc.) on the bed then takes up the mois
ture, which passes through the plant to 
atmosphere. Effluent is thus prevented 
from flowing down to the groundwater 
regardless of the nature of the intervening 
soil or rock column. 

6.9 All septic systems and waste treatment fa
cilities, whether for new buildings or as 
replacement systems for existing build
ings, must go through a process of ap
proval for design and be inspecte.d during 
construction by the Departments of Envi
ronmental Health and Public Works. 

For larger establishments, public or pri
vate, with waste treatment facilities, the 
treatment process permitted should be one 
that allows the recovery of sludge to be 
used as fertilizer on designated agricul
turalland. 

6.10 Blasting of rock should be tightly con
trolled as it presents a risk of developing 
new rock fissures which offer pathways to 
pollutants from the surface to the under
ground water aquifer. 

6.11 The DPW Yard should be moved to 
Corito. The soil separator pit in the Yard 
must be closed, and an alternate disposal 
site located away from water supply 
areas. Contaminated sand from the dis
posal pit must be removed and taken to 
the dump. 

6.12 Should there be delays in the relocation of 
the Public Works Yard out of The Valley, 
storage of oils and gasoline in the DPW 
Yard should be stopped immediately and 
the tanks moved elsewhere (e.g., the 
power station). Following excavation of 
the tanks, contaminated soil should also 
be excavated and taken to the dump. 
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REDUCING THE RISK OF POLLUTION: A SERIES OF MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

ISSUE: Groundwater supplies are threatened by nitrate pollution arising from insuffi
ciently-treated septic tank effluents. 

RECOMMENDATION: Investigate the scope of the problem (Le., of untreated or 
improperly treated discharges) by a household inventory; undertake a similar 
review of the septic tanks used by commercial establishments; assess this 
information by correlating with high nitrate groundwater test wells; map and 
monitor. 

ISSUE: Groundwater (aquifer) pollution risk also arises from carelessly-used chemicals 
(including agricultural fertilizers and pesticides), leaking underground fuel tanks and 
piping, informal waste oil disposal, quarrying, and sand extraction. 

RECOMMENDATION: Investigate the scope and impact of these and other ac
tivities with similar effluent risk; establish standards and compliance proce
dures (e.g., notification procedures, stop-work orders and, if serious, penal
ties and damage recovery steps). 

ISSUE: Toxic chemicals and pesticides are ill-stored and badly accounted for. Contami
nation of the aquifer by these products may be irreversible. 

RECOMMENDATION: A review of storage conditions, inventory controls and dis
posal procedures is needed. This, and a reporting system, might best be 
accomplished through a licensing process. Legislation would be required. 

ISSUE: The areas most prone to severe seawater intrusion have not been identified, and 
private sector drilling and groundwater development are not properly regulated. 

RECOMMENDATION: Proper management of the water resources in the aquifer will 
require a more rigorous control and audit program for private sector with
drawal of groundwater. 

ISSUE: Exposure of the water table through excavation and blasting creates pathways 
to bedrock and the aquifer. Such pathways for pollution may remain after construc
tion is completed 

RECOMMENDATION: Inspection of all excavations should be undertaken by Water 
Inspectors who will need training in groundwater protection measures. 
Quarrying and construction site blasting permits should be required. 

ISSUE: Indiscriminate drilling and excessive mining (pumping) of the aquifer can deplete 
the freshwater head, resulting in seawater intrusion and irreparable damage. Moni
toring of water extraction is insufficient. 

RECOMMENDATION: Improved controls on water extraction from the aquifer are 
needed. No private wells should be allowed within 500 ft of public pumping 
wells, and no private wells should be allowed in the high priority areas 
above the aquifer selected by the Water Department (where public water 
supply hookups are available for an interconnect). Wells should be metered, 
licensed, and safe pumping rates fixed. Water users should be charged ac
cording to the quantity of water extracted. 
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REDUCING THE RISK OF POLLUTION (continued) 

ISSUE: Monitoring is essential to sound water resource management but has too Iowa 
priority at the present time. 

RECOMMENDATION: A comprehensive regime of groundwater monitoring, includ
ing consumer use practices and pollutant inputs, must be formulated at a 
scale appropriate to Anguilla and incorporated into the work plans of not 
only the Water Department but other departments as well. A monitoring 
system will provide necessary data to operate the water supply system at a 
lower cost with reduced risks and will also allow increased withdrawal rates 
at certain times of the year. 

ISSUE: Public and private sector·deficiencies in solid waste management pose continu
ing threats to groundwater. 

RECOMMENDATION: To ensure that future solid waste disposal practices do not 
pose a threat, proper handling, collection and storage practices must Ibe un
dertaken. Domestic waste must be collected on a regular basis with priority 
areas being those generators located within 500 ft of public wells, The 
Valley School, Quarter Well, Water Swamp and Long Bay areas. 

ISSUE: Gasoline, diesel fuel and lubricating oils constitute a special class of potential 
pollutants (hydrocarbons) in The Valley area above the aquifer. Wherever possible, 
these risky . hydrocarbon fueling and storage facilities should be moved elsewhere or 
monitored closely against leaks and accidental spill. 

RECOMMENDATION: The DPW yard should be moved to Corito. The soil separator 
pit in the yard must be closed and relocated to an alternative disposal site 
away from water supply areas. The gasoline station must be regularly in
spected and dip records reviewed to determine the presence of leaks. Stor
age of oils and gasoline in the DPW yard must end, and the tanks must be 
moved elsewhere (probably near the power station fuel storage area). Upon 
excavation of the tanks, contaminated soil should also be excavated and 
taken to the dump. 

ISSUE: Septic tanks and sewage systems are not inspected during construction nor are 
they monitored once in place. Effluent is often not properly disposed of through tile 
fields. Sludge is removed from the tank, but not from the site. Commt"C'd' !>t'ptIC 
tanks often are under-designed and warrant recurrent monitoring to pre_f'''! P(\iiutlon 
seepage to the aquifer. 

RECOMMENDATION: Regular inspection of sewage systems needs to be conducted 
by the Departments of Environmental Health and Public Works. Septic ef
fluent should be discharged into a tile field or an evapotranspiration bed -
not into a seepage pit or pit privy as is now the practice. All new septic 
systems should go through an approval process for design and be inspected 
during construction by the Departments of Environmental Health and Public 
Works. Larger facilities, such as schools, restaurants, hospitals, lPublic 
buildings or other similar establishments, should be serviced with appropri
ately-scaled, larger capacity sewage treatment systems. 
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6.13 Beginning with The Valley, underground 
fuel (and other toxic liquid) storage tanks 
should be subjected to regular inspection 
with dip (and withdrawal) records to de
termine the presence of leaks. Tanks 
should be excavated and reinstalled as a 
double-walled system or with an equiva
lent liner. Leak detection warning de
vices should be required on all tanks re
gardless of ownership. 
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6.14 Hospital chemicals, drugs, radioactive 
materials and general hospital wastes must 
be inventoried, and the resulting debris 
disposed of, preferably through high tem
perature incineration. 

6.15 A Hazardous Waste Management Plan for 
Anguilla should be a joint agenda item for 
the Departments of Public Works and En
vironmental Health, with a draft in cir
culation for review by the end of the cur
rent year and approval and implementa
tion scheduled for 1994. 

, " 
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ISSUE THREE: 
Anguilla's coastal inshore waters need protection from land-based sources of pollu
tion -- numerous small problems can defy a single solution. What needs to be done? 

In contrast to more mountainous and more 
developed neighboring islands, where rainfall, 
run-off and erosion results in turbid rivers, 
streams and polluted coastal waters, Anguilla has 
the good fortune of enjoying clean, clear coastal 
water with, at present, little evidence or threat of 
reduced coastal water quality. In selected areas, 
however, such as Sandy Ground and Little Har
bour, there are some subtle early warning signs 
that all is not well. 

This should be a matter of concern as is
lands like Anguilla, with a developed tourism 
sector, are especially dependent on both the re
ality and the perception of being well-endowed 
with a healthy ecosystem, luxurious coral reefs, 
exotic and colorful reef fish, and stable restful 
beaches with crystal-clear water. Furthermore, 
and wholly unconnected with tourism, smaller 
islands -- which lack "economies of scale" and 
redundant ecosystem elements -- require con
servative and successful husbandry of their lim
ited inventory of coral reefs, offshore cays, sea
grass beds, beaches, dunes, and mangroves, all 
of which are key buffering factors in the high
energy coastal zone. 

The key problem will be the additive and 
cumulative effects of pollution arising from a 
concentration of growth and development in the 
coastal zone. Sewage effluents (some treated, 
some not) from domestic, commercial, industrial 
(e.g., the tourism industry), and governmental 
facilities, combined with lesser inputs of run-off 
from landscaped and fertilized areas and with 
groundwater discharge (the seaward flowing 
seepage of nutrient-bearing water below the sur
face), would likely constitute the principal causes 
of deteriorating coastal water quality. Most 
polluted run-off water, when it reaches the sea, 
is laden with organic and chemical nutrients that 
simply over-fertilize coastal waters. The end ef
fect is an initially invisible, incremental degra
dation of coastal habitats and marine com
munities. 
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The change can be very slow. Specific 
pollutants involved in this expanding land-to-sea 
flow include water-borne sediments, elevated 
nutrients (like nitrates and phosphates which act 
as fertilizers for marine plants), and -- only on 
occasion -- chemicals (like pesticides, chlorine 
used in sewage treatment works and laundries, 
film development fluids, cleaning acids, oil, 
paint solvents and discarded hydraulic fluids). 
Problems can arise also from brine (from reverse 
osmosis plants) and from hot water (from ther
mal desalination plants). 

Unfortunately, there will be no loud and 
clear signal to warn about pollution effects on 
coastal reefs. Likewise, it is unlikely there will 
be scientific evidence dramatic enough for all to 
agree that specific, prompt action is needed. 
Prevention is far better than seeking a cure after 
the fact. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

6.16 A cooperative program to develop and 
maintain a coastal water monitoring 
regime should be established by the De
partments of Environmental Health, 
Public Works, and Fisheries and Marine 
Resources. The regime should be de
signed to inventory and map point-source 
pollution discharges and establish coastal 
water quality baseline data reflecting 
normal and worst-case flood and drought 
conditions (see also Chapter 5, Recom
mendation 5.24). Assistance is available 
from regional agencies like the Caribbean 
Environmental Health Institute and the 
Caribbean Environment and Development 
Institute. 

6.17 GOA should establish a policy requiring 
the proper handling and disposal of haz
ardous materials and waste petroleum 
products, in order to safeguard against 
future pollution of groundwater and 
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coastal waters and their associated 
habitats. 

6.18 GOA should develop an oil- and 
hazardous-materials spill prevention 
and disaster response plan. 

6.19 GOA should develop standards for 
vessel waste discharge in port, in
cluding bilge pumping and sewage 
and solid waste disposal. 

6.20 GOA should adopt a sediment 
reduction and control policy to 
minimize the adverse effects of 
water pollution arising out of sand 
mining and marine construction 
projects. 

POLLUTION RISKS TO ONE OF NATURE'S 
BEST HURRICANE BARRIERS 

-- CORAL REEFS 

When devising strategies to reduce land
based sources of marine pollution to pro
tect inshore water quality, primary concern 
should be focused on corals and on the 
complex reefs system they create. These 
systems, which function as natural protec
tion against the impacts of storms and hur
ricanes are especially sensitive to slight 
change~ in water quality and water clarity. 
The reasons for this are many: 

Corals have a narrow temperature 
tolerance, and deviations affect 
growth. 
Corals have a limited salinity toler
ance (32-36 percent), and too 
much salinity will affect growth. 
Corals require good light penetra
tion for growth, and sediments 
suspended in the water reduce 
light levels for coral growth. 
Nitrates and phosphates make 
algae grow in the water which, in 
turn, cut off sunlight to coral 
communities. 
Nitrates and Phosphates also en
courage macro-algae to crowd out 
corals on the reef. 
Corals are especially sensitive, like 
fish, to chlorine. 
Corals are easily stressed by all 
abnormal conditions which reduce 
growth and increase mortality. 

Seagrasses are more or less affected the 
same way. 
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ISSUE FOUR: 
The issue of waste management in Anguilla embraces solid waste, sewage, and 
wastewater flows, plus pollution prevention focussing on groundwater, coastal 
wetlands, beaches and human habitats -- an overwhelming task for too small a staff. 

The Department of Environmental Health 
has a pivotal role to play in developing a full 
spectrum of environmental protection strategies 
and programs for Anguilla. However, based on 
recent consulting reports and evaluations6, it is 
quite apparent that the Department does not have 
sufficient staff or resources to carry out its vari
ous assigned tasks, which are numerous. At the 
same time, these same departmental program 
planning documents reflect the concern of sev
eral experts about the effects on Anguilla's envi
ronment of accelerated development and various 
expanding waste streams. 

At present, the Department has a skeleton 
staff of four (established posts) viz, Principal 
Environmental Health Officer, Senior Environ
mental Health Officer and two Environmental 
Health Officers, along with 15 persons in un
established posts. The Principal Environmental 
Health Officer and the Senior Environmental 
Health Officer are trained at acceptable levels, 
whereas neither of the Environmental Health Of
ficers are in possession of formal public health 
or environmental health training. 

The following are the main functions of 
Environmental Health staff: 

(1) Food hygiene -- inspection and licensing of 
food-handling establishments. 

(2) Registration and certification of food han
dlers. 

(3) Vector and pest control. 
(4) Liquid waste/sewage treatment and dis

posal. 
(5) Solid waste management -- refuse collection 

and disposal. 
(6) Premises inspection/environmental sanita-

tion. 
(7) Beach and roadside cleaning. 
(8) Occupational safety and health. 
(9) Building hygiene. 
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(10) Latrine sanitation -- assistance for low in
come house-holds. 

Among the above, this chapter is concerned 
principally with tasks (4) and (5), two of the 
largest and most complex responsibilities of the 
Department. 

Sewage Treatment and Disposal. There is 
no central sewerage system on the island of 
Anguilla; consequently all wastewater/sewage is 
treated and disposed of on-site by means of sep
tic tanks in conjunction with soakaways, pit 
privies or package sewage treatment plants. The 
septic tank is the most common method of dis
posal being used in approximately 81 percent of 
the households on the island. This facility has 
replaced most of the older privy systems and is 
now the mandatory facility for the treatment of 
sewage at all types of premises -- residential, 
commercial, industrial and governmental, with 
on-site disposal of effluent in soakaways. 

Fourteen percent of households make use of 
the simple pit privy as a means of sewage dis
posal. This facility is found in all 14 districts of 
the island but is only used by households in the 
lower income bracket. 

Septic Tank Design and Operation. 
There is a recommended septic tank design for 
use in Anguilla, but many builders deviate from 
this design. Furthermore, tanks often malfunc
tion, and partially-treated effluent threatens the 
underground water supply. There is no inspec
tion system in place to ensure that new septic 
tanks are built in keeping with the details of ap
proved plans. 

Package Sewage Treatment Plants. This 
system of treatment is used in Anguilla by most 
hotels, other commercial undertakings and some 
government institutions. 
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Currently, there are about 20 plants in op
eration on the island. All package treatment 
plants appear to be adequately maintained. In 
most cases, the effluents from the plants are used 
for irrigation of gardens and lawns. The De
partment of Environmental Health does not 
monitor or collect data on the quality of plant ef
fluents or on operational performances.7 Train
ing and equipment to conduct such monitoring 
are urgently needed. 

Solid Waste Collection and Disposal. 
Between 1983 and 1989, the amount of solid 
waste produced by Anguillian residents and 
tourists multiplied by a factor of four. Volumes 
have continued to expand since then and now 
have reached a daily load of about twelve tons. 
This unprecedented expansion severely stresses 
the already burdened system of collection and 
disposal. 

Prior to 1989, solid waste was collected is
land-wide (there are three districts) by the De
partment of Environmental Health using two 10 
cu yd non-compaCting, side-loading trucks that 
were very inefficient. After 1989, the Depart
ment began to privatize collection in all three 
districts, a process which was completed by 
1992. Collection of domestic solid waste is a 
free twice-weekly service while hotels, restau
rants and other commercial undertakings, in
cluding building contractors, are required to 
make their own arrangements for waste collec
tion. 

Solid waste generated on the island is fi
nally disposed of at the la-acre Government
owned Corito disposal site. The site is part of a 
marl mining quarry with an average excavated 
depth of about eight feet, thus making it ideally 
adaptable as a sanitary landfill. However, land
fills take machinery and none has been available. 
Until August 1992, the only method of disposal 
at the Corito site was by crude dumping and 
burning of waste. This left mountains of incom
bustible and partially-burned material behind, in 
addition to old appliances, derelict vehicles, and 
other forms of debris. 

Incoming waste was dumped under the di
rection of the site supervisor in convenient piles 
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for burning. Depending on the suitability of 
wind and rain conditions, burning was done 
twice weekly in the open air. No equipment was 
available except for the occasional use of a bor
rowed Public Works bulldozer to clear areas for 
incoming waste by pushing the residue and in
combustible material into heaps. 

In July 1992, a caterpillar 931 bulldozer 
was commissioned for full-time use in materials 
management at the disposal site, but before em
barking on the actual transformation, it was 
deemed necessary to dispose of the accumulation 
of residue including derelict vehicles in trenches. 
Work on this trenching exercise was started, but 
the Caterpillar 931 machine proved unsuitable 
for trench digging although it worked well 
enough for all other landfill operations. 

An agreement was reached between the 
Ministry of Works and the Ministry of Health 
for the large Public Works bulldozer to work on 
digging the trenches on a part-time basis. This 
arrangement never proceeded according to plan, 
however, and as the trash began to back up, 
burning had to be re-introduced. 

Unfortunately, burning of waste in the open 
gives rise to smoke, odor and ash nuisances and 
is always the subject of complaint by hoteliers 
and residents leeward of the site. The problem 
remains unsolved. 

Although solid waste may pose a potential 
threat to groundwater, especially when it is ille
gally deposited in informal dump sites or if it ac
cumulates on the ground in rainy weather when 
collections are delayed, generally the disposal 
site at Corito is considered sufficiently removed 
from The Valley, South Hill, Water Swamp and 
The Quarter aquifer zones, as well as production 
well areas, to present no problems in this regard. 
Delayed or irregular collections, however, could 
be a problem, especially where waste generator 
sites are located within 500 feet of public wells, 
the Valley School, Quarter Well, Water Swamp 
and the Long Bay area. 

( 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

[The recommendations presented with Issue 

Two above -- Recommendations 6.S to 6.16 

-- are also relevant to this section of the Pro

file.1 

6.21 One area currently overlooked by the De
partment of Environmental Health as a 
part of its mandate and which should be 
addressed as soon as possible is the matter 
of public education, particularly in areas 
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of septic tank design and use, sludge re
moval and disposal, water conservation, 
litter, toxic chemical waste handling, 
waste lubrication oil disposal, and the 
like. 8 It is important that responsibility 
for community outreach and information 
dissemination tasks in the public health 
sector not be left to those who lack a 
sense of mission about community health 
and a technical understanding of the vari
ous conservation issues about which the 
public needs to be educated. 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 6 

o A clean water supply, reliably delivered at an affordable cost, is essential to Anguilla's future. But rising 

demand, limited supply, pollution effects, distribution problems, and conservation issues all make this 

goal more difficult to accomplish than in the past. 

o Anguilla's rainfall is low (about 40 in per year on average), as well as unpredictable and erratic -- falling 

mostly in the latter half of the year as short pulses in sudden storms. Furthermore, the island's karstic 

limestone base is ill-suited to efficient groundwater storage of rainfall. There is, however, a small, thin 

underground pool of freshwater which has been tapped since the 1930's by a series of public wells, 

principally in The Valley area. Pumping rates at the ten wells are approaching their maximum, risking 

seawater intrusion which could effectively destroy the aquifer. Surface pollution also threatens, and 

monitoring is needed. 

o More stringent water conservation measures need to be considered. Government policy should encour

age or require roof catchment and cistern use, a practice that is currently employed for about 75 per

cent of the buildings, providing about 30 percent of the island's potable water needs. 

o The water production and distribution system needs to be upgraded and expanded, with future needs 

largely serviced through desalination rather than through additional high-risk withdrawals from the al

ready overloaded well field in The Valley. 

o Nitrates levels in Anguilla's groundwater supply are rising, not to an excessive level but sufficient to be 

a warning signal for concern. What is being observed is an early stage chemical pollution problem aris

ing from some combination of agricultural wastes and wastewater effluent run-off from domestic and 

commercial sewage disposal systems which is seeping -- untreated -- into the groundwater. 

o An adequate groundwater monitoring system is needed to prevent over-pumping and incursion of salt

water in the aquifer. Withdrawals need to metered and recorded; development proposals need to con

sider water requirements as part of an EIA review process subject to development control standards. 

o Design standards for septic tanks and other sewage treatment facilities in the new Building Code need 

prompt implementation, and a phase-in strategy for upgrading previously exiting systems will be re

quired, along with a long-term program of public education aimed at making the community more aware 

of the consequences of abusing the system. Septic effluent should be discharged to an approved septic 

tile field or an 'evapotranspiration bed, not into a seepage pit or pit privy as is now the practice. 

o The principal causes of deterioration of coastal water quality are land-based sources of pollution, with a 

slight assist from vessel-generated wastes. A modest monitoring program to inventory point-source 

and non-point source pollution sources and to establish coastal water quality baseline data is needed. 

Training, equipment, and improved laboratory facilities will be required. 
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7. TOURISM 

TOURISM: ANGUILLA'S LEADING GROWTH SECTOR 

The economy of Anguilla has expanded at a 
relatively rapid pace since the early 1980s. 
Throughout this period of growth, tourism has 
played a leading and pervasive role, affecting 

'virtually every aspect of Anguillian society, the 
island's physical infrastructure and the Terri-
tory's image of its future. The task ahead is to 
ensure the socio-economic and environmental 
sustainability of this success story in the longer 
term. 

In its recent (1992) planning report on 
"Tourism and Economic Development in 
Anguilla", the World Tourism Organization 
(WTO) reports overwhelming evidence that ..... 
tourism has functioned as the engine of economic 
growth of Anguilla" and accounts for ..... ap
proximately 60 percent of GOP, directly and in
directly .... " Tourism also produced the greatest 
multiplier effects on other key sectors, especially 
banking, construction, communications, trans
port, and -- as might be expected -- on domestic 
employment levels.! 

Customary explanations to account for this 
most recent tourism success story in the Eastern 
Caribbean focus mostly on the advantages arising 
out of Anguilla's late start, its inventory of su
perb beaches, and its image as a fresh newcomer 
compared to other islands in the region. The si
multaneous boom in neighboring st. Martin/St. 
Maarten supposedly also helped, as upgraded sea 
and air transport facilities made nearby Anguilla 
more accessible. Improved access meant a surge 
of inquiring investors and day visitors who 
might one day return, having "discovered" 
Anguilla as an attractive, uncrowded, unpolluted 
alternative. In tourism industry language, 
Anguilla was a natural "new destination". 

It was, of course, not quite this simple. 
Other factors, including the calculated and or
derly evolution of a positive tourism develop
ment policy by the Anguillian Government, 
helped shape both the physical and economic 
framework and the marketing strategy for the 
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new tourism sector. The policy aimed at an up
scale market niche of discriminating (later called 
"green") visitors who favored a low-key, high
quality non-urban, small island setting. There 
are two reasons why this worked. Both are sub
tle and antecedent, arising as they do from the 
environmental "truthfulness" of the Anguilla 
tourism product and from the sales package of
fered for that product. They are more or less 
symmetrical. 

In the first place, Anguilla provides the 
proper backdrop for an idealized, tropical island 
experience. It is not an isolated. single Island 
with an urban center, hut an asst!mhlage of dis
persed communities and mostly oJlt!n landscapes, 
surrounded not just by tht! st!a hut hy a family of 
smaller cays, islets and Island!'- that. along with 
st. Martin and St. Barthelemy. form an mterna
tional community of islands sharing a wmmon 
submarine platform, fishery, and horizon. 

Anguilla has no urban zone, but in a quiet. 
reassuring way the loom of the lights of the ur
ban area of St Martin are visible in the distanct!. 
only a short ferry ride away to duty-free shop
ping. But on Anguilla itself there are few dis
tractions and virtually no impedimt!nts to seeing. 
feeling and appreciating It!'- tn,uiar hl"r11a!-,t' 01 

interlaced dry tropical flora anJ 1.1l1Tl.1 "'llTlJ" 

colors, fragrances and It!xtlHt·... \\ Ilh II· I,· .... 

profile, long arcuate ht!acht' .... ,kd' .II! an.J h, 'f! 

zon to horizon panoramic I'<·"r .... : Ih ,·l.onJ 

engenders and reinforce, a \ ,.;!., !, ,.,,;.' pI 

satisfaction at having found a ri.. j .• , t"od .. 

and more natural and opt!n thall ,'n", rn, 'fl' de
veloped Caribbean locations. 

In this regard, Anguilla is somewhat unique 
in the OEeS region as there are no mountains to 
restrict views of the ocean, only low open land
scapes with seascape backdrops punctuated by 
distant offshore cays, yachts and the occasional 
cluster of wheeling seabirds marking the location 
of a school of fish. These multivanate images 
are almost never static because moving distant 
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clouds, sailing yachts, fishing boats, and other 
inter-island vessel traffic provide the visitor to 
Anguilla with a remarkable panorama, an almost 
cinematic wide-screen effect that is one of the 
island I s natural weapons in its battle for a share 
of the Caribbean tourism market. 

Secondly, Anguillians themselves are a 
remarkably resilient people whose personal his
tory of doing more with less, of conservin~ 
scarce water, and of surviving droughts, hum
canes and other unwanted guests, has shaped a 
culture inseparable from the landscape and its 
surrounding seascapes. Anguillians share a pe
culiar charisma that arises out of adversity and 
offers the island I s visitors a very special place, 
as well as the joy of discovering what one poet 
has called " ... the genius of the place." There is 
a strong seafaring tradition and an independence 
of person that is rooted in a long-standing tradi
tion of land ownership and more subtle linkages 
with the larger community of Anguillians, many 
of whom live elsewhere but have not spiritually 
left their home behind. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF TOURISM 
IN ANGUILLA 

Tourism planning in Anguilla dates from 
early 1972 when the Shankland Cox Partnership 
was selected by the British Overseas Develop
ment Administration to prepare a tourism devel
opment plan for the island. The resultin~ report2 

outlined for the first time the tounsm de
velopment potential of Anguilla. 

The Shankland Cox planning document also 
recognized the need for developing the island I s 
infrastructure, including an island-wide water 
system (which did not exist at the time) as well 
as infrastructure for electrical distribution, 
sewage disposal, roads, and communications. It 
further recommended the creation of marine re
serves, a "coastal land development authority" to 
control growth in the coastal zone, and education 
and training programs to prepare Anguillians for 
tourism-related employment. Despite its far
reaching recommendations, some of which are 
valid to this day, the plan was far too complex -
conceptually and financially -- for Anguilla at 
that time. 

TOURISM STATISTICS FOR ANGUILLA 

Facilities (end of 19921 

426 hotel rooms 
112 hotel rooms under construction 

61 guest house rooms 
323 villa or apartment units 

Visitors (19921 

24,500 tourists 
61 ,1 00 day visitors 

Occupancy (19921 

65% - high season occupancy 
45% - average occupancy for 1992 

70 + % - average occupancy rate for the Caribbean 

Employment (19921 

1 ,000 + hotel employees 
1 ,000 + secondary/support system employees 
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The Government of Anguilla's first venture 
in the direction of tourism development took the 
form of a fairly straight-forward marketing plan 
prepared in 1976. It focussed principally on at
tracting foreign investment and tourists through 
a targeted advertising campaign. The plan 
pointedly acknowledged the risk of so-called 
mass tourism marketing for Anguilla and rec
ommended an alternative approach that favored 
the "up-scale" tourism market. A Director of 
Tourism was subsequently appointed, and the 
Territory entered the industry with a two fold 
strategy: (1) to attract external private sector in
vestors and (2) to promote the island as anew, 
low-key, unspoiled, up-scale destination. 

In 1981, the first formal tourism plan, cov
ering a three year period, was adopted. It pro
moted an image of Anguillian tourism as small 
and selective, and called for a marketing strategy 
aimed at the upper end of the market, the 
premise being that this approach would attract 
longer-staying tourists making higher than aver
age daily expenditures. Some concern was ex
pressed about the linkages of tourism to the na
tional economy and about the need to encourage: 

foreign investment, 
community development, 
cultural preservation, 
conservation, 
employment generation, 
revenue generation, and 
market diversity. 

During the period 1981-83, many of the 
plan's objectives were accomplished, including 
increased local and foreign investment, decreased 
unemployment, increased tourist arrivals, and 
market diversification. Other forward-looking 
objectives proved more elusive and were not so 
readily achieved, such as the implementation of a 
marine conservation program, preparation of 
development control procedures, execution of 
training programs, reorganization of the De
partment of Tourism, creation of a Hotel Li
censing Board and a Tourist Advisory Board, 
and establishment of a licensing system for 
tourism-related services in order to maintain 
standards and encourage investment. In retro
spect, the time frame for these more complex or 
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controversial tasks was simply too short, and in 
some cases funding was not available. 3 

By 1985, a short-term action plan prepared 
by the Caribbean Tourism and Research Devel
opment Center estimated that approximately 60 
percent of the population was employed either 
directly or indirectly by the tourism sector, 
making tourism by far the most important em
ployment-generating sector in the economy. 4 At 
the same time, the Government recognized the 
need for a more carefully structured and exe
cuted tourism policy if it was to ensure full and 
continuous employment for Anguillians. The re
sult was the Tourism Policy of 1985 which, 
among other recommendations, called for the 
preparation of a physical development plan (see 
also Chapter 3) with zoning provided for tourism 
amenities such as national parks, marine re
serves, and historical/cultural sites. 

In the July 1985 policy document, Gov
ernment accepted responsibility for forming a 
Board of Tourism, monitoring manpower usage, 
restricting expatriate work permits, and provid
ing infrastructure such as roads, water and elec
trical power. It would also monitor the pace of 
development and limit hotel construction to 
structures which were less than 75 rooms and not 
over three floors. Casinos were prohibited. 5 

The 1985 policy document highlighted the 
need for additional study and review of the 
tourism sector, reSUlting in another planning 
document (the Hastings report) with a series of 
proposals for the five-year period 1987-19916, 

including the following: 

(1) no further hotel development to be ap
proved until the end of 1991 to avoid over
taxing water, power, and labor supplies; 

(2) strengthening the Development Board to 
improve its capacity to offer economic ap
praisal and marketing services to Anguillian 
investors; 

(3) appointment of a marketing and sales pro
motion officer within the Department of 
Tourism; 
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(4) focusing market promotion on Canada the 
Caribbean, and Europe to diversify ~way 
from the dominance of the United States· , 

(5) marketing support for older Anguillian
owned hotels and guest houses; 

(6) training of Anguillians for the hotel in
dustry as a priority; 

(7) establishment of an awareness campaign to 
enhance community understanding of 
tourism; and 

(8) initiation of a campaign to combat a serious 
and growing garbage and litter problem. 

It is noteworthy that for the first time many 
of these policies were addressing some of the 
side effects generated by the tourism industry. 

The Hastings report appeared in February, 
1987 and was generally adopted by Government 
as the official tourism plan for the years 1987 to 
199~. Most of the recommendations (sum
manzed above) were simply brought forward but 
within a new context, one that suggested slowing 
down the growth rate of hotels until the utility 
and labor sectors could catch up. One old 
~genda item re-emphasized by the report was the 
madequacy of existing planning machinery and 
controls (see Chapter 3). 

As the fifth year of the 1987-1991 tourism 
plan approached, the Government of Anguilla 
elected to seek external assistance for a sector 
update. It was successful in enlisting the assis
tance of UNDTCD (the United Nations De
partment of Technical Cooperation and Devel
opment) which arranged a consultancy with the 
World Tourism Organization. Field work was 
done by the contractor in late 1991 with a final 
report issued in June, 1992 entitled Tourism and 
Economic Development in Anguilla: A Tourism 
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Strategy for the 90's. This WTO document cov
ers a broad spectrum of issues, similar to its pre
decessors, and reinforces rather than redirects 
most prior policy positions. But it also offers 
more environmental specificity and addresses re
source depletion, system overload, and environ
mental management needs linked to enhancing 
productivity within an industry increasingly at 
risk of losing its "newness" attraction in the 
global market place. 

Key suggestions in the report include7: 

- limiting hotel construction to 40 to 50 
rooms per year; 

- limiting hotel size (40 to 80 room 
range); 

- leasing, rather than selling, land to 
foreigners; 

- developing marine recreational facili
ties; 

- discouraging the use of noisy, motor
ized activities such as jet skis; 

- developing land use planning and 
zoning controls; 

- encouraging building designs that re
flect Caribbean architectural styles; 

- promoting environmental education 
programs at various levels; 

- completing an "environmental profile" 
for the island; 

- completing management plans for 
historic sites and parks; 

- expanding marine resource manage
ment programs; 

- encouraging tourism's linkages with 
other sectors; 

- requiring waste water treatment and 
recycling; and 

- developing sewage treatment for The 
Valley aquifer area. 

( 
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ISSUE ONE: 
Anguilla's tourism development to date has had few adverse effects. Its early ap
proach to the industry, with an emphasis on low density and small scale, account 
for some of this good fortune. However, continued growth, even at a reduced pace, 
should not be at the expense of the environment or involve excessive risk of overuse 
or damage to key resources. What needs to be done to develop sustainable tourism 
-- Anguillian style -- for the future? 

Anguilla has, for the most part, escaped 
many of the adverse social and environmental 
impacts that larger-scale, high-volume tourism 
has brought elsewhere in the region. This did 
not, of course, just happen. It clearly required a 
series of sound tourism planning decisions, 
steady support from government, and continuing 
public and private sector cooperation regarding 
investment policy, construction standards, in
frastructure development, and advertising pro
motion.S 

Anguilla was fortunate to have the luxury 
of shaping its initial tourism strategy within a 
very favorable setting -- one unpolarized by en
vironmental or social controversies arising from 
earlier development mistakes or excesses. It also 
had the advantage of being able to observe in ret
rospect and learn from a broad spectrum of 
tourism planning experiences in sister islands in 
the region. Forerunners in the industry -- like 
Barbados, St. Thomas and Antigua, for example 
-- opted for tourism styles and policies which 
differ significantly from those ultimately selected 
in Anguilla. Oftentimes the experiences of 
others can be useful, as they undoubtedly were 
in Anguilla. 

On a less positive note, however, the con
tinued absence in Anguilla of even preliminary 
procedures for resource inventories, conservation 
planning, and formalized environmental impact 
assessments has permitted a generation of private 
sector development activity to modify the is
land's landscape and coastal zone, with virtually 
no prior baseline resource assessments and no 
monitoring of aggregate or cumulative environ
mental effects. This, in turn, has provided few 
opportunities for Anguillians to analyze lessons 
learned from its first decade of tourism growth --
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lessons that might help shape the next phase of 
development. 

The lack of an established, island-wide 
policy for environmental protection, focusing on 
managing the island's modest stock of natural 
and cultural resources, will tend to place 
Anguilla's currently successful "unspoiled desti
nation" tourism strategy at greater and greater 
risk. Most of the risk will result from subtle, 
yet cumulative impacts that eventually diminish 
the supporting, and mostly free, services pro
vided by the natural environment to the tourism 
sector. 

The resource base of a small island system 
like Anguilla experiences often dramatic change 
when it is quickly brought on stream to support 
an entire new industry that expands the popula
tion base and elevates use levels of almost ev
erything. These resources, whether natural or 
cultural, are not inexhaustible, nor are they inde
structible. Their official custodian, on behalf of 
the people of Anguilla, is the island's elected 
government, which is charged with both using 
these resources and protecting them with a sense 
of proportion, social conscience, and husbandry. 
The tough issue is how to make them last? 

The experiences of other small islands in 
the Eastern Caribbean region with emerging or 
maturing tourism sectors suggest that postponing 
the planning and implementation of a conserva
tion strategy and delaying the start of simple, 
first-stage resource management programs -- all 
vital development tools -- will likely result in se
rious damage to the working ecosystem, with 
eventual adverse effects on the tourism sector 
and associated government revenues. 9 
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Government must lead in this task of en
listing the private sector, including NGOs, to 
find ways to protect the environment that will 
not injure, diminish or conflict with the island's 
existing tourism style and market niche. If it 
does not move more aggressively in this direc
tion, the Territory increasingly places the quality 
of life enjoyed by resident Anguillians at risk, 
and it could provoke a slow decline in the num
ber of higher-paying tourists. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

7.1 Anguilla's tourism industry and its 
prospects for the longer term would be 
greatly strengthened by the immediate 
shaping of an environmental management 
policy framework. For a truly integrated 
approach that reflects the broad and basic 
dependency of tourism upon the environ
ment, it seems appropriate to combine 
both sectors -- tourism and the environ
ment -- under the aegis of a single min
istry. 

Specific recommendations on this matter 
can be found in Chapter Two (Recom
mendations 2.1 and 2.2), where a new 
Ministry of Tourism, Natural Resources 
and the Environment is proposed. 

7.2 Regardless of where any prospective envi
ronmental unit is located within the ad
ministrative structure of Government, 
staffing is likely to be a significant stum
bling block as specialized, although not 
highly technical skills, are required, many 
of which are attainable only through ex
perience in the field (in situ). If the 
tourism industry is to be persuaded to re
duce its impact on Anguilla'; environ
ment throughout the next phase of in
dustry growth, it will do so only if GOA 
environmental regulators are sufficiently 
well qualified to be respected as profes
sional resource managers. But even a 
very small cadre of professional and tech
nical personnel takes years, not months, 
to mature. Extended tutelage and field 
experience is very important as neither 
Mother Nature nor a tourism industry 
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manager is likely to be tolerant of those 
lacking required skills and expertise. 

A small but continuing selection, place
ment and environmental training program 
begun immediately is more likely to be 
useful than a larger, more comprehensive 
scheme launched at a later date. There
fore, an immediate start on this important 
preparatory staffing task is recommended. 

7.3 Government should move boldly to set in 
motion a community-based resource in
ventory and review involving both public 
and private sector participants and insti
tutions. Technical support should be 
available via OECS, UNDP, or one or 
more of the regional NGOs with requisite 
expertise. The Anguilla Environmental 
Profile could be used as a starting point to 
refine, quantify, and evaluate those natu
ral and cultural assets that are: 

(i) under-utilized; 
(ii) over-utilized; 
(iii) at risk from (ii); and 
(iv) at risk from pollution or 

degradation. 

7.4 Once the resource inventory is completed, 
the resulting documentation assembled on 
specific resource types and units -- espe
cially information regarding threats and 
value -- will facilitate a badly needed, 
more rigorous examination of the tourism 
industry'S linkages to and degree of de
pendence on the environment. The effort 
to systematically identify and assess the 
value of undeveloped and under-devel
oped resources of potential value to the 
tourism industry (directly as a service of 
some type or as attractions or amenities) 
will enable Anguilla to build genuine 
"sustainability" into its longer-range plans 
for supporting tourism as the continuing 
engine of economic growth (while avoid
ing the cyclical down-swings experienced 
elsewhere). 

The tourism industry should be invited to 
find ways for it to become a fmancial 
contributor to the process of protecting 
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the very natural resources it uses to attract 
and entertain its clientele. NGOs 
(national, regional and international) 
should also be invited to do the same with 
resources of concern to them. 

7 . 5 Because Anguillian tourism has become 
so important to the economy, there is a 
risk that policy makers and even resource 
managers will occasionally fmd them
selves having to balance industry values 
and interests against community values 
and the public interest. These are not 
necessarily the same under all circum
stances. There is, therefore, a need to 
avoid becoming preoccupied with com
pelling industry demands for increased 
access to both renewable and non-renew
able resources. 

In effect, an awareness of the importance 
of environmental quality to the tourism 
sector in Anguilla should not distract at
tention from the fact that the underlying 
goal of any institutionalized resource 
planning and management framework is 
to focus, not on tourism per se, but on 
sustaining a high quality of life for 
Anguillians as a people and only sec
ondarily on tourists as their guests. In 
this context, the pursuit of "sustainable 
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tourism" relates both to the host (and host 
environment) as well as to the visitor. 

Planning for both host and visitor as re
source users in this search for 
"sustainability" means confronting the 
often subtle, unintended side effects of 
the development process -- namely, ad
verse social and environmental impacts. 
Environmental planning then requires 
translating community values and life 
style preferences into improved environ
mental standards, monitoring programs, 
and resource management priorities. 

To assist Government in addressing these 
complicated issues, a small, senior-level 
advisory group to provide guidance on 
broad environmental policy matters is 
recommended (see Recommendations 2.2 
and 2.3 in Chapter 2). 

Such a formalized "environmental quality 
council" or "environmental advisory 
committee" could customarily be expected 
to prepare an annual "state of the envi
ronment" report" for Government and for 
public review. The form of such a report 
is not as important as the function. 
Sometimes this service is provided more 
informally by the NGO community. 
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ISSUE TWO: 
fine of t~e challenges ahead for Anguilla in the tourism sector is to identify ways to 
Improve Its 'package of natural and cultural attractions (or amenities). Can ecotourism 
nature t~u"sm, or endemic tourism help maximize economic and ecological benefits t~ 
the Temtory? 

The first phase of Anguilla's extraordinary 
success story with tourism is about over. What 
lies ahead? The Territory now faces the less 
glamorous tasks of taking stock, evaluating the 
~revious effort, planning the next steps, design
mg a product development plan, and shaping a 
marketing strategy that carefulIy provides grad
ual growth. "Growth" in this context refers not 
only to the number of hotel rooms or number of 
tourists to fiII them, but orderly growth across a 
broad spectrum, including public services and 
~m~niti.es, human resources, and the Territory's 
msbtubonal structure. It also includes develop
ment of an environmental protection strategy to 
support and contain changes in the tourism 
sector. 

It has been adequately demonstrated in nu
merous tourism studies from around the world 
that increasing the volume of tourists without 
concern. for equivalent growth of a country's 
supportmg systems and services can quickly be
come a counterproductive strategy. Damage to 
the landscape, cultural impacts, and polIution 
from the waste products of increased numbers of 
people can both reduce the value of tourism as
sets and diminish the quality of life for residents. 
Meanwhile, the incremental costs arising from 
expanded services, impact mitigation, and waste 
management tend to offset any additional rev
enues generated from greater numbers. 

One consideration is fairly obvious for 
AnguilIa. For any growth and especialIy for 
maintaining the existing level of tourism at sus
tainable levels over any length of time -- partic
ularly in the face of competition from nearby is
land destinations -- Anguilla will need to operate 
its tourism industry on a broader and more 
solidly developed base of natural and cultural re
source "assets", many of which -- while not un
recognized in the past -- have been used primar
ily.as a passive backdrop for the tourism product 
delIvered to date. In short, as the Caribbean 
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Tourism Organization has repeatedly reminded 
its members: 

the tourism product comprises much more 
than just the accommodations sector" it 
also includes the national and' in
Jrastructural assets of the country. 10 

A common problem for tourism planners 
and managers is to faII into the trap of assuming 
these assets or amenities (mostly common prop
erty under public management) are incidental to 
the real, and more quantifiable, core of the 
tourism sector, namely, hotels and rooms, tourist 
arrival figures, bed nights, occupancy rates and, 
of course, industry receipts, taxes, and fees paid 
to government as revenue. But the so-called 
"amenities backdrop" is in fact a vital ingredient 
that helps produce the cash flow from tourism. 
It is one that requires imaginative governmental 
leadership, inclusion within the development 
planning process, broad public participation, and 
supporting institutions (like a National Trust or 
public authority). It often works best with joint 
public and private sector partnerships for both 
planning and building a constituency as weII as 
for operational management and funding. II 

This can generate a broader base of com
munity support since any combination of public 
and private investment made, for example, in a 
local system of parks and protected areas, would 
serve the community, ensure natural and cultural 
area protection, aid environmental education 
and also serve tourism by adding an ecotouris~ 
dimension to Anguilla's tourism market niche. 12 

What is ecotourism? In its most basic 
terms, it is an environmentalIy-focused visitor 
experience that has educational benefits for the 
tourist and economic benefits for the host com
munity. It engenders local participation in man
aging the resource which should suffer no dam
age or loss; in fact, the resource should be en-
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hanced by the management process. 13 In this re
gard, ecotourism is more than a new name for 
nature tourism (simply an observational focus on 
nature) and should not be confused with it. 

Ecotourism carries a much broader spec
trum of activity, touching cultural resources and, 
in effect, embracing such human ecological at
tractions as historical and archaeological sites, 
museums, research facilities, and other institu
tional vehicles offering non-formal education, 
festivals, boat races, and even some kinds of ad
venture tourism events. Recent experimental 
initiatives and case studies on ecotourism are 
very affirmative about its promise as an effective 
economic alternative to mass tourism for 
ecologically-concerned, small communities in the 
1990's. 

Ecotourism has one problem which arises 
from the obvious conflict for the resource man
ager (and management institution) when trying to 
run, for example, a marine reserve for both pro
tection and use. There are no easy answers. In a 
place like Anguilla, guarding against irreversible 
damage while encouraging use will require the 
establishment of preliminary, yet rational use 
levels bearing some relationship to "carrying ca
pacity" -- a difficult but useful concept. Cer
tainly, many potential ecotourism attractions (or 
amenity sites) have serious constraints or limits. 
But customized resource management plans are 
not yet in place. Nor are site boundaries or the 
mission of management institutions clearly delin
eated. 

This is especially worrisome because many, 
if not most, of the natural and cultural amenity 
sites are very important in a small island like 
Anguilla -- not because it must make do with a 
more limited inventory (which is true) but be
cause these things are the stuff and substance of 
national identity, the means for engendering a 
real sense of place, history, belonging and conti
nuity. Taken together, these are the so-called 
amenities package -- the real foundation of what 
an island like Anguilla could offer that is 
uniquely Anguillian. 

Quite recently, a number of offshore tourist 
destinations have been refining a new conceptual 
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framework for addressing the development of 
domestic attractions (or amenities) as relevant 
not only to tourism but also to national pride and 
local identity. Called "endemic tourism," this 
new resource planning and development ap
proach may assist Anguillian planners and deci
sion-makers in meeting these new challenges for 
it recognizes that: 

each individual destination or people 
and their surrounding landscape have a 
special character, and 

a particular character or identity may 
well constitute the primary tourism at
traction of a destination because it inte
grates intrinsic ecological, cultural, his
torical, and institutional values. 14 

The basic idea is grounded in the Greek 
root endemos, which means "belonging to a peo
pie" and the word endemic which, despite its 
association with wildlife, universally means 
"peculiar to a particular people or locality 
native to a country or place. " 

The concept of endemic tourism therefore 
goes well beyond ecotourism. It recognizes that 
the cultural framework and characteristics of 
communities, however informal, have great 
value as tourism assets, whether the culture is 
indigenous or introduced as an amalgam. In 
opening the door to a broader base of amenities 
development potential, even for small places like 
Anguilla, it raises the required environmental 
ante as the integrative setting for other endemic 
features, many of which are closely and intrinsi
cally interconnected in both historic and real 
time. Quality tourism in this context requires a 
quality environment in virtually every respect. 

To be successful, therefore, there must be 
clear evidence everywhere that government and 
the people both have a kind of pact with nature, 
and with each other about things like water 
quality, waste management, architectural stan
dards, pollution and litter control, scenic land
scapes, beautification. For the up-scale, quality
minded visitor to want to return, there must be 
reassuring evidence that nothing -- neither gov
ernmental sloth or oversight or excessive private 
sector greed -- is going to prevent or divert pub-
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lic and private investment for effective 
custodial care of these domestic, common 
property (amenity) resources that can be 
shared with the visitor from overseas. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

7.6 Planned growth in Anguilla's tour
ism sector should actively focus on 
ecotourism as a new direction. 
Adding an ecotourism dimension to 
Anguilla's traditional tourism port
folio would be greatly enhanced if 
an environmental action plan were 
in place as an outgrowth of this En
vironmental Profile. Organizing an 
Ecotourism Council, with public 
and private sector participation, to 
set priorities and assist in imple
menting an attractions (amenities) 
development plan should have a 
high priority. 

7.7 Formalizing a system of custodial 
care of selected natural and cultural 
resource sites -- perhaps under the 
aegis of a national park structure -
would help build public confidence 
in the second stage of Anguilla's 
tourism development. Shaping a 
park system for Anguilla in itself 
can be a strong vehicle for reaching 
new markets sensitive to the kind of 
environmental quality implicit m 
the Anguilla tourism product. 

7.8 Sandy Ground could be an 
excellent, highly visible test case in 
integrated, waterfront amenity 
redevelopment and endemic tourism 
planning. However, without a site 
specific plan, it is quite likely that Sandy 
Ground will become just another seaport 
town with little character and much con
gestion. The driving force of a renewal 
program should be the historical character 
of the village, which can be reinforced by 
a museum and the development ofa sail
boat racing center and annual regatta (see 
also Chapter 8). 

PONDS, BIRDS AND ECOTOURISM: 

LOOKING AHEAD 

The Government of Anguilla is the official patron and cus

todian of more than a dozen significant coastal wetland 

areas, known locally as salt ponds and recognized interna

tionally as important aquatic habitats for a variety of mi

gratory birds. As "keeper of the ponds", the Anguillian 

Government confronts an old, yet also modern dilemma, 

namely, how to manage the ponds so as to serve both 

visiting birds and visiting tourists whilst also reigning in 

but not -- at least not yet -- prohibiting certain injurious but 

traditional local uses of the ponds. Prejudicial practices 

have included sand mining, clear-cutting mangrove stands 

for charcoal production, conversion to waste disposal 

sites, and landfilling to modify the shallow wetland as 

terra firma or fastland, to be developed as "new" land. 

Perhaps half the "salt ponds" are under mcreased pressure 

from sand mining or as informal trash dIsposal SItes, with 

subtle incremental reductions in size due to dumpmg along 

the peripheries. In the absence of a wetland conservation 

strategy and with little or no monitonng or protectIon ac· 

tivity by GOA, most if not all of the larger, more ac

cessible ponds and their buffer zones of dark green man· 

grove forests are gradually being diminished in size and 

quality. They will eventually disappear as sediment trap· 

ping wetlands important to nearby coral reefs and to resi· 

dent and migratory wildlife which need the habitat and the 

food supply provided by the pond as an active wetland. A 

wetland habitat protection and enhancement program is 

needed. At least one accessible mangrove fnnged shallow 

pond should be carefully "developed" WIth elevatad 

wooden walkways and an observatIon plallorm H' tounsts 

and others can observe waterfowl. wadtny lmd, ft'l(l olher 

wildlife associated with salt pond habItat 
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7.9 Inviting an off-island al:aJt:ml~ an~tltutlon 
or environmental research group to estab
lish a research station or tropical training 
facility in Anguilla -- linked, for exam
ple, to a marine park -- could attract a dif
ferent kind of ecotourism clientele. There 
are already nine islands in the region with 
successful scientific research stations 
catering to visiting students and investi
gators. 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 7 

Early tourism development in Anguilla has been very successful in increasing local and foreign invest

ment, decreasing unemployment, and increasing tourist arrivals. It is by far the most important em

ployment-generating sector in the economy. 

Tourism development in Anguilla has also thus far successfully avoided many of the social and 

environmental impacts associated with mass tourism marketing. What is now needed is an updated 

tourism planning effort that focuses not only on the accommodations sector but also incorporates a 

broader-based amenities development approach. 

o As is true of all tourism destinations, the tourism product in Anguilla comprises much more than the ac

commodations sector; it also includes the national and infrastructural assets of the country which, 

taken together, provide the foundation of what an island like Anguilla can offer that is uniquely 

Anguillian. 

o As Anguilla moves toward developing and promoting selected natural and cultural resource attractions 

or amenities, it will need to give attention to predicting optimum use levels and user impacts. This sug

gests a need for careful management of amenity sites and for development of an overall visitor impact 

mitigation strategy. 

o Delays in investing in conservation programs and in the shaping of a comprehensive environmental 

management strategy for the Territory present an escalating risk not only to Anguilla's limited stock of 

unique resource amenities but also to the island's highly specialized tourism niche. 

o Planned growth in Anguilla's tourism sector could easily focus on ecotourism as a new direction. This 

would mean, however, that Anguilla will eventually find it necessary to adopt a more positive, interven

tionist program of environmental protection and enhancement. In fact, adding an ecotourism dimension 

to Anguilla's traditional up-scale tourism portfolio would be greatly enhanced if an environmental action 

agenda were in place as an outgrowth of this Environmental Profile. 

o Longer-range tourism planning may need to go beyond ecotourism to embrace an "endemic tourism" 

approach in order to protect Anguilla's singularly Anguillian attractions, which reflect its distinctive cul

tural, ecological and institutional makeup. 
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8. ANGUILLA'S HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 

·[We must] focus the attention of all Anguillians and those from abroad who live amongst us on certain 

historical events and trends that have helped to make our community what it is. This focus must not 

start with that momentous day in 1967, but instead it should lead up to that historic event and it should 

help us to understand those faceless Anguillians who lie in unmarked graves, who, in all their trials and 

frustration, helped to build a community on 35 square miles of island which we now consider home. '" a 

glimpse into this sometimes obscure past can help to foster a keener sense of history which can only give 

us a greater feeling of belonging and oneness with our community. At the very least it should serve as a 
reminder that we, like our forebears, are merely passers by, and that the slap of the surf on our beaches 

and the cries of the Daveys in the rocks will still continue when we too are faceless and forgotten . • , 

ISSUE ONE: 
Expanding economic development in Anguilla is placing increased pressures on the is
land's surviving archaeological sites, historic landmarks, and indigenous architectural 
features. 

Two decades ago, in 1973, an English 
journalist wrote, "The first man to reach 
Anguilla probabiy walked there. He left no 
cave paintings or crude carvings, or any rich 
store of Stone Age artifacts to mark his pass
ing". It was a description most Anguillians 
would have agreed with at the time, the presi
dent of the Anguilla Archaeological and His
torical Society (AAHS) later noted. 2 

That was changed, however, in 1979 
when a team of visiting archaeologists, invited 
to Anguilla by the Ministry of Natural Re
sources and Tourism, clambered down the steel 
ladder in the Fountain Cavern and bumped into 
a petroglyph of the Supreme God of the 
Arawaks, Jocahu Bagwe Maorocon. Over the 
next 48 hours the team discovered, purely from 
observations of the island's surface, more pre
Columbian settlements per square mile than 
exists on most other islands in the Lesser An
tilles -- including important ceramic-period 
sties at Sandy Ground, Sandy Hill, Cove Bay, 
Maundays Bay, Rendezvous Bay and the Little 
Harbour promontory, plus several small mid
dens. In all 19 sites were identified, three of 
them designated as major. 
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By 1985, primarily through the efforts of 
the Anguilla Archaeological and Historical So
ciety which was established in 1981, an addi
tional 13 Amerindian sites were located, 
including important, large village sites at The 
Forest and Shoal Bay North. Unfortunately, 
the Shoal Bay site and those at Sandy Hill, 
Sandy Ground and Rendezvous have now been 
mostly disturbed and greatly reduced in size. 
The Forest site, still largely intact, is the last 
known, extensive Amerindian settlement in 
Anguilla. Recently, another six sites were 
added to the inventory, plus 10 recorded for 
Dog Island and one on Scrub Island (see Figure 
8.1 for location of most sites; location of all 
sites available in files of the Anguilla Archae
ological and Historical Society but all were not 
available for the Profile Project). 

The pace of building development in re
cent years, coupled with the lack of financial 
resources for archaeological survey and salvage 
work, has resulted in many of Anguilla's ar
chaeological resource sites being largely or to
tally destroyed; additional sites remain seri
ously threatened, primarily by expanding resort 
development. Of the 60 acres of prime sites 
inventoried by AAHS in 1982/83, only 15 
acres remained in 1992.3 
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It is said that when the first European 
settlers arrived in Anguilla in 1650, they found 
nothing but "alligators [probably iguanas] and 
other noxious animals".4 Yet, as the investi
gations of the last decade have shown, there 
are ample clues at sites scattered around the 
island to confirm that at least periodic Indian 
occupation occurred, probably in significant 
numbers, during pre-Columbian times. While 
these early Indian inhabitants left no large 
ruins behind, the collective evidence indicates 
that Anguilla has one of the richest ar
chaeological heritages in the region. 5 

Following the arrival of European settlers 
in the Caribbean, it eventually became apparent 
that Anguilla was too small and too arid to 
support large-scale development as a plantation 
colony, as occurred elsewhere in the region. 
This, in part, accounts for the fact that there 
are few visible physical remains of the histori
cal past surviving on the island -- the larger 
estate houses and sugar works which domi
nated the major sugar-producing islands and 
the more massive military fortifications con
structed to protect important economic invest
ments simply were not characteristic of 
Anguilla. 

A preliminary survey of historic sites car
ried out in 1979, in conjunction with the ar
chaeological survey mentioned above, con
cluded that the island was impoverished with 
respect to historical sites and monuments. 6 

(The 1979 inventory of historic sites has not 
yet been followed up with a more systematic, 
detailed survey.) Even in 1979 -- prior to the 
surge in development in the 1980's -- several 
prominent historic sites, such as the Old Fort 
at Sandy Hill and the Mount Fortune Planta
tion House, had already been destroyed. Other 
sites were badly deteriorated and overgrown. 

The most important historic sites sur-
veyed in 1979 were (see Figure 8.1): 

Wallblake House (then scheduled for 
conversion as a museum, a plan since 
cancelled) (see also box, page 120); 
the cemetery of the plantocracy behind 
the Road Salt Pond (today it is largely 
overgrown and uncared-for); 
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the slave cemetery near the airport (the 
site is little known today and is not 
maintained); 
former great houses at Road Salt Pond (in 
use, presumably the White House) and at 
Lower South Hill (abandoned); 
early churches (such as The Valley 
Methodist Church, St. Augustine's 
Church at Sandy Ground, and the 
Anglican Church at the Copse, all of 
which have been preserved and continue 
to be well-maintained by their congrega
tions); and 
the French landing sites at Katouche and 
Rendezvous Bays, which also have scenic 
values. 

Sites not surveyed in 1979 include: 

- ruins of plantation sugar works at 
Lower South Hill (Hughes Plantation), 
next to the present Skiffles Resort (the 
site is still much as it was in 1979); 

- similar but more fragmented ruins, in
cluding a mill-round, below Sandy Hill; 
and 
ruins of what may be an old "redoubt" 
(a simple fortification) from the seven
tee~th century at Brimegin. 

Examples of vernacular architecture can 
still be found in Anguilla. Over two decades 
ago, a tourism development report7 made note 
of a series of houses of architectural signifi
cance in Sandy Ground and recommended that 
they be restored. Unfortunately very little now 
remains of the "old" Sandy Ground, even as it 
existed as recently as the early 1980's. No
table exceptions are the old Methodist Mission 
House (probably the olde~t house in Sandy 
Ground) and the White House, finished in 
1906 and still lived in by the island's current 
Chief Minister. 

Another resource of historical importance 
in Sandy Ground is the Salt Factory, a shingle
roofed wooden building with ramps to the 
pond and salt flats. Although no longer used 
for salt export, the building is still in useable 
condition and has potential for conversion to a 
museum and/or visitor center. 
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Many buildings of architectural merit in 
Sandy Ground exhibit some features that are 
distinctively West Indian in style -- e.g., cut 
stone foundations with wood frame and board 
construction, pitch roofs and shingles, decora
tive railings and fretwork -- but as the commu
nity continues to develop, the charm and ar
chitectural integrity of the area is increasingly 
at risk from intrusions of incompatible build
ings and features. 

Additional examples of vernacular ar
chitecture are still present in the lower or 
North Valley area, from the Public Works De
partment to Crocus Hill. Two remarkably 
well-preserved houses stand out, known col
lectively as the Hodge Homestead.8 The only 
other important historic building in The Valley 
area is the Factory, opposite Wallblake House, 
that still houses the original Cotton Gin. There 
are also some good examples of West Indian
style "country houses" still surviving in rural 
areas. 

A survey of marine archaeological re
sources has not yet been undertaken in 
Anguilla, although there is no reason why the 
Territory should not have an inventory of 
shipwrecks comparable to that in Anegada to 
the west and Barbuda to the east, both of which 
have fairly extensive underwater archaeological 
resources. These historical marine resources 
need protection similar to that afforded terres
trial sites (see also Issue Two below). 

Two sites of historical/cultural impor
tance stand out in Anguilla. 

(1) The Fountain (see box, opposite 
page). One of two cave sanctuaries with major 
petroglyph groupings in Anguilla, the site also 
has the advantage of being relatively undis
turbed. Indeed, for some time after the dis
covery of the petroglyphs in 1979, the finding 
remained a well-kept secret, as the archaeology 
team had warned Government officials that the 
only other petroglyph of the Arawak God 
Jocahu discovered in the Caribbean -- in Cuba 
-- had been removed from the island and de
posited in a museum in the United States. 
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Eventually, with the assistance and sup
port of concerned Anguillians and the Archae
ological and Historical Society, the Govern
ment took action to protect the site. In 1985, 
GOA announced the purchase of a four and 
three-quarter acre site surrounding the cave and 
creation of the Fountain National Park; in 
1987, the Fountain National Park Development 
Committee (FNPDC) was formed to manage 
funds for the development of the cave and park 
facilities. Two years later, a report was issued 
comprised of a number of scientific studies of 
the site and a plan to modify the cave and park 
in order to preserve, protect and exhibit the 
underground environment and petroglyph area. 
The objective was to create an attraction to lure 
visitors, protect the natural environment, and 
provide a source of revenue. 9 

Unfortunately, although a national park 
was created, it remains a "paper park" as no 
legislation was enacted to formally authorize 
its establishment, nor have its boundaries been 
officially gazetted. The area has not been 
properly protected or developed, and the rec
ommendations of the government-appointed 
committee (FNPDC) have generally not been 
acted on because of fiscal constraints. 

The potential of this unusual site, how
ever, remains unquestioned by the many scien
tific experts and park planners who have ex
plored it over the years. To most Anguillians, 
however, the site is remembered more as a 
source of precious water than as a unique natu
ral area or significant archaeological find. 

(2) Big Spring. Another important pet
roglyph site was discovered in 1988 on a rock 
overhang with fresh water at Big Spring in Is
land Harbour. This land is already owned by 
Government which presumably will facilitate 
action to protect the site. At present, it is still 
being used as a refuse dump; it is unfenced and 
therefore unprotected. The cost of developing 
the Big Spring site would be considerably less 
than the cost projections associated with The 
Fountain -- most immediately, the area would 
benefit from the erection of proper fencing and 
the execution of an archaeological survey. 
Like The Fountain, Big Spring has potential as 
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A VISIT TO THE PROPOSED FOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK AS IT COULD BE ... 10 

Access to Fountain National Park is by a new north-coast road. If additional land can 
be obtained, cars can be left on Park property near this road .... The alternative plan 
would be to enter on a private road from the Park's southern boundary and circle away 
from the area where Fountain Cavern is located below ground. The road ends at a car 
park, where automobiles, rented cars and taxis can be left during the period the visitor 
is on Park premises. 

The visitor walks from the car park to the Visitor Center, enters the building, and pur
chases a cave tour ticket. While waiting for a tour to begin, he can view an Arawak 
Indian collection and then move to a covered veranda of the Visitor Center where he 
can be seated overlooking a native-plant garden. 

The tour begins on the veranda, when a guide gives an introduction to Anguilla, the 
Park, and the cave. The group then walks through a lighted tunnel to the cave en
trance. (The natural cave entrance hole is not used, so that this feature can be pre
served intact. This entrance will be seen later on the cave tour.) 

After entering the cave, visitors bear to the right on a trail which leads to three impres
sive stalagmites in the center of the cave room. The group and guide then follow the 
trail around these formations, where they have a view of a blue pool, lighted under 
water, off to the right. A second view of the large stalagmites is seen from the reverse 
side at a grouping point where the guide describes the natural cave features. 

The group then continues slightly downward around an embankment toward the second 
pool of the cave. Visitors view this lighted pool, moving around it on a flowstone bank, 
until they come to a stopping and viewing platform for the outstanding carved stalag
mite, Jocahu. A second lighting effect illuminates this feature as Arawak and 
Anguillian history are described. 

Visitors then proceed upward toward the natural entrance of the cave. They stop at a 
platform which allows viewing of the other petroglyphs of the cave. The special light
ing features the etched designs in the rock, as the guide continues the interpretive pro
gram. After this viewing, the group continues on a trail which returns to the tunnel en
trance. 

Upon exiting the cave, visitors who may not have had time to view the museum collec
tion may do so, or they may purchase mementos of Fountain Cavern and Anguilla in the 
Visitor Center gift shop. 

Visitors may return to the car park or walk northward toward the sea, where there is a 
facility for changing to bathing suits in order to enjoy the fine beach and sea bathing. 
For visitors who have only a short time available, the cave may be seen in an hour. For 
others, an enjoyable day can be spent visiting the cave, visitor center, museum, native
plant gardens and oceanside. 

The experience will be a fine introduction to the natural history of Anguilla, and will also 
show the archaeology and anthropology of the island -- from its ancient roots to the 
Anguilla of today. 
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a tourism amenity, and could help to stimulate 
development of the Island Harbour area. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

8.1 Anguilla's tourism development should 
be more closely associated with the at
tributes of the island's surviving historic 
sites and with its pleasing architecture, 
museum development, restored build
ings and similar amenity features. To 
this end, Government tourism planners 
should consider development of a 
"cultural tourism" plan that identifies 
resources, needs, opportunities and 
strategies for taking full advantage of 
the Territory's historical and cultural 
assets. Where appropriate, GOA 
tourism officials should join forces with 
the Archaeological and Historical Soci
ety and the emerging National Trust to 
identify funding and other forms of 
support which enable AAHS and/or the 
National Trust to help develop high pri
ority historic sites with tourism amenity 
potential. 

8.2 As part of the proposed environmental 
impact assessment process (see Chapter 
3, Recommendation 3.7), Anguilla 
should require cultural resource surveys 
by professional archaeologists prior to 
approval of major development projects. 
Each survey would identify all historical 
resources located at or nearby the pro
posed development site, assess their 
significance, and make recommenda
tions for measures (e.g., salvage ar
chaeology) that help mitigate unavoid
able impacts. 

8.3 Anguilla needs a detailed national in
ventory and assessment of important 
historic buildings and sites. Addition
ally, all remaining terrestrial archaeo
logical sites should be surveyed with 
data entered on maps prepared by the 
Department of Lands and Survey and 
then maintained for use in reviewing 
environmental impact assessments. A 
priority classification system should be 
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put in place as the basis for ranking 
sites within the framework of an inte
grated national heritage protection pol
icy (see also Recommendations 8.6 and 
8.8). 

Although of a lesser priority, it is also 
important that historic shipwrecks be 
recognized as non-renewable resources 
requiring protection and management in 
the public interest. A first step would 
be the identification of funding to com
mission a full survey and inventory of 
shipwreck sites occurring in Territorial 
waters. This might be done as a part of 
the new marine parks program (see 
Chapter 5, Issue Two). 

8.4 The development of the Fountain Na
tional Park needs to be reassessed as a 
national priority and sufficient resources 
earmarked for its protection, develop
ment, and management, including a 
survey of the cave fauna (which may be 
endemic) and the cave ecology. Legis
lation officially demarcating the park 
needs to be put in place, including reg
ulations for management of the park. 
This is an ambitious undertaking, but 
some feasibility planning has already 
been accomplished, and Anguilla now 
needs to move ahead in identifying 
donor support for development of the 
park as a tourism attraction and recre
ational amenity for visitors and resi
dents alike. 

While not of national park stature, the 
Big Spring archaeological site also 
needs protection. Most immediately, 
the area needs to be fenced in and an ar
chaeological survey undertaken. The 
site is at serious risk if current land use 
practices continue. 

8.5 In light of more recent efforts to offi
cially launch the Anguilla National 
Trust (see Issue Three below), the re
sponsibilities of the existing Fountain 
National Park Development Committee 
and the National Museum Development 
Committee (see Issue Two below) could 
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gradually be shifted to and integrated 
within the overall program framework 
of the new Trust. The Trust will have 
revenue-generating capabilities not 
available to the existing committees 
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which had functioned without budgets 
or funds, a situation that many pointed 
to as a serious impediment for both of 
these government-appointed bodies. 
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THE WALLBLAKE HOUSE of ANGUILLA 11 

It is almost as if time has stood still for the old Wallblake Estate House standing serenely apart from this latter 

half of the 20th century amidst its stolid guardians of old stone walls and tall Spanish bayonet trees. Indeed 

the old mansion does have a mystic characteristic about it that exudes a quality of permanence and calm and 

an indestructible link with the past which only the sensitive who walk around and through it can feel. Very 

few of us who are caught up in the hustle and bustle of making a living ever stop to ponder the historic sym

bol that is Wall blake House and the importance it played in the Anguilla of the 19th century and especially the 

early 20th century .... 

... we know that the old house was built in 1787 because of a brick placed in the northern side of the old 

kitchen and bakery on which that date was carved and is still faintly visible. We do not know, however, how 

long it took to build and how much expertise it required or how much labor, but here again we do know that 

it must have taken at least eighteen months to build (possibly much longer) because of the cut stone in

volved, some of which may have come from East End or even Scrub Island, and the lime used to hold the 

stone together, which had to be made from burnt coral and shells and then mixed with molasses and marl. 

The woodwork in the superstructure must have taken long and careful labor with the beading of each board 

used in the double panelling of each partition and especially in the intricate carving involved in decorating the 

edges of the tray ceiling with "roping" (tray ceilings are so called because they look like inverted trays sus

pended from the roof, and roping because they look like rope tacked onto the edges to hide irregularities). So 

at least we know that the construction of this old house must have taken a large number of skilled stone-ma

sons (especially when one looks at the cistern) and skilled carpenters among which there may have been 

shipwrights as well as gangs of unskilled labor .... 

Since 1959*, apart from very brief visits by Catholic priests [the house and surrounding property were willed 

to the Catholic Church in 1976), and temporary usage as a place of worship, Wallblake House has remained 

largely idle and empty. In 1978, it was leased by the Government of Anguilla to house the Department of 

Tourism, which was largely responsible for extensive renovations of the old house and an almost complete 

renovation of the kitchen with its unique chimney. 

Since the lease was terminated, Wallblake House has reverted to being the rectory of the Roman Catholic 

Church. In an island where hurricanes and economic change have removed so much of Anguilla's structural 

historical heritage, Wall blake remains an intact symbol of what once was. It is therefore the duty of all 

Anguillians ... to ensure that this beautiful mansion continues to grace the present with memories of the past. 

* For a full accounting of the building's history, see the article from which these excerpts are taken. 
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ISSUE TWO: 
Although some positive steps have been taken in the last decade, AngUlYla does not 
yet have a weI/-defined or adequately-supported policy for its surviving archaeological 
and historical resources. 

Since the late 1970's, the Government of 
Anguilla has taken the initiative and provided 
crucial resources on a number of occasions to 
advance historical resource development in the 
Territory. For example, the first archaeologi
callhistorical resource survey in 1979 was car
ried out under the sponsorship of Government. 
The more recent provision of the old Customs 
House for a proposed museum, sponsorship of 
a wreck-salvage operation (see Issue Three), a 
UNDP-funded archaeological cataloguing pro
ject (1992-93), and support for the establish
ment of a National Trust all represent positive 
leadership by the Government 
of Anguilla in the area of 

The Registry can be an important plan
ning tool; without it, future management deci
sions about the use of historical/cultural re
sources will tend to be fragmented and lack a 
strong central focus, and may well fail to de
velop necessary links with other sectors such as 
tourism. 

Community input in the process of rank
ing and evaluating sites for inclusion on a Na
tional Registry is important because broader
based, long-term support of historical resource 
protection programs will require a change in 

community attitudes about this 
resource sector and its signifi

historical resource develop
ment. HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

AND RESTORATION PRO-

cance to Anguilla. Without 
wider public support, it will be 
difficult for Government to im
pose or enforce development 
controls for historically-im
portant buildings or other pri
vately-held property -- or to di
vert public monies for the ac
quisition of land, sites or build-

GRAMS MUST BE PER-

CEIVED AS POSITIVE 

An Antiquities Ordi
nance (No. 13 of 1983) was 
enacted a decade ago to pro
vide protection for "listed" 
historic buildings and archae
ological sites and artifacts. 
Unfortunately, there has been 
little effort to implement the 

THRUSTS -- NOT RESTRIC-

TIVE TO EITHER PUBLIC OR 

PRIVATE SECTOR INITIA

TIVES. 

provisions of this legislation, 
and therefore, at the present time, important 
historical resources are afforded little pro-
tection. 

The preparation of the "list" called for in 
the Antiquities Ordinance is particularly im
portant because national consensus and an offi
cially-sanctioned inventory of priority sites is a 
prerequisite to informed decision-making about 
the preservation, use, and development of these 
resources. The "list" could take the form of a 
"National Trust Registry of Historic Places" 
(assuming recent efforts to launch the Anguilla 
National Trust are carried forward), and could 
not only identify known sites but also evaluate 
and rank them according to significance, con
dition, preservation needs, and reuse potential. 
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ings as part of a heritage pro
tection strategy (at the present 
time, there is no public trust 

fund for Government acquisition of such re
sources). 

The preservation of traditional architec
tural features and other vernacular building 
forms also needs to be affirmed as a develop
ment control goal of Government. The em
ployment of economic and other incentives can 
be used to encourage design controls and adap
tive reuse or restoration of historic buildings. 

Such incentives do not necessarily have to 
be initiated by Government. For example, a 
group of property owners in a given area, who 
see an economic advantage to historic preser
vation, might join together as a an informal 
group to establish and monitor local standards 
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and controls. There would be no official sanc
tion to such action, but it might serve as a 
force for creating public interest and support 
(this has already occurred with a relative 
amount of success in Basseterre, St. Kitts, 
where a "Basseterre Beautiful" Committee was 
formed under the leadership of the Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce). In any event, pro
tection and restoration of vernacular architec
ture and historic buildings needs to be pre
sented as a positive activity, almost a presti
gious one, and must not be seen as restrictive 
to the intentions of private property owners. 12 

Museum development is another heritage 
issue which has received mixed attention for 
more than a dozen years. One museum con
sultant, making a visit to Anguilla in 1982, 
stated that "Anguilla should develop a strategy 
to correlate heritage, education and tourism 
through the development of its archaeological 
resources and their safeguard by [establishment 
of] a museum .... "13 Even before this report, 
the Department of Tourism had set up a com
bined office, haridicraft display center and 
mini-museum in the historic Wallblake House 
(see box, page 120) but this effort was aban
doned in 1980 when the tourism office was 
relocated. 

Seven years later, the Archaeological and 
Historical Society, working with Government, 
identified the vacant old Customs House in The 
Valley as the best available public building 
suitable for conversion to a National Museum. 
In 1988, the Government granted AAHS per
mission to use this building and appointed a 
National Museum Development Committee to 
assist with its development. Plans were drawn 
for conversion of the building (estimated at ap
proximately US$lOO,OOO), and partial funding 
was secured to begin the renovation. It is 
hoped that the building will be ready to open it 
to the public by the end of 1993. 

At the present time, Government has not 
committed operational funds for the museum, 
nor have personnel been identified to staff the 
facility. There is no development plan, nor a 
clear concept of how the National Museum fits 
into a larger heritage protection program. 
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While the Archaeological Society has cooper
ated with Government during the last four 
years in moving the museum project forward, 
it does not, under present policies, have the fi
nancial or human resources or an interest in 
taking over responsibility for management of 
the National Museum. Under these circum
stances, museum development and management 
can, most logically, be viewed as the eventual 
responsibility of the new National Trust (see 
Issue Three). There are many examples in the 
Eastern Caribbean of national museums which 
were established and then operated under the 
aegis of an NGO (Antigua, Nevis, Grenada, 
st. Kitts) or a National Trust (St. Lucia, 
Montserrat). 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

8.6 Existing legislation for the protection 
and restoration of historical resources 
needs to be more aggressively imple
mented. The establishment of a 
"National Trust Registry of Historic 
Places" should be considered as part of 
a legal framework for heritage protec
tion, with the Anguilla National Trust 
taking the lead in developing the Reg
istry. National landmarks, histori
cal/archaeological sites, and architec
tural features listed on the "Registry" 
should be protected. Public input needs 
to be solicited in the process of select
ing, evaluating, and ranking sites for 
inclusion on the National Registry. 

The existing land-oriented antiquities 
law might be updated at some point to 
address issues of shipwreck site protec
tion, search and salvage procedures, ar
tifact disposition, and recreational div
ing on historic wreck sites. 

8.7 Buildings, sites, or other landmarks in
cluded on the National Registry should 
be properly identified as such, with 
signs posted informing the public that 
they are protected and that artifact re
moval, defacement or similar acts are 
illegal. Signs are also needed at the air
port and seaports advising the public 
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that it is illegal to export Anguillian an
tiquities. 

8.8 The Government should work with ap
propriate NGOs and community groups 
to secure more extensive support and 
commitment for its program of histori
cal/cultural resource development. 
Broader consensus might be achieved 
through development of a comprehen
sive "national heritage protection pol
iey". The authority, responsibilities, 
and expertise of the National Trust (see 
Issue Three), NGOs, and GOA agencies 
involved in some aspect of histori
cal/cultural resource management could 
be clarified and integrated through de
velopment and adoption of such a na
tional policy. 

8.9 The Government of Anguilla needs to 
give serious consideration to preparation 
and adoption of a national museum de
velopment plan. In the near-term, at
tention needs to focus on the National 
Museum to be housed in the old Cus
toms House. Issues of operational 
funding, staffing needs, training re
quirements, and the like need to be dealt 
as soon as possible, either through the 
existing Museum Development Com
mittee or the new National Trust. 

A national museum plan should evaluate 
other museum sites which have been 
proposed for Anguilla, for example, an 
Amerindian Museum at the Fountain 
National ParkI4 and a Salt and Marine 
Heritage Museum in the presently un
used former Salt Factory at Sandy 
Ground. 

ELEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE HISTORICAL RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS: 

(j) A COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL POLICY TO BRING TO

GETHER ISSUES RELATED TO HERITAGE PROTECTION 

UNDER A COHESIVE OPERATIONAL PROGRAM. 

(ii) CLEAR LINES OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE MANAGE

MENT OF HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES. 

(iii) ADEQUATE LEGISLATION TO PROTECT HISTORICAL 

AND CULTURAL RESOURCES. 

(iv) COMMUNITY CONSENSUS ON HOW HISTORICAL RE

SOURCES ARE TO BE USED AND DEVELOPED IN THE 

NATIONAL INTEREST. 
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ISSUE THREE: 
Until recently, Anguillian NGOs interested in the "environment" have been focused 
primarily on archaeological, historical, and marine-related issues. More recent inter
est in activating a National Trust should be energetically pursued as Anguilla needs a 
strong institutional vehicle to implement broader-based environmental and heritage 
protection programs. 

Anguilla's oldest environmental non-gov
ernment organization (NGO) is the Anguilla 
Archaeological and Historical Society, founded 
in 1981 "to protect and preserve Anguilla's 
past cultural heritage". The Society is man
aged by a Board of Directors elected every two 
years. Its membership has ranged from a low 
of 20 to over 100 persons, with a proportional 
representation of one-third Anguillians, one
third foreign residents, and one-third visitors 
or tourists. The Society employs no staff, has 
no office, and is dependent on the volunteer 
work of an energized core of committed mem
bers. Revenues are primarily based on mem
bership fees and solicited donations. 

Since its establishment over a decade ago, 
the Society has been the leading force for ar
chaeological resource development in Anguilla 
and has been active primarily in identifying ar
chaeological sites, carrying out salvage work, 
preserving collected artifacts, and interacting 
with other archaeologists in the region. Until 
recently, the Society was the only environ
mental NGO in Anguilla, and, as such, its pro
gram agenda often extended beyond its primary 
archaeological research interests. For exam
ple, AAHS is the local NGO coordinator for 
the UNDP-funded "Environmental Profile 
Project" (1992-93). The Society has also been 
actively involved in two government-appointed 
committees -- the Fountain National Park De
velopment Committee and the National Mu
seum Development Committee -- and has as
sumed a leadership role in both.these efforts. 
It also was a major proponent for enactment of 
a National Trust Ordinance in the late 1980's. 

The only other environmental NGO in 
Anguilla is the Marine Heritage Society (MHS) 
which was founded in 1990. The group was 
set up specifically to raise funds for and super-
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vise the removal of several unsightly ship
wrecks in Road Bay, which were eventually 
relocated and sunk as an artificial reef. It has, 
from time to time, provided advisory services 
to GOA's Department of Fisheries and Marine 
Resources and co-sponsored recent Easter 
Monday boat races. 

A most promising sign of renewed con
cern for resource conservation has been the re
cent interest in activating the Anguilla National 
Trust (ANT). Anguilla's Trust Ordinance 
(No.7, 1988) is not unlike similar legislation 
enacted throughout the Caribbean. It charges 
the Trust with protecting and promoting the 
natural and cultural heritage of Anguilla and 
empowers it with authority to raise funds, ac
quire property, and manage the use of the 
property it holds. 

In 1991, the Trust received funding from 
the Caribbean Conservation Association, under 
a grant from the U.S.-based MacArthur Foun
dation, to assist in developing the Trust and 
establishing a national "heritage" program. A 
part-time executive director was employed and 
a few cultural projects implemented, primarily 
related to theater productions. 

However, at the present time, the Trust 
lacks a sufficient institutional structure for as
suming its proper leadership position in 
Anguilla. It was only in early 1993 that the 
Governor appointed GOA members to the 
Trust Council, the legal governing body of the 
organization (the AAHS had already appointed 
two members to the Council). Final organiza
tional steps should be completed shortly, lead
ing to the more difficult task of shaping an 
institutional development plan and an interim 
program implementation plan. 

I ) 
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The national trust institutional structure 
has been used successfully elsewhere in the 
Caribbean and is a particularly appropriate or
ganizational vehicle for establishing conser
vation support in a country that lacks a 
broadly-focused environmental NGO. In most 
Caribbean countries, the national trust -- al
though established by legislative authority -
functions very much like an NGO, that is, it is 
membership-based, operates in the private 
sector (as well as the public sector), has a 
broad environmental agenda, and raises exter
nal funding on the strength of its quasi-inde
pendent status. 

At the present time, the future role of the 
Anguilla National Trust is predicated on: 

(i) its ability to take immediate steps that 
clearly demonstrate the Trust's long-term 
viability, 

(ii) the effectiveness of the planning process 
in the months ahead to build an appropri
ate institutional structure, and 

(iii) the Trust's capacity to ultimately generate 
public and private sector support and 
commitment within Anguilla for its pro
gram goals and priorities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

8.10 Immediate steps need to be taken to 
fully establish Anguilla's National 
Trust, an organization whose potential 
role in resource conservation is sub
stantial. Sufficient attention must be 
paid to institutional development 
prerequisites or the Trust's long-term 
viability will be at risk. For example, 
the Trust should: 

prepare an institutional development 
plan which articulates long-term goals 
and objectives; 
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identify revenues and program funding, 
including preparation and approval of 
an annual operational budget; 
prepare a staffing plan, including as a 
first priority a job description and de
lineation of job responsibilities for the 
executive director; 
develop an annual program plan which 
focuses on strategies and activities for a 
12-month period; and 
identify a source of technical support 
for program planning, fund raising, and 
institutional development. 

8.11 Until such time as the National Trust is 
fully functional and in a position to 
manage programs and property, the 
continuing role of the Archaeological 
and Historical Society in resource con
servation and heritage protection in 
Anguilla should not be: undervalued. Its 
role, however, will undouhtedly change 
as the Trust matures institutionally and 
assumes its leadership position in the 
Territory. 

To a lesser extent this is also true of the 
Marine Heritage Society. MHS's focus 
on marine resources is important in 
Anguilla where the island's maritime 
heritage is widely appreciated and 
where the healthy status of marine re
sources is essential to economic well
being. There might eventually he.- some 
redundancy or overlap In tht." pro~rclm<; 

of the Marine Henta,t:t." SoUd~ ilOJ an 
active National T rw .. t. anJ thl·rt."!llft< It 
may be appropnalt." at ... '"'I<' lafco! r" lant 
to fold the M HS ad II on .. ~ .... n..Ls lOll' the 
larger program plan 1'1 lht." ',II II lOa 1 
Trust. But until the Tru .. t I' In a POSI
tion to assume leadership for manne-fo
cused conservation programs, a viable 
and active Marine Heritage Society is 
not unimportant. 
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ISSUE FOUR: 
Anguilla's historical heritage does not lie only in buildings, a museum, burial grounds, 
or archives, but also in its people's sense of place and well-being. 

There appears to be a general consensus 
that traditional values and behavior are being 
altered in Anguilla today, largely due to the in
fluence of television from North America and 
the changes stimulated by the rapid economic 
growth of the 1980's. For example, while 
historically mothers and grandmothers stayed 
at home to raise children, today the market
place has been opened to these women who are 
often working more than one job. This, in 
tum, has raised concerns about how the chil
dren of Anguilla a~e to be taught traditional 
moral and family values. There are trouble
some trends in recent statistics about increased 
juvenile delinquency, child abuse, sexual vio
lence, and homelessness. The figures are low, 
but the trend is worrisome. 15 

In the face of the forces of change which 
now touch the daily lives of all Anguillians, a 
renewed emphasis on the island's shared tradi
tions and its common historical outlook should 
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not be overlooked in attempts to preserve and 
defend the more tangible evidence of 
Anguilla's past. While the island has a limited 
inventory of important historical landmarks, it 
does have a number of impressive cultural tra
ditions which need to be counted as a part of 
Anguilla'S surviving heritage -- along with the 
bricks and motor, the shards and bones of an
tiquity. The tradition of boat building and boat 
racing, cultural festivals and carnival, the cen
tral unifying force of the sea, the village-fo
cused sense of community, folk art and crafts, 
music, literature, theater, and architecture -- all 
need to be nourished and preserved for the 
Anguillians yet to be. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

8.12 Oral history recordings provide a means 
of documenting the island's social his
tory, and more needs to be done to 
promote this type of historical research. 
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KEY THEMES OF CHAPTER 8 

o As the pace of development has quickened in Anguilla during the last decade, the island's surviving ar

chaeological sites, historic landmarks, and indigenous architecture are increasingly at risk. For example, 

of the 60 acres of important archaeological sites inventoried by the Archaeological and Historical Soci

ety in 1982/83, only 15 acres remained in 1992. 

o As a consequence, cultural resource surveys by professional archaeologists are needed prior to approval 

of major development projects, with time allowed for salvage archaeology, if necessary, before con

struction begins. 

o Anguilla's first national park -- at the Fountain Cavern -- is a cave and natural spring remembered by 

most Anguillians as a source of precious water; but it also is a unique natural area and contains an im

portant archaeological find, making it an appropriate choice for development as a tourism amenity. 

Anguilla needs to take steps to legally establish the park and identify donor support for its development. 

o Generally speaking, Anguilla's tourism package could be enriched by linking tourism more closely with 

the attributes of the island's surviving historical and cultural heritage. Development of a cultural 

tourism plan would help to identify resources, needs, opportunities and strategies for taking full advan

tage of Anguilla's historical and cultural assets in future tourism planning and marketing. 

o The establishment of a "National Trust Registry of Historic Places" -- which lists, evaluates, and ranks 

the importance of Anguilla's surviving historical resources -- would strengthen Anguilla's 1983 Antiqui

ties Ordinance which has not yet been implemented. An opportunity should be provided for community 

input in the process of adding sites to a National Registry, for without wider public support for historical 

resource protection programs, it is difficult for the Government to impose or enforce development con

trols for historically-important buildings or other privately-held property on which historical artifacts are 

located. 

o Examples of traditional West Indian architecture can still be found in Anguilla, but the importance of 

preserving these indigenous buildings and architectural features needs to be more positively asserted as 

a development control goal if they are to survive into the twenty-first century. Incentives for preserving 

and restoring important buildings do not necessarily have to be initiated by Government but might come 

from the private sector. 

o Government and interested NGOs and community groups could work together to draft a national policy 

that brings together issues related to heritage protection under a cohesive operational program with 

clear lines of responsibility for the management of historical and cultural resources. The role of the new 

National Museum within the Territory's larger heritage protection program needs to be reviewed, and an 

r~ operation plan for its development, funding, staffing, and management needs to be worked out. 

o Together, Government and Anguilla's environmental NGOs can find ways to cultivate and nurture a 

more active public/private sector partnership. Such partnerships elsewhere in the Caribbean have re

sulted in joint programs (for museum, archival, and historic site development) which have strengthened 

and advanced resource conservation goals. 

o Final organizational steps will be completed in the near future for the official launching of the Anguilla 

National Trust, which was created by ordinance in 1988. More difficult tasks will follow, including the 

shaping of an institutional development plan and program implementation strategy. The Trust's poten

tial role for protecting and promoting the natural and cultural heritage of Anguilla is substantial, and it is 

important that those who assume Trust leadership in the months ahead move quickly to build an effec

tive institutional structure, targeted program goals, and adequate community support. 
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